Hands of Stone. 16 pages of photos. 293 pages.


Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.00

boxer, and his fearless fighting earned him the title in four different weight classes. He is a boxer’s of the greatest boxers of all time, he held world titles in the Golden Age of Boxing. Widely acknowledged as one of the great fighters of all time, he began his fighting career in the streets of Panama to blazing a trail through the world of boxing. His story is one of dedication, hope, and triumph over adversity. He is a fighter’s fighter and a legend in the sport of boxing.

ELEANOR AND HICK: The Love Affair That Shaped a First Lady. By Susan Quinn. In 1933, Eleanor Roosevelt embarked on the duty-bound role of First Lady with dread. A lifeline came to her in the form of feisty AP reporter Lorena Hickok. Over the next 30 years, the two carried on an extraordinary relationship: the First Lady with dread and the AP reporter, two lifelong friends. The book reveals the important lessons she learned through his life, in his military service, and in his work as an airline pilot. This is a story of dedication, hope, and triumph over adversity. He is a fighter’s fighter and a legend in the sport of boxing.

IN DEFENSE OF ANDREW JACKSON. By Bradley J. Birzer. In this concise yet fully rounded portrait of Jackson the man, the soldier, the politician, the embodiment of an ambitious, optimistic era of American expansion, the author makes the case that Jackson was the American frontier republican, passionately devoted to individual liberty, Christian morality, and the preservation of the Union. 209 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $26.99

LIFE IS SHORT (NO PUN INTENDED). By J. Arnold & B. Klein. The stars of TLC’s hit show ‘The Little Couple’ open up about their childhoods, the struggles of their teen years, the passions that drive their success, their romance, the joy they’ve found as parents, and what it’s like to have a camera recording every move. Color photos. 261 pages. Howard. Pub. at $25.00

LUCKY BASTARD: My Life, My Dad, and the Things I’m Not Allowed to Say on TV. By Joe Buck with M. Rosenberg. In his memoir, Buck shares colorful tales and hilarious anecdotes from his life on and off the field. He talks about the lessons he learned from his father, a broadcasting legend, and the errors he made along the way. Photos. 295 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

LUCKY BASTARD: My Life, My Dad, and the Things I’m Not Allowed to Say on TV. By Joe Buck with M. Rosenberg. In his memoir, Buck shares colorful tales and hilarious anecdotes from his life on and off the field. He talks about the lessons he learned from his father, a broadcasting legend, and the errors he made along the way. Photos. 295 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE. By Solomon Northup. The harrowing true story that inspired the major motion picture. Though his father was born into slavery, Solomon Northup was born and lived free. But when two strangers tricked and kidnapped him, Solomon found himself dehumanized, beaten, and thrown into a brutal life of slavery. 336 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95


SULLY: The Untold Story Behind the Miracle on the Hudson. By Chesley B. “Sully” Sullenberger III with J. Zaslav. Sully’s story is one of dedication, hope, and preparedness, revealing the important lessons he learned through his life, in his military service, and in his work as an airline pilot. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99


LIFE IS SHORT (NO PUN INTENDED). By J. Arnold & B. Klein. The stars of TLC’s hit show ‘The Little Couple’ open up about their childhoods, the struggles of their teen years, the passions that drive their success, their romance, the joy they’ve found as parents, and what it’s like to have a camera recording every move. Color photos. 261 pages. Howard. Pub. at $25.00

LUCKY BASTARD: My Life, My Dad, and the Things I’m Not Allowed to Say on TV. By Joe Buck with M. Rosenberg. In his memoir, Buck shares colorful tales and hilarious anecdotes from his life on and off the field. He talks about the lessons he learned from his father, a broadcasting legend, and the errors he made along the way. Photos. 295 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00


Art & Photography Biographies

2942062 GEORGIA O’KEEFFE AT HOME. By Alicia Inez Guzman. Despite O’Keeffe’s assertions that a biographic interpretation of her work will yield little insight, it is plain to see the landscapes and buildings she called home had a huge influence on her work. This stunning volume features artwork and original photography of her surroundings taken by notable friends and contemporaries.

176 pages. Frances Lincoln 9x10½. Pub. at $40.00

2883260 GUSTAVE COURBET. By Ulf Kuster. Gustave Courbet (1819-1877) is a key figure in the history of modern art. He was the most important proponent of Realism, one of the first to fight for socially engaged painting; and he constantly emphasized his individuality as an artist. This authoritative and eventful life and multifaceted work of an artist whose paintings inspire. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Hatje Cantz. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

6951937 THE ART OF GEORGE AMES ALDRICH. By Wendy Greenhouse et al. A highly regarded impressionist style artist, George Ames Aldrich drew on his years of experience living and studying in Europe to create beautiful landscape paintings. His life and work are explored in this gorgeous volume, featuring color reproductions along with other archival and contextual images. InUP. 9¼x10½. Pub. at $35.00

$6.95


$14.95

2912598 THE LIFE OF LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Giorgio Vasari. Illustrated with the works of art discussed by Vasari (1511-1574), and including a selection of Da Vinci’s studies of science and technology, this cloth-bound, gold-foil stamped collectors edition paints an intriguing picture of the progress of art in the hands of the master. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. 4¾x7½. Pub at $11.95

$11.95

6771919 WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES: The Shape of Films to Come. By James Curtis. Menzies was known for his visual flair and love of adventure and fantasy films—a true innovator who innovatively preplanned the color and design of each film through a series of sketches. With access to original artwork, correspondence, scrapbooks, unpublished writings, and personal letters, illustrations, Curtis offers a portrait of an extraordinary artist at the start of his apprenticeship, to his completion of the Sistine Chapel ceiling in 1512. Analyzing Michelangelo’s burgeoning abilities through copies he himself executed in museums and galleries in Florence and elsewhere, Pascuzzi unlocks the transformation that made him great. Well illus., many color. 293 pages. Arcade. 6x9½. Pub. at $21.95

$6718612 THE NOTEBOOKS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI: Selected Extracts from the Writings of the Renaissance Genius. Richly illustrated with more than 50 fascinating reproductions from his notebooks and several of his most famous works of art, this stunningly produced volume draws from the pages of Da Vinci’s notebooks to offer fascinating insight into the life and thought of an artist who had a profound influence on a range of subjects. Attractively cloth bound and slipcased. 159 pages. Sirius. 6¼x9½. Pub at $19.99

$14.95

6752618 THE BRUEGELS: Lives and Works in 500 Images. By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original artists, and how his work came to be celebrated as one of the most influential among painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 500 artistic ideals drew them together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the very shape of twentieth-century art. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. Knopf. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $30.00

$21.95

2883066 REGARDING THOMAS ROWLANDSON, 1757-1827: His Life, Art & Acquaintance. By Matthew & James Payne. This gripping story of one of the great graphic satirists of the British School is based on a mass of new research. It sheds new light on Rowlandson’s family background, his education and art training in London and Paris, his personal and professional associations, and more. 16 pages of color photos. 393 pages. Paul Holberton. 7¼x10. Pub at $65.00

$9.95

2903350 BECOMING MICHELANGELO: Appraising the Master and Discarding the Artist Through His Drawings. By Alan Pascuzzi. Traces Michelangelo’s development as an artist during the period from roughly 1485, the start of his apprenticeship, to his completion of the Sistine Chapel ceiling in 1512. Analyzing Michelangelo’s burgeoning abilities through copies he himself executed in museums and galleries in Florence and elsewhere, Pascuzzi unlocks the transformation that made him great. Well illus., many color. 293 pages. Arcade. 6x9½. Pub. at $21.95

$7.95

6953808 CALDER: The Conquest of Time – The Early Years, 1898-1940. By Jed Perl. Alexander Calder is among the most widely admired artists of the 20th century. But only now, 40 years after his death, is the full story of his life told. Perl shows us why Calder was and remains a barrier breaker, avant-garde artist with mass appeal. This is the first volume of the author’s two-volume biography. Well illus., some color. 687 pages. Knopf. 7½x10½. Pub. at $55.00

$12.95

• 6965200 YOUNG LEONARDO: The Evolution of a Revolutionary Artist, 1472-1499. By J-P. Isbouts & C. H. Brown. Presents a fresh look at Leonardo da Vinci’s formative years in Florence and Milan and opens a window into the artist’s mind as he slowly develops the groundbreaking techniques that will produce the High Renaissance and change the course of European art. Illus. in color. 251 pages. St. Martin’s. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $26.99

$7.95

9792306 FOURSOME: Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe, Paul Strand, Rebecca Salsbury. By Carolyn Burke. A captivating, spirited account of the intense relationships between these four artists whose strong personalities, passionate feelings, and artistic ideals drew them together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the very shape of twentieth-century art. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. Knopf. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $30.00

$21.95

2911407 GEORGIA O’KEEFFE AT HOME. By Alicia Inez Guzman. Despite O’Keeffe’s assertions that a biographic interpretation of her work will yield little insight, it is plain to see the landscapes and buildings she called home had a huge influence on her work. This stunning volume features artwork and original photography of her surroundings taken by notable friends and contemporaries.

176 pages. Frances Lincoln 9x10½. Pub. at $40.00

$11.95

8207198 THE BRUEGELS: Live s and Work s in 500 I mages. By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original artists, and how his work came to be celebrated as one of the most influential among painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 500 artistic ideals drew them together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the very shape of twentieth-century art. Illus., some in color. 420 pages. Knopf. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $30.00

$21.95

6951937 THE ART OF GEORGE AMES ALDRICH. By Wendy Greenhouse et al. A highly regarded impressionist style artist, George Ames Aldrich drew on his years of experience living and studying in Europe to create beautiful landscape paintings. His life and work are explored in this gorgeous volume, featuring color reproductions along with other archival and contextual images. InUP. 9¼x10½. Pub. at $35.00

$6.95

2838390 YOUNG LEONARDO: The Evolution of a Revolutionary Artist, 1472-1499. By J-P. Isbouts & C. H. Brown. Presents a fresh look at Leonardo da Vinci’s formative years in Florence and Milan and opens a window into the artist’s mind as he slowly develops the groundbreaking techniques that will produce the High Renaissance and change the course of European art. Illus. in color. 251 pages. St. Martin’s. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $26.99

$7.95
**Notable Americans**

6849954 THE VOICE OF AMERICA: Lowell Thomas and the Invention of 20th-Century Journalism. By Mitchell Stephens. Offers an entertaining and sometimes scandalous portrait of a crucial journalist whose name, not too long ago, was as well-known as any American journalist has ever been. When Thomas died in 1981, Walter Cronkite remembered that Thomas had “formed a couple of centuries worth of living” into his eighty-nineties. 16 pages of photos. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 **$6.95**

6913598 TUESDAY’S PROMISE: One Veteran, One Dog, and Their Bold Quest to Change Lives. By L.C. Montalvan & E. Henican. Following the story of his service dog, New York Times bestselling author Until Tuesday, Iraq war veteran Luis Montalvan took the road with his beloved golden retriever service dog, Tuesday, to advocate for America’s wounded warriors and for each other. An inspiring story of love, service, teamwork, and the remarkable bond between man and canines. Photos. 294 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 **$6.95**

6874983 FORGING A PRESIDENT: How the Wild West Created Teddy Roosevelt. By William Hazlitt. It was in the Badlands that Roosevelt became acquainted with the way of cowboys, Indians, trappers, thieves, and wild creatures, and it was there that his spirit was forged. The author brings alive the tremendous, formative adventures that shaped twenty-sixth president spent in the Wild West. 267 pages. Crown. Pub. at $29.99 **$5.95**

1841254 BRANDEY: Great Generals Series. By Alan Axelrod. With insight and skillful attention to detail, the author reveals the important legacy of Omar Bradley, the tactical genius who led the largest field command in history and who remains the model for all commanders today. Photos. 204 pages. Palgrave. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 **$4.95**

6983895 FIVE DOWN, NO GLORY: Frank G. Tinker, Mercury Ace in the Spanish Civil War. By R.K. Smith & R.C. Hall. This first in depth biography of Tinker covers his experience in combat, culminating with his command of a Soviet squadron, and the termination of his contract with Spain. Tinker would become the top American ace during the Spanish Civil War after downing eight enemy airplanes in combat. Illus. 377 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95 **$14.95**


2859651 BLACK EK: The Life of an American Visionary. By Joe Jackson. Black Elk, the Native American holy man, is known for his 1932 testimonial Black Elk Speaks, widely considered one of the masterpieces of Indian literature. Provides a sweeping biographical account of Black Elk’s life, a tale of heroism and tragedy, adaptation and endurance in an era of permanent crisis on the Great Plains. 16 pages of photos. 600 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 **$9.95**

3653965 DEVIL AT MY HEELS. By Louis Zamperini with D. Penein. A juvenile delinquent, a world-class NCAA miler, a 1936 Olympian, a WWII bombardier: Louis Zamperini had a life fuller than most when it changed in an instant. In 1943, his plane crashed, and Zamperini-who had a life fuller than most when it changed in an instant. In 1943, his plane crashed, and Zamperini with D. Reesin. A juvenile delinquent, a world-class NCAA miler, a 1936 Olympian, a WWII bomba... 24 pages of photos. 400 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 **$9.95**

2872919 THEODORE REX. By Edmund Morris. Sequel to Morris’s best-seller The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt. It begins by following the new President (still the youngest in history) as he came from Mount Marcy, New York, to Buffalo, to take his emergency oath of office. Illus. 772 pages. Random. Pub. at $37.95 **$9.95**

2873049 MONK EASTMAN: The Gangster Who Became a War Hero. By Neil Hanson. An intimate biography as well as an epic history, this is a vivid account of the life and times of Old New York’s most infamous gangster-cum-soldier as he made his way from the seedy streets of Brooklyn to the broadcast fields of the World War II. Front. Photos. 395 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95 **$4.95**

6973124 MAN OF THE HOUR: James B. Conant, Warrior Scientist. By Jennet Conant. There was probably no one who made a larger mark in more areas of American life, than Conant. He shaped policy as a scientist, nuclear pioneer, Cold War statesman, diplomat, and educational reformer for fifty years. This intimate account of his extraordinary life, reveals the agonizing decisions he faced, the joy and the burden of his actions. Photos. 587 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 **$6.95**

**2855717 CARRYING THE FIRE, 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: An Astronaut’s Journeys.** By Michael Collins. In this remarkable autobiography, Collins conveys in a personal way the impact, beauty, and horror of the remarkable adventure of mankind reaching the moon. He also traces his life from his first flight experiences in the U.S. Air Force, through his days as a test pilot, to his Gemini 10 space walk. 32 pages of photos. 478 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 **$12.95**

6509444 HIT ME! Fighting the Las Vegas Mob by the Numbers. By D. Gomes & J. Bontranga. In 1990, Las Vegas, Nevada, Gomes, one of the youngest division chief in Gaming Control Board history, Gomes capped off his tenure with the famous bust of the Stardust skim, portrayed in the book and movie Casino. This is Gome’s crime fiction insider’s look at contemporary Las Vegas. Photos. 267 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 **$6.95**

6911390 SHOWDOWN: Thurgood Marshall and the Supreme Court Nomination That Changed America. By Wil Haygood. He brought down the separate-but-equal doctrine, integrated schools, fought for human rights, defended human dignity but also made them impossible to deny. In this stunning biography, Haygood details the life and career of Thurgood Marshall, one of the most transformative legal minds of the past century. Photos. 404 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50 **$7.95**

692011X THE BUTLER: A Witness to History. By Wil Haygood. With Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served no fewer than eight presidents, from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired the film The Butler. Also explores the Black Restoration of African Americans in the 1970s, with a forward by the film’s director Lee Daniels. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 96 pages. Altia. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 **$4.95**

2926828 THE HOUSE OF MEMORY: Reflections on Youth and War. By John F. Kennedy. A 90-year-old man who grew up poor in an Ireland and Brooklyn that now exist only in memory. He served as a Navy commando in the China/Burma/India theater in WWII. His story is a tribute to one of the many waves of immigrant families who have struggled, endured and enriched our country. Photos. 254 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.95 **$4.95**

6910963 THE IMMORTAL IRISHMAN: The Irish Revolutionary Who Became an American Hero. By Timothy Egan. Illuminates the dawn of the great Irish American story, with all its twists and triumphs, through the life of one man. While the Irish were rushing young orphans into the British fold, Francis Feagher who helped lead a failed uprising against British rule, was banished to a Tasmanian prison colony, and rose from the ashes in the streets of New York, to become one of the most famous Irishmen in America. Illus. 368 pages. HMF. Pub. at $28.00 **$6.95**

2864568 THE FEARLESS BENJAMIN LAY: The Quaker Dwarf Who Became the First Revolutionary Abolitionist. By Marcus Rediker. Rediker chronicles the transatlantic life and times of Benjamin Lay, a Quaker dwarf who demanded the total, unconditional emancipation of all enslaved Africans around the world. Lay’s worldview was a combination of Quakerism, vegetarianism, animal opposition to capital punishment, and an idea of abolitionism—a man who fervently embodied the ideals of democracy and equality. Color illus. 212 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95 **$7.95**

2872911 THEODORE REX. By Edmund Morris. Sequel to Morris’s best-seller The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt. It begins by following the new President (still the youngest in history) as he came from Mount Marcy, New York, to Buffalo, to take his emergency oath of office. Illus. 772 pages. Random. Pub. at $37.95 **$9.95**

2872408 MONK EASTMAN: The Gangster Who Became a War Hero. By Neil Hanson. An intimate biography as well as an epic history, this is a vivid account of the life and times of Old New York’s most infamous gangster-cum-soldier as he made his way from the seedy streets of Brooklyn to the broadcast fields of the World War II. Front. Photos. 395 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95 **$4.95**

2859611 BLACK EK: The Life of an American Visionary. By Joe Jackson. Black Elk, the Native American holy man, is known for his 1932 testimonial Black Elk Speaks, widely considered one of the masterpieces of Indian literature. Provides a sweeping biographical account of Black Elk’s life, a tale of heroism and tragedy, adaptation and endurance in an era of permanent crisis on the Great Plains. 16 pages of photos. 600 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 **$9.95**

This is an intimate, revealing, and compelling biography of a man more gifted than most but complicated in just the ways we all are. 370 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

We knew, and through their painstaking research fundamentally challenge much of what we thought about him. Neither hypocrite nor saint, this review will

By Helen Addison Howard. Tells the compelling story of Robert Smalls' amazing journey from slave to Union hero. By Cate Lineberry. A compelling narrative that

## CRAZY HORSE, THIRD EDITION: The Strange Life of Butch O'Hare. By Michael Tomblin. The astonishing story of the WWII aviator who captured America's First Black Sports Hero.

By Michael Tomblin. Through multiple visits to the Argonne region and extensive research in both German and American archives, Mastriano painstakingly reconstructs the events of October 1918, and offers a complete portrait of Sergeant York's daring bravery. By Cate Lineberry. A completely new narrative of the short but eventful life of the hero and sheds new light on his untimely death. 30 pages of photos. 318 pages. Naval Press. Pub. at $22.95


## AMERICA’S SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Legacy of William Burns, America’s First Black Sports Hero.

By Michael Tomblin. The astonishing story of a how a rough-cut frontiersman invented himself as one of the American west’s most powerful and influential figures. The Constitution to forge a stronger nation. An engaging account of the life and times of this exceptional man who shaped America as he held together the Supreme Court, the Constitution, and the Shattered. 502 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $17.00

The fascinating story of O’Hare’s rise, fall, and legacy. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 476 pages. Random. Pub. at $34.95


Volume recounts the amazing life of Josiah Henson. This fully revised edition to the author’s 1941 version titled War Chief Joseph presents in exciting detail the full story of Chief Joseph, with a re-evaluation of the five bands engaged in the Nez Percé War, told from the Indian, the white military, and their points of view. Illus. 380 pages. Bison. Paperback.

By Cate Lineberry. Tells the compelling story of Robert Smalls’ amazing journey from slave to Union hero. By Cate Lineberry. A compelling narrative that

The astonishing story of the WWII aviator who captured America’s First Black Sports Hero. By Michael Tomblin. Through multiple visits to the Argonne region and extensive research in both German and American archives, Mastriano painstakingly reconstructs the events of October 1918, and offers a complete portrait of Sergeant York's daring bravery. By Cate Lineberry. A completely new narrative of the short but eventful life of the hero and sheds new light on his untimely death. 30 pages of photos. 318 pages. Naval Press. Pub. at $22.95


## AMERICA’S SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Legacy of William Burns, America’s First Black Sports Hero.

By Michael Tomblin. The astonishing story of a how a rough-cut frontiersman invented himself as one of the American west’s most powerful and influential figures. The Constitution to forge a stronger nation. An engaging account of the life and times of this exceptional man who shaped America as he held together the Supreme Court, the Constitution, and the Shattered. 502 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $17.00

The fascinating story of O’Hare’s rise, fall, and legacy. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 476 pages. Random. Pub. at $34.95

Volume recounts the amazing life of Josiah Henson. This fully revised edition to the author’s 1941 version titled War Chief Joseph presents in exciting detail the full story of Chief Joseph, with a re-evaluation of the five bands engaged in the Nez Percé War, told from the Indian, the white military, and their points of view. Illus. 380 pages. Bison. Paperback.

## AMERICA’S SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Legacy of William Burns, America’s First Black Sports Hero.

By Michael Tomblin. The astonishing story of a how a rough-cut frontiersman invented himself as one of the American west’s most powerful and influential figures. The Constitution to forge a stronger nation. An engaging account of the life and times of this exceptional man who shaped America as he held together the Supreme Court, the Constitution, and the Shattered. 502 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $17.00

The fascinating story of O’Hare’s rise, fall, and legacy. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 476 pages. Random. Pub. at $34.95

Volume recounts the amazing life of Josiah Henson. This fully revised edition to the author’s 1941 version titled War Chief Joseph presents in exciting detail the full story of Chief Joseph, with a re-evaluation of the five bands engaged in the Nez Percé War, told from the Indian, the white military, and their points of view. Illus. 380 pages. Bison. Paperback.

*Featured* 

By Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. The astonishing story of a how a rough-cut frontiersman invented himself as one of the American west’s most powerful and influential figures. The Constitution to forge a stronger nation. An engaging account of the life and times of this exceptional man who shaped America as he held together the Supreme Court, the Constitution, and the Shattered. 502 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $17.00

The fascinating story of O’Hare’s rise, fall, and legacy. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 476 pages. Random. Pub. at $34.95

Volume recounts the amazing life of Josiah Henson. This fully revised edition to the author’s 1941 version titled War Chief Joseph presents in exciting detail the full story of Chief Joseph, with a re-evaluation of the five bands engaged in the Nez Percé War, told from the Indian, the white military, and their points of view. Illus. 380 pages. Bison. Paperback.

*Featured*
Notable Americans

2953153 BETTY FORD: First Lady, Women’s Advocate, Survivor, Trailblazer. By Lisa McCubbin. Betty Ford went from being a housewife to first lady of the United States in a span of ten months. Outspoken and candid, Betty made public her diagnoses of breast cancer and her recovery from addiction to prescription drugs and alcohol. She went on to found the Betty Ford Center for the treatment of addiction. Here the admired life of Betty Ford is brought to light. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 411 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
$12.95

$2.95

$4.95

5792541 JOHN FRANK STEVENS: Civil Engineer. By Clifford Foust. Photos. 337 pages. IndPUB! Pub. at $39.00
$5.95


$21.95


$21.95


6971032 NEWSMAKER. By Patricia Beard. 16 pages of photos, 340 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95

678920X NO WAY BUT THIS: In Search of Paul Robeson. By Jeff Sparrow. 292 pages. Scribe Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95


Spies & Espionage

6936431 THE HORNET’S STING: The Amazing Untold Story of World War II Spy Thomas Sneum. By Mark Ryan. The exploits of Danish-born spy Tommy Sneum made him a legend in espionage circles, including assassination by crossbow, refueling battered planes in midair, and mother and daughter seduction. Now, finally, the full story of his extraordinary career–one of the most treacherous spies of the Cold War–is brought to light. Photos. 386 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95

2865548 THE MAN WHO WAS GEORGE SMILEY: The Life of John Bingham. By Max Boot. Investigating the world’s leading espionage figures, Boot’s biography suggests that Vietnam, a conflict whose bitter legacy still haunts American foreign policy, may have been different if he had become a Soviet spy. He became mentor to many a novice spy, including le Carre. Photos. 308 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

$4.95

2859025 HOW AMERICA LOST ITS SECRETS: Edward Snowden, the Man and the Theft. By Elizabeth Rubin. A groundbreaking account of how the man who divulged the deepest secrets of a government that cunningly challenges the popular image of Snowden as hacker turned avenging angel, while revealing how vulnerable our national security systems have become. The author follows Snowden’s trail around the globe, unearthing revelations that have now light on this most controversial and fascinating event. Photos. 350 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95
$5.95

687741X THE ANGEL: The Egyptian Spy Who Saved Israel. By Uri Bar-Joseph. A remarkable story of Israel’s greatest spy ever, Ashraf Marwan, and an intelligence disaster that almost doomed the state. Deeply reported and powerfully told, it is the suspenseful tale of the dangerous life of a spy who did nothing less than change the course of history in the Middle East. 372 pages. HarperCollins Pub. at $29.99
$7.95

$8.95


2864913 THE MAN WITH THE POISON GUN: A Cold War Spy Story. By Semin Plokov. Just hours before the border closed, KGB assassin Bogdan Shchukin crossed into West Berlin. A month later he killed his secrets to authorities. His trial revealed gripping accounts of exploding parcels, fake identities, forbidden love and a daring midnight escape, offering insights into the world of espionage. 365 pages. OneWorld. Pub. at $19.95

2932636 MATA HARI. By Emma Beeby et al. This graphic novel biography of Mata Hari is that of a real life 20th Century femme fatale: exotic dancer, courtesan, and spy recruited by two enemy powers–by Gill her unrelenting desire to win, by her bid to be recognised as a real life secret agent. The story of Israel’s greatest spy ever, Ashraf Marwan, and an intelligence disaster that almost doomed the state. Deeply reported and powerfully told, it is the suspenseful tale of the dangerous life of a spy who did nothing less than change the course of history in the Middle East. 372 pages. HarperCollins Pub. at $29.99
$7.95

2915634 MARITA: The Spy Who Loved Castro. By Marita Lorenz. A vivid first-person account of Cold War intrigue, espionage, and conspiracy, this is Lorenz’s incredible true story about her life and loves–and about becoming a spy for the CIA. 16 pages of photos, some color. 308 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95
$8.95

6699094 THE ROAD NOT TAKEN: Edward Lansdale and the American Tragedy in Vietnam. By Max Boot. Bringing a tragic complexity to this so-called Ugly American, Boot’s biography suggests that Vietnam, a conflict whose bitter legacy still haunts American foreign policy, may have been different if he had become a Soviet spy. He became mentor to many a novice spy, including le Carre. Photos. 308 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95

293910X THE ROAD NOT TAKEN: Edward Lansdale and the American Tragedy in Vietnam. By Max Boot. Writing with “novelistic verve”, Boot brings a tragic complexity to CIA operative Edward Lansdale and a nuanced analysis to his visionary foreign policy, boldly suggesting Vietnam could have been different had we only listened to him. The story of how Lansdale’s advice had been heeded. With reverberations that continue to play out in Iraq and Afghanistan, Lansdale’s story is of profound historical consequence. 24 pages of photos, some color. Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
$12.95

6713558 A Tangled Web: Mata Hari. By Mary W. Craig. Mata Hari is a woman whose life was a web of cotton candy, lies, and espionage. As a real life 20th Century femme fatale: exotic dancer, courtesan, and spy recruited by two enemy powers, her utter unrelenting desire to win, by her bid to be recognised as a real life secret agent.
6551688 EISENHOWER IN WAR AND PEACE. By Jean Edward Smith. Presents an extraordinary portrait of Dwight D. Eisenhower that is as full, moving, and revelatory as it is revealing about America’s 34th president. As compelling as it is comprehensive, it renders Eisenhower as both a canny politician and a skillful, decisive leader who successfully balanced peace with ensuring America’s global prestige. Illus. 450 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

2287604 THE FAITH OF DONALD J. TRUMP: A Spiritual Biography. By D. Brody & S. Lamb. Raised as a Presbyterian and praising both Christianity and the presidency of the Bible, President Trump has surrounded himself with close advisers who share his deep faith. The authors chronicle his policies and guidelines that show him to be someone who evangelicals believe is standing up for traditional Judeo-Christian principles. 375 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

691263X EDWARD VII: The Prince of Wales & the Women He Loved. By Catharine Arnold. Known to be a lifelong womanizer, his lovers were beautiful and diverse. While the scandals resulting from his affairs—from suicides to divorces—were a blight on the Royal family, Edward would become a surprisingly modern monarch. His major accomplishment was transforming the British monarchy, and ensuring its survival when other European monarchies collapsed. Photos. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


2888472 THE MAN WITHOUT A FACE: The Rise of Vladimir Putin. By Miaasia Gessen. This spellbinding account of the former KGB agent’s rise and reign, covering everything from his selection by the “Family” surrounding Boris Yeltsin to his devastating losses on the campaign to unseat Yeltsin, Putin has crafted a heart-pounding epic of crime and punishment, a saga of venom and relentlessness and two men willing to do anything to demolish each other. Photos. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

6560952 WILSON. By A. Scott Berg. One hundred years after his inauguration, Woodrow Wilson still stands as one of the most influential figures of the 20th century, and one of the most enigmatic. After more than a decade of research, Berg delivers the most penetrating biography ever written about the 28th President. 483 pages of photos. 818 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

6816339 HERBERT HOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: The Ordeal of the Presidency. By Charles Rappleye. Charts the untold story of a president and his nation in one of our deepest recessions. Herbert Hoover struggled to respond to the Great Depression and was dismissed as passive and unsympathetic, but in this groundbreaking biography, Rappleye draws on fresh sources to reveal a different Hoover than the man historians had long misunderstood. 16 pages of photos. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

599909X SCALIA: A Court of One. By Bruce Allen Murphy. The author of three other Supreme Court biographies provides a brilliant account of the best-known and most controversial justice of our time. He examines Scalia’s life and legacy, and provides an insightful analysis of the Supreme Court’s influence on American life over the past quarter century. 644 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95


2872730 THE SHADOW EMPEROR: A Biography of Napoleon III. By Alan Strauss-Schom. Chronicles the full range of Napoleon III’s impact on French politics and commerce both domestic and international, as well as on financial changes, infrastructural industry, military exploits, education, scientific research, and cultural trends and developments that still define France today. Illus., maps. Harvard U. Press. Pub. at $32.50 $19.95

2966682 HOW ALEXANDER HAMILTON SCREWED UP AMERICA. By Brion McClanahan. He’s the subject of a hit Broadway musical, the face on the ten-dollar bill, and one of the most popular Founding Fathers. But in this revealing biography, McClanahan shows us a Hamilton who dallied with other Founding Fathers and offers insights into the nuanced political thought that was pivotal to shaping the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. This biography presents an intimate portrait of the leader who did more than any other to create the nation we know today. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6845878 JAMES MADISON: A Life Reconsidered. By Lynne Cheney. Chronicles Madison’s relationship with other Founding Fathers and offers insights into the nuanced political thought that was pivotal to shaping the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. This biography presents an intimate portrait of the leader who did more than any other to create the nation we know today. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

6762867 BILL CLINTON: The American Presidents. By Michael Tomsak. A president of larger-than-life ambitions and appetites, whose term destroyed the myth of American dominance. As president, Clinton comes into the light with Tomasky’s clear-eyed assessment. This concise biography offers a new perspective on what happened, what it meant, and its impact on modern politics. 183 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95
A FULL LIFE: Reflections at Ninety. By Jimmy Carter. The 39th President, Nobel Peace Prize recipient, international humanitarian, and fisherman reflects on his full and happy life with pride, humor, and a few second thoughts. At 90 years old, he tells his tale with vew and candor, offering insight and detail he’s never shared before. Photos, some color. 257 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

** 6979807 366 DAYS IN ABRABHAM LINCOLN’S PRESIDENCY. By Stephen A. Wynnald. A painstakingly detailed day by day breakdown of President Lincoln’s decisions in office. Covering 366 nonconsecutive days, this a rich and exciting new perspective of our most famous president. A must have for any historian, civil war buff, or reader of history. 16 pages of photos. 591 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6975178 A VERY ENGLISH SCANDAL: Sex, Lies and a Murder Plot at the Heart of the Establishment. By John Preston. A behind the scenes look at the desperate, scandalous private life of Prime Minister, SP, Jeremy Thorpe, whose secret, for conspiracy to murder, that exposed his dirty secrets. With all the pace and drama of a thriller, it is an extraordinary story of hypocrisy, deceit and betrayal at the heart of the British Establishment. Other Press. Pub. at $27.95

2841886 MEETING MR. LINCOLN. Ed. by Victoria Radford. Scores of individuals met President Lincoln and recorded their impressions, and in this fascinating volume, Radford has collected them, making interesting the recollections, which together add luster to the image of an American icon. Illus. 126 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Pub. at $18.95

2922988 OWEN TUDOR: Founding Father of the Tudor Dynasty. By Terry Breverton. Recounts the details of the founding father of the Tudor dynasty, a Welsh commoner who secretly married Catherine of Valois, widow of Henry V. Two sons were born through this marriage of Richmond and Jasper Earl of Pembroke, it would be Edmund’s son, Henry Tudor, who would take the English throne as Henry VII. 16 pages of color photos. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2882011 MY SUMMER WITH PETER THE GREAT. By Robert K. Massie. Delves deep into the life of Peter the Great, the first tsar who cared intensely about how we would remember him. Massie paints a penetrating portrait of one of the most fascinating and controversial figures of our time. 216 pages. William Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

2858685 RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King. By Chris Skidmore. Drawing on new manuscript evidence to reassess Richard’s life and times, Skidmore examines in detail Richard’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unravel the mystery of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of color illus. 432 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

2856353 RISING STAR: The Making of Barack Obama. By David J. Garrow. A vivid portrait reveals not only the people and forces that shaped the future president but also the ways in which he used those influences to serve his larger aspirations. Containing comprehensive research, this tome is an extraordinary biography, brilliant in its analysis of the all-too-human struggles of one of the most fascinating politicians of our time. 1460 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $45.00

5792529 NICHOLAS II: The Last Tsar. By Michael Paterson. An intimate look at Tsar Nicholas, who ruled one-sixth of the earth’s population for more than 30 years. Representing a regime that had lasted three hundred years. Blamed for the killing of demonstrators, and for mass imprisonments, his death nevertheless shocked the world. 246 pages. Robinson. Paperbound.

2827050 RISING STAR: The Making of Barack Obama. By David J. Garrow. A vivid portrait reveals not only the people and forces that shaped the future president but also the ways in which he used those influences to serve his larger aspirations. Containing comprehensive research, this tome is an extraordinary biography, brilliant in its analysis of the all-too-human struggles of one of the most fascinating politicians of our time. 1460 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $45.00

6928508 JOE HILL, SECOND EDITION: The Working Class, the IWW & the Making of a Revolutionary Workclass Counter Culture. By Franklin Rosemont. A monumental work covering the life, times, and culture of Joe Hill. In great detail, the issues that he raised and grappled with in his life—capitalism, white supremacy, industrial unionism, and more—are shown both in the context of his life and for the enduring relevance in the century since his death. Photos. 640 pages. PM Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


2786097 WHEN THE WORLD SEEMED NEW: George H.W. Bush and the End of the Cold War. By Jeffrey A. Engel. Based on previously collected documents and interviews with all of the principals. Engel gives a riveting fly on the wall account of a president with his policies. In this title, guiding the United States through a critical turning point in history: the end of the Cold War. 16 pages of photos, some color. Pub. at $35.00

2837110 RONALD REAGAN TREASURES. By R. Robert Roe. Brings together 60 of America’s most memorable figures. Reagan’s life and work— from his Midwestern beginnings to his movie career, from the California governor’s mansion to the White House— is documented through in-depth commentary, original photographs, and rare memorabilia. Fully illus., most in color. 172 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x12. Pub. at $34.95

2850044 PETER THE GREAT: His Life and World. By Robert K. Massie. Delves deep into the life of this captivating figure, chronicling the pivotal events that shaped him, and in the process, giving insight into his philosphies and beliefs. 596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00


2602975 A FULL LIFE: Reflections at Ninety. By Jimmy Carter. The 39th President, Nobel Peace Prize recipient, international humanitarian, and fisherman reflects on his full and happy life with pride, humor, and a few second thoughts. At 90 years old, he tells his tale with vew and candor, offering insight and detail he’s never shared before. Photos, some color. 257 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00

2882011 MY SUMMER WITH PETER THE GREAT. By Robert K. Massie. Delves deep into the life of this captivating figure, chronicling the pivotal events that shaped him, and in the process, giving insight into his philosphies and beliefs. 596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00


596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00

2882011 MY SUMMER WITH PETER THE GREAT. By Robert K. Massie. Delves deep into the life of this captivating figure, chronicling the pivotal events that shaped him, and in the process, giving insight into his philoshies and beliefs. 596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00


596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00
**Politics**

2928232 THOMAS CROMWELL: The Untold Story of Henry VIII’s Most Faithful Servant. By Tracy Borman. Thomas Cromwell built a flourishing legal practice, became the protégé of Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, and went on to become Henry VIII’s top aide. The author reveals Cromwell as a caring husband and father, a fiercely loyal servant, and a man whose contributions helped make medieval England into a modern state. Illus., many in color. 450 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

6921612 PROMISE ME, DAD: A Year of Hope, Hardship, and Purpose. By Joe Biden. When former Biden’s eldest son was diagnosed with a brain tumor, he told his father: “Promise me that no matter what happens, you’re going to be all right.” This memoir tells the story of the year that followed, when Biden’s personal struggle intertwined with his responsibilities to the free world. SHOPWORN 260 pages. FlatIron Books. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

2928221 A SELF-MADE MAN: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1849. By Sidney Blumenthal. Beginning with Lincoln’s painful childhood, this volume takes a look at the early life that shaped the politician who would become our future president. Based on prodigious research, Blumenthal’s vivid account of Lincoln’s early years places him squarely in the politics of this tumultuous period of American history. Photos. 556 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

294216X PAT AND DICK: The Nixons, an Intimate Portrait of a Marriage. By Will Swift. A very different image of Richard Nixon emerges in this fascinating portrait of his relationship with his wife. Pat, as recently released love letters and other private documents reveal that while adversity can fray the fabric of a marriage, devotion propels it to surmount disgrace and defeat. 16 pages of photos, some color. 479 pages. Threshold Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

2920638 HENRY CLAY: The Essential American. By David S. & Jeanne T. Heidler. Presents Clay in his early years as a precocious, witty, and optimistic Virginia farm boy who at the age of 20 transformed himself from bumpkin to lawyer. Reveals Clay’s turbulent career in Washington, one that transformed the capital and the country. 32 pages of photos. 596 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**2870444 WILLIAM I: England’s Conqueror.** By Marc Morris. In 1066, William the Conqueror was crowned the first Norman king of England. Morris’s riveting account of his legendarily violent reign brings to life the man who changed more than any other, as new ruling elites were swept away, enemies crushed and the map of the nation itself redrawn, culminating in the Doomsday Book. Photos. 105 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $7.95

2842009 THE SELECTED LETTERS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by H.W. Brands. This collection brings together over 1,000 of Roosevelt’s most engaging and revealing letters, ones that fully illuminate the private man and the public leader. These letters are a rare and sheer joy of life that was Roosevelt’s signature. 656 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6892752 ELIZABETH: The Forgotten Years. By John Guy. Illuminating the contours of contemporary life, Guy explores how Elizabeth asserted her authority, this groundbreaking biography offers a refreshing take on the venerated monarch: at once powerful and vulnerable, willful and afraid. With dramatic immediacy, Guy takes us behind Elizabeth’s polished veneer to examine the challenge of being both a woman and a queen. 24 pages of illus., some color. 96 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

2826879 THE MAN WHO KNEW: The Life and Times of Alan Greenspan. By Sebastian Mallory. The story of Greenspan is also the story of the making of modern finance, for good and for ill. Mallory’s illuminating biography of man of his age, Greenspan spent a lifetime grappling with a momentous shift: the transformation of finance from the regulated system of the postwar era to the free-for-all of the past quarter-century. 24 pages of photos. 781 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.20 $7.95

6855849 THE REVOLUTION OF ROBERT KENNEDY: From Power to Protest After JFK. By John R. Bohrer. Bohrer’s account of Robert Kennedy on the journey from memorializing his brother’s legacy to defining his own. His rich and insightful portrait of a man struggling to find his place within the Johnson administration invites readers into the passionate heart of one of America’s great leaders. 16 pages of photos. 372 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

2942229 KISSINGER’S SHADOW: The Long Reach of America’s Most Controversial Statesman. By Greg Grandin. Going beyond accusations of lying on either Kissinger’s role or accomplishments, Grandin offers a compelling new interpretation of the diplomat’s continuing influence on how the United States views its role in the world and understands the crisis of contemporary America. Grandin argues we have to understand Henry Kissinger. 270 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2921480 THE TEMPTATION OF ELIZABETH TUDOR: Elizabeth I, Thomas Seymour, and the Making of a Queen. By John Norton. A power-hungry and charming courtier. An impressionable and trusting princess. The Tudor court in the wake of Henry VIII’s death had never been more perilous for the young Elizabeth, and an unscrupulous scandal with Thomas Seymour threatened to irrevocably destroy her fate as the next queen. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

6921611 A DAY WITH MARIE ANTOINETTE. By Helene DeLalex. This intimate portrait, including private correspondence and personal objects, traces the life and legend of Marie from her departure for Versailles from Vienna at fourteen, to her rise as queen and figure of influence, to her untimely death on the guillotine scaffold. Slipcased. Well illus., most color. 224 pages. Flammarion. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

6855846 ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon. By Tim Weiner. Weiner presents a devastating portrait of a tortured and tormented man, showing how, in Nixon’s mind, the conflict in Vietnam and the crimes of Watergate were one war, fought on two fronts. Thirty hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95


4589483 GEORGE W. BUSH: The American Presidents. By James Mann. In this assessment of America’s 43rd president, Mann sheds light on why George W. Bush made the decisions that shaped his presidency, what went wrong, and how the internal debates and fissures within his administration played out in such a way that ultimately transformed the nation. 145 pages. Arcade Books. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

**6939791 JOHN MCCAIN: An American Hero.** By John Perritano. This unauthorized biography covers McCain’s extraordinary life as a warrior, lawmaker, and statesman. As a politician and public servant, McCain has devoted his life to the United States of America and has displayed steadfastness and courage throughout his life, and he has inspired millions. Photos. 188 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
**2955628** CHRISTIAN VIII: King First of Norway and Then of Denmark. By Jens Guni Busch. Christian VIII and Queen Caroline Amélie lived during a time that was characterized by political unrest but also by cultural richness, and their circle of acquaintances included Hans Christian Andersen, Grundtvig, Bertel Thorvaldsen, and other influential figures of the time. This narrative recreates the legacy of an American icon. 16 pages of photos. 37 pages. Liveright. Pub at $28.95 $21.95

**7586339** MARGARET THATCHER—THE AUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY: From Grantham to the Falklands. By Charles Moore. With unprecedented authority and dramatic detail, this first volume of Moore's authorized biography of Thatcher reveals as never before the early life, rise to power, and first years as prime minister of the woman who transformed Britain and the world in the late 20th century. 244 pages of photos. 859 pages. Knopf. Pub at $35.00 $7.95

**2863391** MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. By Jenny Wormald. Mary Queen of Scots has long been portrayed as one of history's tragic figures. Mary's plotting, including probable involvement in the murder of her husband, James VI of Scotland, by her cousin, Elizabeth I of England, and execution. It is one of history's most searing tales. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 264 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub at $14.95 $11.95

**5828287** CHARLEMAGNE. By Johannes Fried. Through biography, chronology, and in-press chronology, and in-press account, the authors give readers an intimate glimpse into the turning points of Charles's life and prescience. 226 pages. Pantheon. Pub at $22.95 $17.95

**6781187** GUARDING DIANA: Protecting the Princess Around the World. By Ken Wharfe with R. Jobson. Wherever Princess Diana went, she was shadowed by her Scotland Yard protection officer, Inspector Ken Wharfe. His job was to keep her safe—even if it meant sacrificing his life. Here he shares the experience he enjoyed by Diana's side: an extraordinary journey, filled with color photos. 256 pages. John Blake. Pub at $26.95 $21.95

**6966242** PENCE: The Path to Power. By Andrea Neal. Interviewing friends, family, staff, former teachers, and politicians on both sides of the aisle, Neal reveals a multifaceted view of the self-described conservative and Republican from his beginnings in a large Irish Catholic family to his time beside Donald Trump. 52 pages of photos. 279 pages. Red Lightning. Pub at $16.95 $15.95

**2799883** RODRIGO DUTERTE: Fire and Fury in the Philippines. By Jonathan Miller. Rodrigo Duterte was elected to the Philippines in 2016. In his first 18 months in office, 12,000 people were murdered on the streets, gunned down by police officers and vigilantes, as with his encouragement. Yet he is beloved of the 6.6 million Filipinos who voted for him, seen as vulgar but honest, an iconoclastic, anti imperial politician, with a skewed image as the "bastard brat of a Catholic family to his time beside Donald Trump. 52 pages of photos. 279 pages. Red Lightning. Pub at $26.95 $21.95

**6895158** NEMESIS: Alcibiades and the Fall of Athens. By David Stuttard. A ward of Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades was spectacularly rich, bewitchingly handsome and charismatic, a scholar, general, statesman, and also a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stuttard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and readers for more than two thousand years. 294 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $17.95 $12.95

**2626186** THE QUEST FOR QUEEN MARY. By James Pope-Hennessy. A fascinating portrait and an interesting study of royal psychology as it was and as it largely remains today. Pope-Hennessy was entrusted to write a biography of the Queen in 1955, and would take three years to compile notes from his many interviews. Hugo Vickers has contributed to these interviews and documents into this fascinating biography. 16 pages of photos. 335 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Pub at $32.99 $24.95

**5740002** ALEXANDER HAMILTON, AMERICAN. By Richard Brookhiser. Sheds light on his skewed image as the "bastard brat of a Scotch politer" and as the mastermind behind the financial partner of Aaron Burr and one of the most crucial of the founders. Illus. 240 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub at $15.99 $5.95

**2829746** JOHN MARSHALL: The Man Who Made the Supreme Court. By Richard Brookhiser. Marshall, a Revolutionary War veteran became the fourth chief justice of the U.S. He would hold the post for the next 34 years, expounding the Constitution he loved. The Supreme Court would never be ignored again. Brookhiser offers the definitive biography of America's greatest chief justice. 16 pages of illus. some color. 324 pages. Basic. Pub at $30.00 $21.95


**294281X** LADY IN RED: An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan. By Sheila T. Lovingly compiled by Tate, a close confidante of Mrs. Reagan’s for over thirty years, the study provides a rare glimpse into the personal life of the president’s wife, from her daily routine to her deep influence in the White House. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 237 pages. Crown. Paperback. Pub at $16.00 $11.95

**2917068** UNDER LINCOLN'S HAT: 100 Objects That Tell the Story of His Life and Legacy. By J.M. Cerny and C. Kronopol. Featuring more than 125 photographs of 100 items that have been selected from their extensive and rare collection, the authors give readers an intimate glimpse into the turning points of Lincoln’s life and presidency. 226 pages. Pantheon. Pub at $22.95 $17.95

**68977TX** PRINCESS: The Early Life of Queen Elizabeth II. By Jane Dismore. Dismore traces how an “ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the Crown at age 10 when her uncle, King Edward VIII abdicated the throne to his brother Albert. At times breaking new ground and tradition, she would eventually draw on her solid background of time changing times. 308 pages. Lyons. Pub at $26.95 $19.95

**2849267** THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsession That Shaped an Empire. By Susan Jaques. The author reveals how Napoleon’s fascination with Rome informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new Rome,” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient treasures from Italy gave new meaning to the word “campaign”. This book brings Napoleon to life as never before. 32 pages of photos. 576 pages. Pegasus. Pub at $35.00 $26.95


Well illus., most in color. 60 pages. Historiga. Pub at $15.00 $11.95

**2785625** THE IMPROBABLE WENDELL WILLIKIE: The Businessman Who Saved the Republican Party and His Country, and Created a New World Order. By Howard Thurlow. Lewis. Although Wendell Willkie would lose to FDR, Lewis demonstrates that the corporate chairman turned presidential candidate must be regarded as one of the most exciting and authentically transformational figures to stride the twentieth century political landscape. This narrative reclaim’s the legacy of an American icon. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Liveright. Pub at $28.95 $21.95

**5828287** CHARLEMAGNE. By Johannes Fried. Through biography, chronology, and in-press chronology, and in-press account, the authors give readers an intimate glimpse into the turning points of Charles’s life and prescience. 226 pages. Pantheon. Pub at $22.95 $17.95

**689772X** PRINCESS: The Early Life of Queen Elizabeth II. By Jane Dismore. Dismore traces how an “ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the Crown at age 10 when her uncle, King Edward VIII abdicated the throne to his brother Albert. At times breaking new ground and tradition, she would eventually draw on her solid background of time changing times. 308 pages. Lyons. Pub at $26.95 $19.95

**2849267** THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsession That Shaped an Empire. By Susan Jaques. The author reveals how Napoleon’s fascination with Rome informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new Rome,” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient treasures from Italy gave new meaning to the word “campaign”. This book brings Napoleon to life as never before. 32 pages of photos. 576 pages. Pegasus. Pub at $35.00 $26.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/689
**6892733 JOHN QUINCY ADAMS: Militant Spirit.** By James Traub. Drawing on Adams’s diary, letters, and writings, this volume tells the story of this brilliant and unyielding man whose life exemplified political courage—a diplomat and president whose ideas remain with us today. 620 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00  $8.95

**6892344 STANTON: Lincoln’s War Secretary.** By Walter Stahr. The amazing story of Lincoln’s secretary of war, Edwin Stanton, the most powerful and contradictory of the men close to the president. In the first full biography of this vital figure in fifty years, Stahr restores this complicated American hero to his proper place in our national story. Photos. 743 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

**2818140 THOMAS CROMWELL: A Revolutionary Life.** By Diarmaid MacCulloch. Where past biographers paint Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacCulloch lifts the veil of Cromwell’s records for answers and finds Cromwell’s fingerprints on some of the most transformative decisions of Henry VIII’s tormented reign. But in the lives of King and Cromwell, the tension of a nobleman, an administrative genius, rescuing him from myth and slander, 16 pages of illus., some color. 728 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

**2789736 THE LADY QUEEN: The Notorious Reign of Joanna I, Queen of Naples, Jerusalem, and Sicily.** By Nancy Goldstone. She presided over one of Europe’s most prestigious and controversial courts for more than thirty years, until she was murdered. Goldstone tells the full story of one of the most courageous and accomplished women in history, painting a captivating portrait of medieval royalty in all its splendid complexity. Illus. 365 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

**2885603 DAUGHTERS OF THE WINTER QUEEN.** By Nancy Goldstone. Elizabeth Stuart’s life was transformed when her father, James I, ascended to the throne of England. Her marriage to a German count far below her rank was arranged with the understanding that James would help her husband achieve the crown in Bohemia. Her father’s betrayal of this promise would launch a war that would last thirty years. Illus. 480 pages. Little. Pub. at $16.95  $13.95

**6874622 YOUNG & DAMNED & FAIR: The Life of Catherine Howard, Fifth Wife of King Henry VIII.** By Garth Russell. On the morning of July 28, 1540, as King Henry VIII’s former iconoclast Thomas Cromwell was being led to his execution, a teenager named Catherine Howard began her reign as queen of a country simmering with rebellion. Nineteen months later she was on the scaffold, as queen of a country in the grip of adultery and high treason. Russell reveals her dramatic story in this authoritative biography, 16 pages of color illus. 436 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

**2850745 YOUNG AND DAMNED AND FAIR: The Life of Catherine Howard, Fifth Wife of King Henry VIII.** By Garth Russell. Written with narrative flair and told with authority, this biography of the tragic life of Catherine Howard, fifth wife of Henry VIII, breaks new ground in our understanding of the young, doomed woman who became queen at a time of unprecedented social and political upheaval. Color photos. 436 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95

**6752277 PRINCE CHARLES: The Passions and Paradoxes of an Imperiled Life.** By Sally Bedell Smith. Filled with fresh insights into Charles’s life and loves, this is the first major biography of Charles, king of more than 30 years. Vivid, eye-opening account of life as a Windsor. Smith takes us through the chapters of Charles’s life, illuminating ambitions, insecurities, and convictions, plus endless photos, some color. 596 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95
**867343X** ON THE TRAIL OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS. By Roy Calley. Takes us on a journey through the landscape of Mary's time. In her footsteps we visit royal palaces, castles, palatial castles, towering cathedrals, manor homes, chapels and ruins associated with Mary. Each location is brought to life through an engaging narrative and a selection of art. 304 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**8678986 THE MORALIST: Woodrow Wilson and the World He Made. By Patricia O’Toole. President from 1913 to 1921, Wilson set a high bar for himself. The author measures Wilson by his own standards, who was realizing an unprecedented success as an economic reformer, his grand vision for a peaceful world order, his moral blind spots (on race, women’s suffrage, and free speech in wartime), and a story that was largely self-inflicted. 16 pages, S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $26.05

**2852238 THE MORALIST: Woodrow Wilson and the World He Made. By Patricia O’Toole. A timely, perceptive biography of one of the most consequential and most controversial presidents in American history, Woodrow Wilson. This volume is a cautionary tale about moral vanity and about leadership that strays too far from political realities. It is a tale of the enduring power of high ideals. 16 pages of photos. 636 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**2897922 CHURCHILL AND THE BOMB IN WAR AND COLD WAR. By Kevin Ruane. Covering the development of the atomic bomb during the Second World War, the origins and early course of the Cold War, and the details of the hydrogen bomb in the early 1950s, Ruane explores a still neglected aspect of Winston Churchill’s career–his relationship with and use of nuclear weapons. 128 pages of photos. 402 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**2870082 REAGAN: The American President. By Larry Schweikart. Through previously unseen administration documents, Schweikart reveals Reagan’s revolutionary initiatives, from North America’s energy zone, and the internal battles in his administration to press his economic recovery act through. He examines Reagan’s goals, intentions, and motivations through the lens of a conservative scholar to provide the definitive biography of an American president. 16 pages of photos, some color. 538 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**2853056 THE PROBLEM OF DEMOCRACY: The Presidents Adams Confront the Cult of Personality. By Michael Belkin. This volume presents John and John Quincy Adams, rogue intellectuals, unsparring truth tellers, too uncensored for their own political good. They held that political participation demanded moral courage–a fact that has been in danger in America substituted idolatry for results. The authors dissect their intertwined lives in this compelling narrative. 543 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**2853731 CHURCHILL AND THE GENERALS. By Mike Leigh. Widely regarded as one of the greatest wartime leaders of the 20th century, Winston Churchill’s fascinating story unfolds in this heavily illustrated and compellingly written history. After reading it all about his role in the world’s greatest conflict, discover more about his story with two bonus films: Churchill: A Giant in the Century (90 minutes) and Churchill's Island (22 minutes), 136 pages. Danann. Publishing. 10% x 10%. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**2819834 THE BACK CHANNEL: A Memoir of American Diplomacy and the Case for Its Renewal. By William J. Burns. Drawing on a trove of newly declassified cables and memos Burns recounts some of the seminal moments of his career, in which he served five presidents and ten secretaries of state. An eloquent, deeply informed, and timely story of a life spent in service of American interests abroad, that serves as a powerful reminder of the enduring importance of diplomacy. 501 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**2915111 COOLIDGE. By Amity Shlaes. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Calvin Coolidge, who served as president from 1923 to 1929, never rated highly in the polls and came to be known as “Silent Cal” for his passive demeanor. This biography reveals that the mid-1920s–an era of growth and national optimism–had this little-known leader to thank. 16 pages of photos. 1007 pages. HarperLuxe. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2879514 LET ME FINISH: Trump, the Kuchners, Bannon, New Jersey, and the Power of In-Your-Face Politics. By Chris Christie with E. Henican. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This two-term New Jersey governor sets the record straight about his tenure as a Republican running a Democratic state, as well as what really happened on the 2016 campaign trail and inside Trump Tower. Packed with news-making revelations and told with the kind of bluntness he’s known for. Christie’s memoir is an essential guide to understanding the Trump presidency. 612 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


**6949801 ELIZABETH: The Later Years. By John Guy. 24 pages of color photos. 450 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95


**2860006 ADULTS IN THE ROOM: My Battle with the European and American Deep Establishment. By Yanis Varoufakis. 550 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $7.95


**5906083 RONALD REAGAN: The American Presidents. By Jacob Weisberg. SWOR. 185 pages. Times Books. Pub. at $25.00 $9.75


**287193X GEORGE V: The Unexpected King. By David Cameron. Photos. 25 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $7.95


2. 294913X FREUD: The Making of an Illusion. By Frederick Crews. Investigates Freud's record and reveals findings that will revolutionize our conception of the master, his theories, and the human beings. Drawing on rarely consulted archives, Crews shows us a man who blundered tragically in his dealings with patients and who falsified case histories to advance his career. A slashing critique of this biographical classics. 16 pages of photos. 746 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

3. 2942046 EUREKA! 50 Scientists Who Shaped Human History. By John Grant. How much do we really know about these scientists? For instance did you know that Galileo was an accomplished lute player, or that Darwin brought his bold curiosity to the dinner table as well? Grant offers fifty vivid portraits of ground-breaking scientists focusing on their lives and their various groundbreaking. 224 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

4. 2986362 GURDJIEFF RECONSIDERED: The Life, the Teachings, the Legacy. By Roger Lipsey. Setting the record straight on this important figure, Lipsey produces a portrait of Gurdjieff as a humane presence, a sophisticated thinker, and a genuine mystic reaching a wide range of published and unpublished sources, he explores Gurdjieff's formative travels in Central Asia, his famed teaching institution in France, and his evolution as a teacher. 520 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00

5. 2873236 CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMETZ: The Electrical Wizard of Schenectady. By Robert W. By. Revered in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century as a genius, but largely forgotten with patients and who falsified case histories to advance his career. A slashing critique of this biographical classics. 16 pages of photos. 746 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

6. 2987630 BIOGRAPHIC TESLA. By Brian Clegg. Presents an electrifying exploration of Tesla's life, work, and fame, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the scientist behind the science. 96 pages. Ammonite. Pub. at $14.95

7. 2958406 PROFESSOR MAXWELL'S DUPlicitous DEMON. By Brian Clegg. This is the story of a groundbreaking scientist, a great contributor to our understanding of how the world works, and his duplicitous act. Maxwell's demon is a tiny but thoroughly disruptive thought experiment that suggests the second law of thermodynamics, the law that time will cease to flow, can be broken. 172 pages. Books. Pub. at $24.95

8. 2944111 THE SHAPE OF A Life: One Mathematician's Search for the Universe's Hidden Geometry. By Shing-Tung Yau & S. Nadis. With complicated ideas explained for a broad audience, Yau's autobiographical offers not only insights into the life of an eminent mathematician, but also an accessible way to understand advanced and highly abstract concepts in mathematics and theoretical physics. Illus. 293 pages. Yale. Pub. at $22.95

9. 2961717 THE ADVENTURES & INVENTIONS OF STEWART BLACKER: Soldier, Aviator, Weapons Inventor. Ed. by Barnaby Blacker. As this biography reveals, Blacker was much more than an ingenious inventor, he led an adventurous and hazardous life to the bitter end of 21 days. A courageous aviation pioneer, he flew and crashed planes soon after the Wright Brothers and found himself in charge of His Majesty's Airforce at the outbreak of war in 1914. 16 pages of photos. 222 pages. Philip Wilson. Pub. at $45.00

10. 2826644 THE SAKURA OBSESSION. By Naoko Abe. The incredible and improbably of how an Englishman, Collingwood Ingram, saved Japan's beloved cherry blossoms from extinction. As much a history of the cherry blossoms as it is the story of one remarkable man who became one of the world's leading cherry experts sending more than a hundred varieties of cherry trees around the globe. Illus., some in color. 520 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00

11. 2849305 KING OF THE DINOSAUR HUNTERS: The Life of John Bell Hatcher and the Discoveries That Shaped Paleontology. By Lowell Dingus. Millions marvel at the skeletons of dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures discovered by John Bell Hatcher. The "King of Collectors" is every bit as fascinating as the mighty bones and fossils he unearthed. The author invites us to revisit Hatchet's capturing of the mighty fossils he has yielded in paleontology and present us with original photographs and facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the scientist behind the science. 96 pages. Ammonite. Pub. at $14.95

12. 2828707 THE MAN IN THE GLASS HOUSE: Philip Johnson, Architect of the Modern Century. By Mark Lamster. Johnson was a man of deep paradoxes. A Nazi sympathizer who later built synagogues and supported Israel, an opportunist, and a romantic, a populist and a snob. In this fascinating biography, this award winning critic lifts the veil on Johnson's contradictions to tell the story of this giant in deeply flawed man. Illus., some in color. 472 pages. Brown. Pub. at $35.00

13. 294325X ALL IN GOOD TIME: Reflections of a Watchmaker. By George Daniels. The remarkable story of a master craftsman, who was born into poverty but raised himself to become the greatest watchmaker of the twentieth century. This revised autobiography also includes a section that discusses over thirty of the pocket and wrist-watches Daniels himself made over the years. 80 pages of photos, some in color. 256 pages. Ammonite. Pub. at $27.95

14. 2830973 SAM GOUDSMIT AND THE HUNT FOR HITLER’S ATOMIC BOMB. By Martijn van Calmthout. A biography that in part reads like a thriller and restores long-overdue recognition to light his significant scientific contributions and remarkable life story, marked by both brilliance and tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 240 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00

15. 2915286 CLOSE TO THE SUN: The Journey of a Pioneer Heart Surgeon. By Stuart Jamieson. This is the riveting account of Dr. Stuart Jamieson’s pioneering work on the anti-rejection drug cyclosporin, that would help to transplant a revolution in saving operation. Jamieson is still in practice today as he continues to train the next generation of heart surgeons. His story is the story of four decades of advances in heart surgery. 333 pages. RosettaBooks. Pub. at $27.95
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★ 4567420 EDUCATION OF A WANDERING MAN. By Louis L’Amour. He tells of growing up in North Dakota; his jobs, including skinning cattle in a ring around a circus cannon, and the exhibition prize fighter; and a life of adventure with glorious sidelines on everything from hobo culture to the fate of Butch Cassidy. 16 pages, photo. 255 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95


288450X RUMI’S SECRET: The Life of the Sufi Poet of Love. By Brad Gooch. The ecstatic love poems of Rumi, a Persian poet and Sufi mystic born more than eight centuries ago, are still beloved by millions of readers around the world today. In this breakthrough biography, the author brilliantly brings to life the man and the face to the name Rumi, while at the same time vividly coloring in the world he lived in. 377 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $13.99

6735728 THE SEARCH FOR ANNE PERRY: The Hidden Life of a Bestselling Crime Writer. By Joann Drayton. In 1994, director Peter Jackson released the movie Heavenly Creatures, based on a famous 1950s matricide committed in New Zealand by two teenage girls locked in an obsessive relationship. It forever changed the life of Anne Perry as she was outed as one of the murderers, Juliet Hulme. This is the story of her two lives, 24 pages of photos, some in color. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95  $4.95


295902X CATULLUS’ BEDSPREAD: The Life of Rome’s Most Erotic Poet. By Daisy Dunn. Born to one of Rome’s wealthiest families, most of his young adulthood in Rome, mingling with the likes of Caesar and Cicero, and chronicling his life through poetry. Here is a provocative biography of one of Rome’s most enduring literary figures. Color illus. 312 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

5914171 THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and the Quest to Solve the Greatest Mystery of All. By S. Bechtel & L.F. Stains. By re-examining the old records of trance mediums and seances, Bechtel and Stains discover that what Conan Doyle and his colleagues uncovered is as difficult to dismiss now as it was then. What is it that convinced the creator of the immortal Sherlock Holmes that objective thought, that there was a reality beyond the merely real? Photos. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95

6894860 THE GIRL FROM THE METROPOL HOTEL: Growing Up in Communist Russia. By Ludmilla Petrushevskaya. One of the world’s great writers, herself a survivor of the thread of her itinerant upbringing—of feigned orphanhood and of sleeping in freight cars—we see, both in her remarkable lack of self-pity and in the two dozen photos that accompany the text, her early years. The true story of Jack London, a writer of the greatest American humorist. 224 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95


2935597 NEIL SIMON’S MEMOIRS. Told with his characteristic humor and unflinching irony, this omnibus edition traces the history of modern entertainment over the last fifty years through the eyes of a man who started life the son of a garment salesman and became one of the century’s most successful and most successful playwrights of all time. 24 pages of photos, 606 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95


588467X THE OWL WHO LIKED SITTING ON CAESAR: Living with a Tawny Owl. By Martin Windrow. While recovering in his London High-rise from a skydiving accident, the British military historian wishes for the company of a pet. Here, a rare 15-year relationship between The Owl and Tawny Owl he calls Mumbles. 302 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  $6.95

285152D BE LIKE THE FOX: Machiavelli in His World. By Erica Benner. Far from the ruthless ‘Machiavellian’ puppet master that people think he was, Machiavelli emerges in this original work as both a political and ethical thinker who sought to uphold high moral standards and restore the democratic freedoms of his beloved Florence. 360 pages. Norton. Hardcover. Pub. at $27.00  $7.95

2987004 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. A thrilling, meticulous biography that fills a gap in our understanding of Henry David Thoreau, one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, by capturing the full arc of his life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendent realms. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99  $4.93

2799553 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. Critically and authoritatively captures Thoreau’s simultaneously wild and intellectually keen inner world, the mystical, mythical, and supernatural. As one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, Dann has captured the full arc of Thoreau’s life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendent realms. 367 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95


2884208 HEMINGWAY AT WAR: Ernest Hemingway’s Adventures as a World War II Correspondent. By Terry Mort. In the spring of 1944, Hemingway traveled to London and then to France to cover WWII for Collier’s Magazine. The resulting book, In Our Time, is a first-hand account of his war experience and an investigation into Hemingway’s subsequent work--much of it stemming from his wartime experience--which shaped the latter stages of his career in dramatic fashion. Photos. 290 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95  $7.95
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2921532 GOLDENEYE: Where Bond Was Born—Ian Fleming’s Jamaica. By Matthew Parker. Explores the huge influence of Jamaica on the creation of James Bond. For Fleming, the island was part retreat from the world, part tangible representation of his own values, and part exotic fantasy—all elements that helped cultivate the birth of Bond. Illus. st stock. 360 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2921271 PRAIRIE FIRES: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Caroline Fraser. Spanning nearly a century of epochal change, from the Indian Wars to the Dust Bowl, Wilder’s dramatic life provides a unique perspective on American history and our national mythology on self reliance. With fresh insights and new discoveries, this account reveals the complex woman whose classic stories grip us to this day. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

6961142 HOWARD FAST: Life and Literature in the Left Lane. By Gerald Sorin. Describes Howard Fast’s private and public life, from a Jewish New York street kid to the rich and famous author of close to 100 titles. Illuminates the connections among Fast’s Jewishness, his writings, and his left wing politics. Fast's association with the American Communist Party. Photos. 512 pages. InUP. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

2899873 THE ABANDONED DRIVERS: Hemingway, Dos Passos, and a Friendship Made and Lost in War. By Carol Mons. After meeting for the first time on the front lines of World War I, two aspiring writers forge an intense twenty-year friendship. This is a biography of a turbulent friendship between two of the century’s greatest writers, Hemingway and Dos Passos, and an illustration of how war both inspires and destroys, unites and divides. 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $15.95

278100X THE WORLD OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER: The Frontier Landscapes That Inspired the Little House Books. By Marta Fuller. An illustrated account of Wilder’s deep connection with the natural world, McDowell shares intimate details about the pioneer writer. Along with historic photos of the family, excerpts from books, letters, and diaries bring to life Wilder’s appreciation for plants, animals, and environments at the heart of her world. Well illus., many in color. 396 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

2842378 SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL HAPPENED: A Story of Survival and Courage in the Face of Evil. By Yvette Manesis. Combines the author’s prewar and wartime accounts of her rich and colorful childhood in Switzerland with a moving and intimate biography of a generational avatar and an American literary giant. Illus. 608 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2891247 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF EMILE ZOLA. By Michael Rosen. This is the little known story of Emile Zola’s time in exile. Forced to leave Paris in 1898, Zola spent four years fleeing the scandalous Dreyfus affair. Rosen’s narrative offers an intriguing insight into the mind, the loves, and the politics of the great writer during his tumultuous exile. Life. Photos. 302 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

2860082 MELVILLE IN LOVE: The Secret Life of Herman Melville and the Muse of Moby-Dick. By Michael Logan. A rich detail and immense drama of Melville’s secret life, this biography tells the gripping account of how one of our greatest novelists found his muse, and restores Sarah Morewood to her rightful place in the canon of Moby-Dick. 271 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $25.99 $3.95

2973235 ERNEST HEMINGWAY: Artifacts from a Life. Ed. by Michael Katakis. Beautifully designed, intimate and illuminating, this is the only authorized biography of Hemingway’s life through the documents, photographs and miscellany he kept, compiled by the steward of the Hemingway estate and featuring new discoveries, this account reveals the complex world of one of the most titanic figures in literature. SHOPWORN. 212 pages. Scriber. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

2951312 A MOVEABLE FEAST. By Ernest Hemingway. First published in 1964. Hemingway captures what it meant to be young and poor and writing in Paris during the 1920s. Among these small reflective sketches are remarkable encounters with Fitzgerald, Stein, and Ford. 182 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $6.95


6974740 KNITTING PEARLS: Writers Writing About Knitting. Ed. by Ann Hood. Twenty-seven writers write about the transformation and healing powers of knitting. These personal stories by award winning writers celebrate the moments of self discovery and love intertwined in the rhythm, ritual, and pleasure of knitting. Writers include Laura Lippman; Jodi Picoult; Bill Hooberman; Lily King; and more. 260 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

6937211 THE HOUSE OF TWENTY THOUSAND BOOKS. By Sasha Abramsky. The atheist son of one of the century’s most important rabbis, Chaim Abramsky, was an extraordinary polymath and bibliophile who amassed a vast collection of socialist literature and Jewish history. Sasha Abramsky brings to life the people, the books, and the ideas that filled his grandparents’ house. Photos. 360 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.55

6763448 LIVING WITH A DEAD LANGUAGE: My Romance with Latin. By Ann Patti. Offers an intriguing insight into the mind, the powers of knitting. These personal stories by award winning writers celebrate the moments of self discovery and love intertwined in the rhythm, ritual, and pleasure of knitting. Writers include Laura Lippman; Jodi Picoult; Bill Hooberman; Lily King; and more. 260 pages. NewSouth. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


8592348 CARTOON COUNTRY: My Life and His Friends in the Golden Age of Make-Believe. By Cullen Murphy. John Cullen Murphy drew the popular comic strips Prince Valiant and Big Ben Bold, among many others. John’s son brings to life the man and his work with enthusiasm for words. Patty’s story is an object lesson in how learning and literature can transform the past and lead to an unexpected future. An entertaining exploration of the richness and relevance of Latian language. 242 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

206 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

2847442 EUGENE O’NEILL: A Life in Four Acts. By Robert M. Dowling. This authoritative biography is the first to fully capture the intimacies of O’Neill’s tumultuous life and the enduring legacy of his groundbreaking plays. The author deftly reveals how his dramas are intertwined with the man’s tumultuous life and the wide range of his time. Photos. 569 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

677525X EMPIRE OF SELF: A Life of Gore Vidal. By Jay Parini. An intimate, authorized yet totally frank biography of Vidal (1925-2012). The Pulitzer Prize winning biographer offers an intimate and revealing conversation, Parini digs behind the glittering surface of Vidal’s colorful career to reveal the complex emotional and sexual truths underlying his celebrity-strewn life. 32 pages of photos. 464 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95
2847809 TO THE NEW OWNERS. By Madeleine Blais. A charming and evocative memoir of the beloved house Blais’s family owned in Martha’s Vineyard for twenty years—no heat, no TV, and no telephone. Instead of the decades countless hours were spent at the beach, meals cooked and savored with family and friends, nights spent talking under the stars and a lifetime of memories assembled.

9983224 A DANGEROUS LIASON: A Revelatory New Biography of Simone de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul Sartre. By Carole Seymour-Jones. The international phenomenon and sometimes painful story of how two brilliant free thinkers, lovers, and rivals came to share a relationship that lasted more than fifty years. This is a compelling and fascinating account of what lay behind the legend that this intelligent, stippled couple created. Photos. 574 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

2870449 YOUNG ELIOT. By Robert Crawford. On the 50th anniversary of the death of T.S. Eliot, Crawford traces Eliot’s early life, from his childhood in St. Louis to the publication of his revolutionary poem The Waste Land, drawing on his poetry and prose as well as new interviews, archives, and previously undisclosed memoirs to provide new insight into words that defined a generation. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Harper. Pub. at $4.95

4985843 BOOKS FOR LIVING. By Will Schwalbe. The author focuses on the way certain books can help you honor those you’ve loved and lost, and also figure out how to live each day more fully. Schwalbe discusses how certain books brought people into his life and shaped the way he approaches his own life. Photos. 574 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $27.99

2976390 IN FOCUS. The Making of a Photographer. By Ansel Adams. In the early years of his career, Adams photographed images of landscapes, towns, and people in the American West. This definitive biography of the man who brought us images of the grandeur of the American West. 312 pages. The University of Chicago Press. Pub. at $22.95

5917747 APPRENTICED TO VENUS: My Secret Life with Anais Nin. By Tristine Rainer. Rainer reveals her coming-of-age under the guidance of the notoriously sexual Anais Nin, and explores Nin’s relationship with the enigmatic lover of her life, the polymathic African philosopher, novelist, and poet, Alphaeus Hyndman. In this intimate memoir, Rainer reveals her coming-of-age under the guidance of the notoriously sexual Anais Nin, and explores Nin’s relationship with the enigmatic lover of her life, the polymathic African philosopher, novelist, and poet, Alphaeus Hyndman. 358 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

6993232 A DANGEROUS LIASON: A Revelatory New Biography of Simone de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul Sartre. By Carole Seymour-Jones. The international phenomenon and sometimes painful story of how two brilliant free thinkers, lovers, and rivals came to share a relationship that lasted more than fifty years. This is a compelling and fascinating account of what lay behind the legend that this intelligent, stippled couple created. Photos. 574 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2870449 YOUNG ELIOT. By Robert Crawford. On the 50th anniversary of the death of T.S. Eliot, Crawford traces Eliot’s early life, from his childhood in St. Louis to the publication of his revolutionary poem The Waste Land, drawing on his poetry and prose as well as new interviews, archives, and previously undisclosed memoirs to provide new insight into words that defined a generation. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Harper. Pub. at $4.95

6917844 DASHIELL HAMMETT: Man of Mystery. By Sally Cline. In this comprehensive biography, Cline uses fresh research, including interviews with Hammett’s family and friends Lillian Hellman, with whom he conducted a thirty year affair, and reexamines the life and works of the writer whom Raymond Chandler called ‘the ace parer.’ Photos. 236 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

6927282 MAX PERKINS: Editor of Genius. By A. Scott Berg. Explores the fascinating life of the editor in both the professional and personal domains. Berg tells of Perkin’s stormy marriage, enduring friendships, and secret twenty-year romance with Elizabeth Lenmon, and of his intensely intimate relationships with the leading literary lights of the 20th century. 16 pages of photos. 498 pages. New American Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

6708555 CONFEDERATE BUSHWHACKER: Military and Political Life of Confederate Bushwhacker John S. Mosby. By Jerome Loving. Offers a micro-biography set in the most important and pivotal year in the life of its subject. Intertwoven throughout are the headlines and crises of 1865: black lynchings, Indian uprisings, anti-Chinese violence, labor unrest, and the death of Grant. 243 pages. UPNE. Pub. at $27.95

6924374 THE CLUB: Johnson, Boswell, and the Friends Who Shaped an Age. By Leo Damrosch. The story of an extraordinary group of people whose ideas helped to shape their age, and our own. Painter Joshua Reynolds, his friend Samuel Johnson, and members including Edmund Burke, Adam Smith, Edward Gibbon, and James Boswell, met every Friday at the Turk’s Head Tavern in London to dine, drink, and talk until midnight. "The Club" was the meeting place for many of the greatest minds of the 18th century and the birthplace of the Enlightenment.

6924374 THE CLUB: Johnson, Boswell, and the Friends Who Shaped an Age. By Leo Damrosch. The story of an extraordinary group of people whose ideas helped to shape their age, and our own. Painter Joshua Reynolds, his friend Samuel Johnson, and members including Edmund Burke, Adam Smith, Edward Gibbon, and James Boswell, met every Friday at the Turk’s Head Tavern in London to dine, drink, and talk until midnight. "The Club" was the meeting place for many of the greatest minds of the 18th century and the birthplace of the Enlightenment.

6592430 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Sackville-West’s extraordinary life in a provocative and gripping biography of an often troubled literary persona. Reveals how, from her privileged world of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 104 pages of photos. 364 pages. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

2887495 THE MAN IN THE WILLOWS: The Life of Kenneth Grahame. By Matthew Dennison. Spending his regular days in London as Secretary of the Bank of England, but his weekends at home in the countryside, Kenneth Grahame’s pastoral wanderings there resulted in his masterful creation of The Wind in the Willows, the enduring classic of children’s literature. The story of the life of this Edwardian poet-philosopher-illustrator...some in color. 227 pages. Pagoda. Pub. at $27.95

6773141 CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Last Interview and Other Conversations. This collection of conversations—whispers from the past, by a defining voice as a hero of the Left to his controversial support for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—showcases Hitch’s trademark wit on subjects as diverse as his mistrust of the media, his deafening attack on the Clintons, and his condemnation of things religious. 156 pages. Melville House.
The Suicide of Christopher Hitchens: The Restless Soul of the World's Most Notorious Atheist. By Larry Alex Taunton. At the time of his death, Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. Yet while he rallied against God on stage, he maintained meaningful friendships with evangelical Christians. Taunton reveals his intimate conversations with Hitchens and the questions that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95


An Uncommon Reader: A Life of Edward Garnett, Mentor and Editor of Literary Greats, By Helen Smith. The story of Garnett's intimate and at times stormy relationships with writers such as Joseph Conrad, John Galsworthy, Edward Thomas, T.E. Lawrence and D.H. Lawrence. All turned to Garnett for advice as they confronted their own critical moments in their careers. A masterfully researched portrait of a man who was defining the modern literary landscape. Photos. 440 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95

Diderot and the Art of Thinking Freely. By Andrew S. Cunanan. This thematically organized biography, the author vividly describes Diderot's tortuous relationship with Rousseau, his curious correspondence with Voltaire, his passionate affairs, and his often irrational stand on art, theater, politics, and religion. A story of a philosopher who helped build the foundations of the modern world. Illus. 220 pages. Other Press. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

The Life and Legend of Wallace Wood, Volume 2. Ed. by B. Stewart & J.M. Catron. Rutson's 1940 biography of the incomparable, and often controversial, master of modern comics has been hailed by the New York Times as "the best biography ever written." It presents an intimate look at the man's life and the art he helped create. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. 10½x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

H.L. Mencken: The Days Trilogy. Ed. by Marion Elizabeth Rodgers. This expanded edition collects all three works of Mencken's autobiography, Happy Days (1938), Newspaper Days (1940), and Heathen Days (1941), along with Days Revisited: Unpublished Commentary, in one volume. Includes ribbon bookmark. Photos. 872 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

Memoir. By Laura Ingalls Wilder, one of America's most famous pioneer women and beloved authors. 218 pages. WaterBrook. Pub. at $21.99 $8.95

A Prairie Girl's Faith: The Spiritual Legacy of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Stephen W. Hines. With memorable quotes, family photos, recipes from people Laura knew as a child, period music, and historical context, Hines offers a first-in-depth look at the faith journey of one of America's most famous pioneer women and beloved authors. 218 pages. WaterBrook. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

The Desert and the Sea: 977 Days Captive on the Somali Pirate Coast. By Michael Scott Moore. As the only Western journalist to enter into which Laura was born and grew to maturity. Opening a wider window into the lives of pioneers as a whole, he offers a remarkable memoir of the many facets of being a famous pioneer woman. 466 pages. Ten Speed Press. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

The Tenacity of Charles Darwin: The Making of a Naturalist. By Jean-Pascal Hesse. The Marquis de Sade's story through previously unpublished documents. 527 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95

The Life of Ernest Hemingway. By Robert C. McCelland & Stewart Usdin. An extraordinary portrait of a poet who both transcended his time and was shaped by it, and his ability to love, live, and mourn without reservation produced some of the world's most enduring verses. 301 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

The Faith of Christopher Hitchens: The Restless Soul of the World’s Most Notorious Atheist. By Larry Alex Taunton. At the time of his death, Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. Yet while he rallied against God on stage, he maintained meaningful friendships with evangelical Christians. Taunton reveals his intimate conversations with Hitchens and the questions that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died. 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

The Uncommon Reader: A Life of Edward Garnett, Mentor and Editor of Literary Greats, By Helen Smith. The story of Garnett’s intimate and at times stormy relationships with writers such as Joseph Conrad, John Galsworthy, Edward Thomas, T.E. Lawrence and D.H. Lawrence. All turned to Garnett for advice as they confronted their own critical moments in their careers. A masterfully researched portrait of a man who was defining the modern literary landscape. Photos. 440 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95
SOLD OUT

461732 ELVIS & GINGER: Elvis Presley’s Fiancée and Last Love Finally Tells Her Story. By Ginger Alden. For more than three decades Ginger Alden has held the truth of her relationship with Elvis close to her heart. Now, after years of contemplation and while a lot has been written about The King, the Elvis we meet in this long-awaited memoir is a revelation. 16 pages of photos, most color. 383 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

688016 HOPE: Entertainer of the Century. By Richard Zoglin. Here is the untold story of Bob Hope, the most important entertainer of the 20th century. Zoglin offers both a celebration of the entertainer and a complex portrait of a gifted but flawed man, who, unlike many Hollywood stars, truly loved fame, appreciated its responsibilities, and handled celebrity with extraordinary grace. Photos. 565 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

282596 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: A Brief Life. By Peter Ackroyd. In this quick-witted portrait of one of the most respected film directors of the twentieth century, Ackroyd reveals a lugubriously jolly man fond of practical jokes who smashes a once used tea cup every morning to remind himself of the fragility of life. This is a gripping, short biography of the extraordinary master of suspense. Photos. 276 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

8836631 I BLAME DENNIS HOPPER: And Other Stories from a Life Lived In and Out of the Movies. By Illeana Douglas. Writing from the perspective of both an insider of Hollywood and the ultimate movie fan, Douglas shares hilarious anecdotes with celebrities, bizarre coincidences with movie stars from yesteryear, and fateful meetings with screen legends that seem right out of the plot of a movie. Illus., many in color. 293 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

291809 THE SEASONS OF MY MOTHER: A Memoir of Love, Family, and Flowers. By Marcia Gay Harden. Using the philosophy of Ikebana, the Japanese art of flower arranging as her starting point, Harden interweaves the seasons of her mother’s life with her own journey from precocious young girl to budding artist in New York City to Academy Award-winning actress. A beautiful and heartwrenching story. Harden’s story illustrates the vulnerability and beauty of motherhood. 326 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

2855085 NEVERTHELESS: A Memoir. By Alec Baldwin. In this honest, affecting memoir, Baldwin introduces us to the Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s financial struggles and his parents’ unhappy marriage; the DC college student growing up for a career in politics; and a man struggling with addiction to drugs and alcohol. Here is an Account of  a man we have never fully seen before. SHOPWORN. Photos, some color. 273 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $3.95


288204 PLAY ON: Now, Then, and Fleetwood Mac. By M. Fleetwood & A. Bozza. Fleetwood takes you inside the legendary supergroup’s raucous history and recounts the triumphs and trials of keeping the band together. He vividly describes the creation of landmark albums like Rumours, and recounts the tales of the great loves of his life, and shares outrageous moments from in the studio and on tour. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95

661005 TROUBLEMAKER: Surviving Hollywood and Scientology. By Leah Remini with R. Paley. Remini, indoctrinated into the Church of Scientology when she was a child, offers up an eye-opening account of her thirty-year-plus association with the church. 32 pages of color photos. 234 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6757494 FILM STARS DON’T DIE IN LIVERPOOL. By Peter Turner. On September 29, 1969, Peter Turner learned that his former lover, Hollywood actress Gloria Grahm, had collapsed in a Lancaster hotel and was refusing medical attention. He took her into his family home in Liverpool to see her through her last days–three weeks that he unfolds in this intimate memoir, a moving story of a thirty-year-plus association with the church. 32 pages of color photos. 234 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


5798590 FRANK & AVA: In Love and War. By John Brady. The passionate yet volatile love story of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner has never been fully explored or explained–until now. Brady delves deeply into the lives of these two iconic stars and their turbulent life-long relationship, weaving a true romance story unfolding under battlefield conditions. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3814757 FRANK & AVA: In Love and War. By John Brady. The passionate yet volatile love story of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner has never been fully explored or explained–until now. Brady delves deeply into the lives of these two iconic stars and their turbulent life-long relationship, weaving a true romance story unfolding under battlefield conditions. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95


5774357 THE PETER LAW FORD STORY: Life with the Kennedy’s, Monroe, and the Rat Pack. By Peter Lawford with T. Schwartz. As the brother-in-law to JFK and a member of the Rat Pack, Lawford was one of America’s most acclaimed movie stars. His story, as told by the woman who knew him best, is both the candid, sometimes shocking untold story of one of the most intriguing personal and political events of our time. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

6836632 NEVERTHELESS: A Memoir of Love, Family, and Flowers. By Marcia Gay Harden. Using the philosophy of Ikebana, the Japanese art of flower arranging as her starting point, Harden interweaves the seasons of her mother’s life with her own journey from precocious young girl to budding artist in New York City to Academy Award-winning actress. A beautiful and heartwrenching story. Harden’s story illustrates the vulnerability and beauty of motherhood. 326 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

6287403 THE RAINBOW COMES AND GOES: A Mother and Son on Life, Love, and Loss. By Anderson Cooper & Gloria Vanderbilt. Both a son’s loving tribute to his mother and an uncomromising mom’s life lessons for her grown son, this touching love letter to his mother and an unconventional perspective of both an insider of Hollywood and the ultimate movie fan, Douglas shares hilarious anecdotes with celebrities, bizarre coincidences with movie stars from yesteryear, and fateful meetings with screen legends that seem right out of the plot of a movie. Illus., many in color. 293 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

6971551 Please see next page for full listing...
BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME.  By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. He has seen it all. Now he’s telling it all in this compelling biography—a tale heaped through the people encountered on his extraordinary journey. Endearingly funny and brutally honest, it opens the door to the most intimate moments of this treasured Hollywood legend. 324 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 5885566 THE BOOK OF JOAN: Tales of Mirth, Mischief, and Manipulation. By Melissa Rivers. Joan and Melissa Rivers had one of the most celebrated mother-daughter relationships of all time. If you think Joan had some outrageous things to say as a comedian, you won’t believe what she said and did in private. Here, Melissa shares the endlessly entertaining observations, thoughts and tales about the woman who raised her. Photos. some color. 284 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 2884321 LETTERMAN: The Last Giant of Late Night. By Jason Zinoman. Letterman redefined the modern television talk show. With this electrifying biography, the author offers a perceptive study of the man and artist whose caustic voice was crucial to an entire generation of comedians and viewers and whose singular style ushered in new tropes that have transcended traditional television. Mixing groundbreaking reporting with probing critical analysis, this is the definitive biography of the man and artist whose caustic voice was crucial to an entire generation of comedians and viewers and whose singular style ushered in new tropes that have become cliches in a contemporary comedy. Photos, most in color. 284 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.99 6912902 LETTERMAN: The Last Giant of Late Night. By Jason Zinoman. David Letterman redefined the modern talk show with an ironic comedic style that transcended traditional television. Mixing groundbreaking reporting with probing critical analysis, this is the definitive biography of the man and artist who stood out as the signature comedic voice of a generation. Photos. some color. 345 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 2830671 THERE WAS A LITTLE GIRL: The Real Story of My Mother and Me. By Brooke Shields. An honest, open memoire about Shields’ mother, her mother, and the many layered relationship they have. Although her life has been played out in the public eye, these are experiences and feelings retrievable to anyone who ever has had a mother. 16 pages of photos, some color. 415 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 2842173 DEATH NEED NOT BE FATAL. By Malachy McCourt with B. McDonald. As he rides the final block on his Rascal scooter, McCourt looks at the prospect of his own demise with emotional clarity and insight. In this beautifully rendered memoir, he shows us how to live life to its fullest, how to grow old without acting old, and how to die without regret. 16 pages of photos. 259 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 676617X KEEP MOVING: And Other Tips and Truths About Living Well Longer. By Dick Van Dyke with T. Gold. The beloved Hollywood icon offers his lessons on living in the moment and embracing happiness. A new world of living! McCourt. Pub. at $14.95 671425X GINGER: My Story. By Ginger Rogers. The supreme dancer looks back over her fabulous career from her vaudeville debut to her partnership with Fred Astaire, and the joy and heartbreak of her marriages. Her memoir glows with wit and sparkles with humor. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 1852507 NOT YOUNG, STILL RESTLESS. By Jeanne Cooper with L. Harrison. Three or four days a week, Jeanne Cooper (1928–2013) drove from her Hollywood Hills home to the job she had held for more than three decades—the character of Katherine Chancellor, the outspoken, powerful, and insanely wealthy force of nature, to life on The Young and the Restless. Get to know the woman behind the character here. Photos, most in color. 212 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 2858552 CAN I GO NOW? The Life of Sue Mengers. Hollywood’s First Superagent. By Brian Kellow. Wowsomely detailed, this is the story of Hollywood’s first Superagent, whose clients included Barbra Streisand, Faye Dunaway, Michael Caine and others. Illus. 326 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 2841953 ABOVE THE LINE: My “Wild Oats” Adventure. By Shirley Maclaine. While filming Wild Oats on the Canary Islands, Maclaine started to uncover shocking truths about her life in the lost continent of Atlantis, long theorized to have existed on the site of the Islands. She finds surprising connections between the island’s cataclysmic fate and our own dangerous trajectory. 216 pages. Aria. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 2849512 THIS MIGHT GET A LITTLE HEAVY: A Memoir. By Ralphie May with N. Parker. Full of stories never told before, stand-up comic Ralphie May’s hilariously heartfelt memoir of his journey out of the impoverished south and the San Franciscan of American sitcom and comedy will bust your gut, pull at your heartstrings, and touch your soul. 289 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 6859216 MAD AS HELL. By George Noory. As the most successful radio and podcast figures have proven. Americans are mad as hell about the problems facing our country. Noory hears these problems every night, all night, as a nationally syndicated radio talk show host. Here he delivers the angry, the passionate, the man who is mad as hell about what is happening in the world, across the country, and where he is today. Photos. 351 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 2856085 THE LIGHT WITHIN ME: An Inspirational Memoir. By Ainsley Earhardt. Ainsley opens up about the spiritual path that led her to the Heave My Couch, a journey of faith and discovery, joy and determination. An emotional look at how faith inspires us to achieve, and supports us through our most trying times. 16 pages of color photos. 218 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 679162X THE LONGEST TREK: My Tour of the Galaxy. By Grace Lee Whitney with J. Denney. In her dream role, Gene Roddenberry beamed her aboard the startship Enterprise as Yeoman Janice Rand for the original Star Trek series. But a terrifying sexual assault on the studio lot and her lifelong feelings of emptiness and isolation would soon combine to turn her starry dream into a nightmare. Photos. 195 pages. Quill. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 6471242 WHEN THEY WERE BOYS: The True Story of the Beatles’ Rise to the Top. By Larry Kane. This is the real story of the Beatles’ rise to fame: focusing on that seven year stretch from the time the boys met as teenagers in the 1950s to early 1964, when the Fab Four prepared to take over America. Includes stories never before told, including heartbreaks, lucky breaks, betrayal, and more. 16 pages of photos. 395 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $29.95 2918443 DELTA LADY: A Memoir. By Rita Coolidge with M. McCord. Offers a look to an iconic era and illuminates the life of Rita Coolidge, an artist whose career has helped shape modern American culture. 225 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 6285978 YOUNG ORSON: The Years of Luck and Genius on the Path to Citizen Kane. By Patrick McGilligan. Drawn on years of deep research, McGilligan conjures the young Orson Welles with Dickensian richness and detail. Sifting fact from fiction, McGilligan unearths long-buried writings from Welles’s school years; delves into Welles’s complicated relationship with his mother; reveals the details of his marriage to Virginia Nicholson; and much more. 320 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.79 2891034 MARILYN IN MANHATTAN: Her Year of Joy. By Elizabeth Winder. A lively look at two American treasures—New York and Marilyn Monroe. Monroe’s literary agent, Max Schvery, sheds new light on one of America’s most enduring icons as she reveals Monroe’s visit to the city in November of 1954, where leaving a failed marriage and a frustrating career behind, she begins to live a life of the mind. Photos. 283 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 595.95
2685183 THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING: My Fantastic Voyage Through Hollywood, Faith & Life. By Gavin MacLeod with M. Burger. With humor, grace, and wide-eyed enthusiasm, the star of The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Love Boat takes us behind the scenes of his 60-plus years in show business as he shares stories and works with stars like Cary Grant, Steve McQueen, Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra, Ronald Reagan, and many others. 24 pages of photos, some color. 261 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

281398X KIRK AND ANNE: Letters of Love, Laughter, and a Lifetime in Hollywood. By Kirk Douglas and Anne Douglas. Compiled from Anne's personal archive of letters and photographs, this intimate glimpse into the Douglas's courtship and marriage is a candid portrayal of the pleasures and pitfalls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes comic, and poignant reality behind the glitz-as only a couple of over six decades could tell it. Photos, some in color. 222 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

5798647 LEONARD: My Fifty-Year Friendship with a Remarkable Man. By William Shatner with D. Fisher. Over the course of half a century, William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy worked together, grew to be fast friends, and saw each other through life's highs and lows. Shatner recounts stories of their lives on and off the set, and gathers stories from others who knew Nimoy well, offering a full picture of this incomparable actor, some color. 278 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

4639458 I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Hollywood, Grant recounts the story of her semi-retirement as a world of passion and movie-star glamour. After her name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her friends turned to and she lost it all. 24 pages of photos. 463 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

5984017 WHERE AM I NOW? True Stories of Girlhood and Accidental Fame. By Mara Wilson. A former child actress best known for her starring roles in Matilda and Mrs. Doubtfire, Mara Wilson has always felt a little young and out of place. These essays chart her journey from accidental fame to relative (but happy) obscurity, while chronicling the experience that is growing up female. Photos. 259 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

2804947 FIGHTING FOR EDDON: A Salute to the Troops with John Wayne. By From the eds. of the Official John Wayne Magazine. Whether making a stirring war movie that showed what our soldiers are capable of, or putting himself in personal danger to bring a smile to troops stationed thousands of miles away, John Wayne always kept the people who serve our country in his heart and mind. Fully illus., some in color. 208 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

★ 287662 THE LIFE AND DEATH OF PETER SELLERS. By Roger Lewis. This biography follows the mercurial British star from his early days in show business through a string of box office and critical successes to his increasingly strange behavior off-screen, a string of relationships, and the lac of which proved fatal at age 55. Includes a filmography and discography. Photos. 500 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 5985807 HEDY LAMARR: The Most Beautiful Woman in Film. By Ruth Barton. Delves into extensive research into the recorded truths of Lamarr's life and the rumors that made her a legend, the author recognizes Lamarr's contributions to film and technology while revealing the drama of her romantic, complicated, and conflicted woman within. 16 pages of photos. 281 pages. UKpy. Paperback. $16.95

6801625 WOODY: The Biography. By David Evanier. Explores Allen's private life as well as his very public life, his deep attachments, and the work ethics that have led to an iconic career. Whether helping Allen as well as helped keep Allen's demons at bay. The biography of an artist who has never lost his passion, talent, and capacity to break new artistic ground. Photos. 384 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

6934951 SOPHIA LOREN: Movie Star Italian Style. By Cindy De La Hoz. Sophia Loren has had one of the most varied and interesting paths in motion picture history, with a career spanning close to seven decades. Explore this profile of the beloved icon, that takes you on an illustrative journey through her remarkable life, from the secrets of her early childhood, to her colorful and diverse film can. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Running Press. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95

5965260 BOGIE & BACALL: Love Lessons from a Legendary Romance. By Caity Lotz. Packed with telling photos capturing moments onscreen and off, coupled with fascinating facts from their legendary romance, grant us an intimate glimpse at one of Hollywood history's most memorable relationships: Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall. Running Press. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

2984913 BUSEYISMES: Gary Busey's Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth. By Gary Busey with S. Sampson. Gary is a living testimony to the resilience of the human body and spirit. In his first personal memoir, he shares his Lessons from a Life-Inspiring Lessons from a Life-Inspiring and his book of Instructions Before Leaving Earth to help others who may be going through similar things, to realize that it is possible to survive challenging life events and come out a happy champion. Well illus. 290 pages. Rider. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

6610587 TIPPI: A Memoir. By Tippi Hedren. This cinematically iconic woman pulls back the veil on her storied life, detailing her rise from humble beginnings to becoming the matron of a powerful Hollywood dynasty that includes her daughter, Melanie Griffith, and her granddaughter Dakota Johnson. From her first film with Hitchcock to establishing her animal sanctuary, Shambala, she's led a fascinating life. Photos, many in color. 275 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

6949525 THE JOKE MAN: Bow to Stern. By Jackie Martling. Sit back and enjoy as “The Joke Man” riff’s on his one of a kind in career in show business. From Stern and the great and his life--an American success story like no other. 28 pages of photos. 267 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

★ 2789914 JOHN WAYNE TREASURES. By R. Roberts & D. Welsky. Duke's extraordinary rise to fame from hailing furniture around studio lot to becoming one of the most famous actors in the world—is chronicled in this lavishly illustrated volume, complete with set photos, vintage movie posters and cigarette cards from his most well-known movies. 175 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 2973820 ROBIN. By Dave Itzkoff. As Itzkoff shows in this revelatory biography, Robin Williams's comic brilliance masked a deep well of conflicting emotions. And now, in this intimate and honest memoir, the cinematic icon pulls back the veil on her storied life, takes you on an illustrative journey through her career spanning close to seven decades. Photos. 694 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.00 $14.95

5984874 DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny. By Holly Madison. A shocking, candid, and moving memoir, this is the true story of the author's life as a Playboy model, a woman who grew into the woman that we all love so much. Here is a fresh and original look at a man whose work touched so many lives. Color photos. 529 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

6608240 DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny. By Holly Madison. A shocking, candid, and moving memoir, this is the true story of the author's life as a Playboy model, a woman who grew into the woman that we all love so much. Here is a fresh and original look at a man whose work touched so many lives. Color photos. 529 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99 $14.95

5984874 DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny. By Holly Madison. A shocking, candid, and moving memoir, this is the true story of the author's life as a Playboy model, a woman who grew into the woman that we all love so much. Here is a fresh and original look at a man whose work touched so many lives. Color photos. 529 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95
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**CECIL B. DEMILLE: The Man Who Wouldn't Return**

By Sam Stouffer. A new edition of this biography of the legendary Hollywood director. It includes new interviews and research, as well as never-before-seen photos. $29.99

**THE WITCH OF LIME STREET:**

By Harry Price. A classic work of paranormal investigation. $18.95
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**Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists**

**2913003 MY ADVENTURES WITH GOD.** By Stephen Tobolowsky. Tobolowsky’s stories recall a boy growing up in the wilds of Texas, finding and losing friends, and toasting and finding himself. He provides a structure in which to evaluate our own lives and our relationship with God. Photos. 353 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95


**698439X IN SUCH GOOD COMPANY: Eleven Years of Laughter, Mayhem, and Fun in the Sandbox.** By Carol Burnett. Burnett dives deep into stories of the guests, sketches, and antics that made The Carol Burnett Show legendary. This is her love letter to a golden era in television through the lens of her brilliant show. 301 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**2846403 SINATRA 100.** By Charles Pignone. Frank Sinatra was an entertainer of mesmerizing talent, charisma, and style. This volume captures Sinatra in public and private, with exclusive unseen photographs and memorabilia from the family archives, as well as the most iconic images, outtakes, and contact sheets from celebrated photo shoots. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11x13¾%. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

**206842X MARLENE DIETRICH: The Life.** By Man Riva. Widely entertaining, Riva reveals the reality of her mother’s vivid detail. Looking Dietrich the woman, her legendary career, and her world. Dietrich would quickly rise to stardom in the 1920s with her sharp wit and bisexuality—wearing the top hat and tails that revolutionized our concept of beauty and femininity. Illus. 790 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $18.95

**6976018 ONE LUCKY BASTARD: Tales from Tinseltown.** By Roger Moore with G. Owen. In a career that spanned more than seven decades, the late Roger Moore was at the very heart of Hollywood. In this true fabulous collection of stories from the legendary Moore, the star and her remarkable life and career. 32 pages of photos. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**6866352 ORWELL WELLES, VOLUME 3: One-Man Band.** By Simon Callow. The critically acclaimed epic survey of Orson Welles’ life and work. Reveals what it was like to be in Welles’ intimate circle, and, with a precision rarely attempted before, what it was actually like to be him. In this compelling biography the author provides a definitive answer to the question: Whatever happened to Orson Welles? Photos. 466 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

**6660011 SHIRLEY, I JEST! A Storied Life.** By Cindy Williams with D. Smithler. One half of the comedic duo Larvene & Shirley chronicles her wild and lively career in show business. With wit and candor, Williams takes us from a struggling childhood to her rise in the glamorous world of Hollywood, highlighting humor, irony, and celebrity anecdotes every step of the way. 20 pages of photos. 168 pages. Lit. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6955088 THE GIRL ON THE BALCONY: Olivia Hussey Finds Life After Romeo & Juliet.** By Alexander Martin. Olivia Hussey became one of the most famous faces in the world, immortalized as the perfect Juliet in Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet. Get intimately close to the legendary performers she knew, loved, and worked with and also discover the identity of the young actor who raped her, but could not break her. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 323 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**2909367 STAY INTERESTING.** By Jonathan Goldsmith. Told through a series of adventures and the lessons he’s learned and wants to pass on, Goldsmith’s memoir is a truly daring and bold tale and a manifesto about taking chances, not giving up, making courageous choices, and living a truly adventurous and always interesting life. 305 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**2810506 I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: My Memoir.** By Pat O’Brien. The sportscaster and host of Access Hollywood and The Insider offers a personal and honest memoir that pulls back the curtain on celebrity-entertainment coverage. He reveals the highs and lows of a life spent sharing the mic with the world’s rich and famous while battling his own scandals and demons. 16 pages of photos, most color. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

**6603920 SOME ENCHANTED EVENINGS: The Glittering Life and Times of Mary Martin.** By David Kaufman. The story of the one and only Mary Martin, the little girl from Texas who, with her hands on her hips and a crowning as Peter Pan, captured America’s heart and created a legend in the process, and who dominated the American musical theater’s Golden Age. Photos. 420 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**6885417 UNSUCCESSFUL THUG: One Comedian’s Journey from Napton to Tinseltown.** By Mike Epps. From Napton to Tinseltown, the legendary stand-up comedian and actor finally tells all in this outrageous, hilarious, no-holds-barred memoir. Color photos. 270 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**6613335 THE WORLDS ACCORDING TO TOM HANKS.** By Dave Itzkoff. Takes readers on a tour behind the scenes of Hank’s life: from his less than idyllic childhood, rocky first marriage, and career wimage— to the pinnacle of his acting career and domestic bliss with the love of his life, Rita Wilson. Contemplating His Bank’s achievements and obsessions will show you how niceness can be a worthy destination. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**6586643 MAUREEN O’HARA: The Bride and the Star.** By Aubrey Malone. Takes readers behind the woman behind the larger-than-life persona, sorting through the myths to present a balanced and comprehensive assessment of one of the silver screen’s greatest stars. Malone explores the arc of her extraordinary career, from her first break with John Wayne and her relationship with John Ford, and presents a captivating tribute to the multitalented star and her remarkable life and career. 32 pages of photos. 263 pages. UPky. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**2808897 GRACE KELLY STYLE.** By H. Kristina Haugland. Explores her personal style and how she carefully cultivated her public image through dress. The three sections: looking at Grace Kelly as an actress, bride, and princess, introduces the reader to her untold wardrobe, from her spectacular costumes to her glamorous ball gowns. Well illus., some in color. 112 pages. V&A Publishing. 8x10¼%. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**6779993 GONE ’TIL NOVEMBER.** By Lil Wayne. Reveals the true story of what really happened while recording artist Lil Wayne was behind bars, exploring his interactions with other inmates, to how he was able to keep himself behind bars, exploring everything from his daily rituals, to his life spent in prison. 263 pages. UPky. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**2851830 HOW I GOT THIS WAY.** By Regis Philbin. In this warm, witty memoir, the lovable TV host relates us with stories of his incredible career, from his first meeting with a young Ronald Reagan and 18 year old Steven Spielberg, to his experiences with longtime co-hosts Kelly Ripa and Kathy Lee Gifford. 32 pages of photos, some color. 314 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**6835384 THE YOUNG DUKE, REVISED EDITION: The Early Life of John Wayne.** By H. Kazanjian & C. Enns. An unflinching look at how Marion Morrison became the legend known as John Wayne. From his days as a college football star to his stunning box-office success in Westerns and war movies in the 1930s and 1940s. The authors uncover the true story behind the screen legend’s private and public lives. Photos. 224 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**323 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95**
**KENSINGTON. PUB. AT $26.00**
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- **6855712 LIFE IN PARTS.** By Bryan Cranston. In his riveting memoir, Cranston maps his zigzag journey from abandoned son to beloved star by revealing the many odd parts he’s played throughout his life. He also chronicles his evolution on camera from soap opera player trying to master the rules of show business to legendary character actor turning in classic performances. Photos. 274 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

- **2814854 A LIFE IN PARTS.** By Bryan Cranston. In his riveting memoir, Cranston maps his zigzag journey from abandoned son to beloved star by revealing the many odd parts he’s played in real life. He also chronicles his evolution on camera from soap opera player trying to master the rules of show business to legendary character actor turning in classic performances. Photos. 274 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

- **6554079 MY DAYS: Happy and Otherwise.** By Marion Ross with D. Laurel. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from the award-winning Happy Days team—from break-out star Henry Winkler to Cunningham wild child Erin Moran—Ross shares what she is like to be a starry-eyed young girl with dreams in rural Minnesota, and the determination it took to make them come true. 16 pages of photos. 303 pages. $9.95

- **6599893 GO SLOW: The Life of Julie London.** By Michael Owen. The contrast between image and reality, the public and the private, is at the heart of Julie London’s story. Owen charts every stage of her career: her years as a 1940s movie starlet, her decades as a coolly defiant singer, her return to the TV screen in the 70s, and her ultimate decision to walk away from performance. 24 pages of photos, some color. Review. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

- **2244552 CHARLIE CHAPLIN’S OWN STORY.** By Harry M. Gesuld. Covers Chaplin’s entire life, with his brushes with fame and depicts Chaplin as he wished to be seen in 1916. Its naivete and pseudo-Dickensian portrayal of Chaplin’s childhood gives us an invaluable glimpse into the psyche of the man behind “The Little Tramp.” Photos. 175 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

- **8980215 THE MEN IN MY LIFE: A Memoir of Love and Art in 1950s Manhattan.** By Patricia Bosworth. The author delivers a tale of passion and heartbreak, triumph and tragedy, featuring a rich cast of well-known literary and theatrical figures from a golden era, New York in the 1950s. Full of fascinating, tales and deep insights, this is a story about coming of age, achieving your goals, and learning to love. Photos. 377 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

- **2841738 THE ESSENTIAL CHAPLIN: Perspectives on the Life and Art of the Great Comedian.** By Richard Schickel. An indispensable companion to his life-long commitment to Chaplin’s life and work. From a broad range of writings Schickel has selected the most provocative and insightful criticisms of the great comedian’s beginnings through his early films, his mature works, and his life. 281 pages. Dee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


- **2949164 GRACE NOTES: My Recollections.** By Katey Sagal. This award-winning star chronicles her life in this series of evocative and beautifully written vignettes, revealing a side of Hollywood few have seen. This is any other Hollywood memoir you’ve read before. Photos. 244 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

- **2943231 INSEPARABLE: The Original Siamese Twins and Their Rendezvous with American History.** By Yunte Huang. Beginning in 1859 with their discovery in Slaim, through their arrival in Boston as sideshow curiosities in 1829, the author charts Chang and Eng Bunker’s implausible route to assimilation. This account belongs to their story that is inseparable from American history itself. Illus. 388 pages. Little. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

- **6753159 CHARLIE CHAN: The Untold Story of the Honorable Detective and His Rendezvous with American History.** By Yunte Huang. Provides the essential history the inspiration for Charlie, the feared Hawaiian cop named Chang Apana, born in Hawaii around 1871. Chronicles the real-life story and the fraught narrative of one of Hollywood’s most iconic detectives, fashioning an historical account when one was known to exist. Illus. 354 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

- **2820447 BING CROSBY: Swinging on a Star–The War Years 1940–1946.** By Gary Giddins. Bing Crosby dominated American popular culture in a way that few artists ever have. A groundbreaking work that traces the rise of one of the 20th century’s most influential entertainers and his fascination with entertainment and culture. This biography finally brings Bing Crosby, his war, and his world to vivid life, firmly reclaiming Crosby’s central role in American history. 32 pages of photos. Some color. 274 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

- **2785250 SUFFY SAINT-MARY: The Authentic Biography.** By Andrea Warner. Packed with insight and knowledge, this biography offers an unflinchingly honest, heartbreaking real portrait of Saint-Marie, including the challenges she experienced on the periphery of showbiz, her healing from drug addiction, and the leadership she assumed in the protest movement. 16 pages of photos, some color. 298 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

- **6916937 MY GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie.** By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful not even death could separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

- **2975955 MY GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie.** By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful not even death could separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

- **2798700 FEUDING FAN DANCERS: Faith Bacon, Sally Rand, and the Golden Age of the Showgirl.** By Leslie Zemekis. Some women capture our attention like no others. Faith Bacon and Sally Rand were from humble beginnings who shot to fame behind a pair of oversized ostrich fans. This account tells the story of two remarkable women during a turbulent time in entertainment history. The author has pierced together their story, and both women come alive again. Illus. 315 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

- **2949202 IN REAL LIFE: My Journey to a Pixelated World.** By Joey Gracen. In the pages of his memoir, Gracen opens up about years of struggling with family hardships and troubles at school, with cruel bullying and the sting of rejection. He tells of first loves and losses, embarrassing moments and surprising discoveries and presents a movie of final落户 finding in following your true passion in this world. Color. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

- **2938235 CINEMA ALCHEMIST: Designing Wars & Alien.** By Roger Christian. This candid autobiography delves deep into Christian’s life as the special effects designer on such box office hits as George Lucas’s Star Wars, Ridley Scott and the Monty Python team, and reveals many of the secrets of his greatest work. 24 pages of life photos. Some color. 360 pages. Titan. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
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★ 599118 LANA TURNER: Hearts & Diamonds Take All. By D. Porter & D. Prince. This expose of The Ultimate Movie Star, is loaded with information that members of the movie-going public never knew. Tragic, myth-shaping, a unconfirmed autobiography that focuses on Miss Lana Turner, the most scandalous (and self-enchanted) of the blonde cult goddesses of the 1940s and beyond. Photos. 622 pages. Blood Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $32.94 $24.94

2865572 MICHAEL CAINE, 1960s. By Graham Marsh. From his South London beginnings, Caine grew to define a decade of confidence and suave British style. With his laconic delivery, horn-rimmed glasses and sharply cut suits he epitomized a new class of cool that has since become intractable from the iconicity of the ‘60s. Contains more than 100 images capturing Caine’s mood and manner. 128 pages. Pippin Press. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 6877963 ANNE BANCROFT: A Life on Stage and Screen. By Michelle Morgan. Delivers the first biography to cover the entire scope of Bancroft’s life and career. Daniel brings together interviews with friends and colleagues, never-before-published photos, and material from film and theater archives to build a portrait of the consummate artist, known for classics from The Graduate to The Miracle Worker. 364 pages. UPK. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

294636X IF YOU’RE GONNA BE DUMB, YOU BETTER BE TOUGH: Lessons from My Life with Bulls, Protestors, and Politicians. By Mike Broomhead. The author’s story of overcoming injury and tragedy through faith, hard work, and commitment to mentoring the next generation. Broomhead shares common sense lessons from his blue collar roots, his many bull riding experiences, and years of broadcast career to help you succeed in life and business. Illus. 202 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

★ 2916649 DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS: The Fourth Musketeer. By R. Hancock & L. Fairbanks. On screen and off, Fairbanks embraced the doctrine of nature, progressing in easy leaps and bounds from the Broadway stage to silent movies when feature-length film was just a few years old. But it was the complicated life of the producer that Fairbanks achieved the goal of all creative people: to run his life and business. Illus. 282 pages. Lyons. 10x12x0.6. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 6781489 MIRIAM HOPKINS: Life and Films of a Hollywood Rebel. By Allan R. Ellenberger. This biography treats readers to the intriguing stories and controversies surrounding Hopkins and her career, but also looks beyond her Hollywood persona to explore the star as an unassuming artist. The result is an entertaining portrait of an under-appreciated performer whose Hollywood legacy goes beyond her dozens of roles and 360 pages. UPK. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

★ 6794181 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. Offers a candid, unvarnished, close-up look at the man, the loves, and the life of a man who never learned to play by Hollywood’s rules. Motivated by his hard-edged projects and the success his box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his young daughter. 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 2872447 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. In a career spanning five decades and more than 100 roles, Academy Award winner Nick Nolte has become a true Hollywood icon. With many ups and downs, he has remained true to the craft he loves, portraying a diverse range of characters. Nolte offers a candid, close-up look at his life, his career and his love of the profession. 256 pages. Morrow Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


★ 2969998 BOB HOPE: The Road Well-Traveled. By Lawrence J. Quirk. This biography explores the complexity and depth of the legendary entertainer, delving into every personal and professional aspect of Hope’s long, complex and dramatic life. Illus. 327 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2931524 FASTEN YOUR SEAT BELTS: The Passionate Life of Bette Davis. By Lawrence J. Quirk. With a career spanning six decades and more than eighty films, Bette Davis is synonymous with Hollywood legend. She left behind the scenes of all of her movies, and explores her personal life that was as passionate as her career and so fiery that it eventually consumed her. 32 pages of photos. 356 pages. Morrow Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★ 2916347 THE GIRL WHO WALKED HOME ALONE: Bette Davis–A Personal Biography. By Charlotte Chandler. Draws extensively on generous personal interviews with the actress in the last decade of her life, as well as from personal accounts by both Davis’s colleagues. To show her in the private as well as the public life of this singular woman. 16 pages of photos. 348 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


★ 2915839 NOT THE GIRL NEXT DOOR: Joan Crawford, A Personal Biography. By Charlotte Chandler. This biography draws on exclusive candid interviews with Joan Crawford herself and with others who knew her, including her first husband and her daughter Cathy, resulting in a fascinating portrait of one of Hollywood’s most iconic stars. 16 pages of photos. 316 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


★ 6990739 THE GIRL: Marilyn Monroe, The Seven Year Itch, and the Birth of an Unlikely Feminist. By Michelle Morgan. Details how The Seven Year Itch sent Marilyn on an adventure of self-discovery and transformation from a controlled wife and contract player into a businesswoman and unlikely feminist. The ripple effects her rebellion had on Hollywood, and in trailblazing the way for women’s roles, freedoms, and identities. 302 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

★ 367584X THE ICE CREAM BLONDE: The Whirlwind Life and Mysterious Death of Screwball Comedienne Thelma Todd. By Michelle Morgan. Details how Thelma Todd, a young woman from small-town Nebraska who worked alongside the genre’s greats, Thelma Todd was a rare Golden Age star who successfully crossed over from silent films to talkies. She was also the focus of one of Hollywood’s most enduring mysteries: her mysterious death. This authoritative account traces her life, and offers a fresh examination of her suspicious death. Photos. 264 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95

★ 2831015 WAYNE AND FORD: The Films, the Friendship, and the Forging of an American Hero. By Nancy Schoenberg. Drawing on previously unrecorded letters and personal photographs, Schoenberg has crafted a dramatic account of a tumultuous, complicated, and iconic friendship, and the cultural legacy of the Western that these two great movie stars produced. 240 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95
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5975492 THE GRAND TOUR: The Life and Music of George Jones. By Rich Kienzle. Critics, fans, and peers have all called George Jones one of the greatest country-singers of all. But as his star ascended, Jones wrestled with the demons that plague many artists—alcohol, divorce, drugs, debt, arrests, and violence. This ventures into a personal portrait of the easiest man who overcame his darkest moments to create lasting legacy. Photos. 280 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

5919606 OVER THE TOP AND BACK: The Autobiography. By Tom Jones. One of the world’s greatest singing talents reveals the stories behind the ups and downs of his remarkable life, from the early heydays to the subsequent fallow years to his later period of artistic renaissance. A memoir like no other, it is a musical tale by turns raw, honest, funny, and powerful. 439 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2872676 PAUL SIMON: The Life. By Robert Hilburn. An intimate and inspiring narrative that helps us finally understand Paul Simon the person and artist. He has spent the past three years, Hilburn has conducted in-depth interviews with scores of Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and others. The result is a deeply human account of the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. 16 pages of photos, some color. 504 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

2962586 MY LIFE WITH EARTH, WIND & FIRE. By Maurice White with H. Powell. The founder of one of the most popular and significant bands of the 1970s shares his story, the way he has seen Earth, Wind & Fire as a band essential to American culture. White also gives us an intimate look at his final days, from his diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease to the faith that helps him endure. 16 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Amistad Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


2850087 STAN LEVEY: Jazz Heavyweight. By Frank R. Hayde. Follows Levey’s prolific and colorful life, from his childhood days in rough and tumble North Philadelphia as the son of a boxing promoter and manager, and the scenes of his life, to stints as a heavyweight boxer, to his first gig as a drummer for Dizzy Gillespie and his meteoric rise as one of the most sought-after sidemen in the world of bebop, 52 pages of photos, some color. 224 pages. Santa Monica Press. Pub. at $24.00 $9.95

5912850 JONI: The Anthology. By Barneym Hoskyns. An essential collection of writings on (and about) the artist that charts every major moment of her extraordinary career, as it happened. Illuminates the evolution of modern rock journalism while providing an invaluable guide to appreciating the highs, and lows of a 20th-century legend. 310 pages. Picador. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

5957635 ELVIS PRESLEY: A Southern Life. By Joel Williamson with D.L. Shaw. One of the most admired Southern historians of our time takes on The King in this vivid, gripping biography, set against the background of the troubled southern society. Williamson charts the influence of the South on Elvis, revealing how, even as he changed, his fans base held fast to his Mississippi roots. 16 pages of photos. 366 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

2948842 BECOMING BEYONCE: The Untold Story. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. In this authoritative and exhaustively researched biography, Taraborrelli provides a backstage pass to the glamorous and cutthroat world of the music business. Beautifully written, this is an intimate and inside account of the birth of a pop culture legend, 16 pages of photos, 494 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5929511 AMERICANA: The Kinks, the Riff, from The Kinks to The Riff Story. By Ray Davies. Francisco Cabrera’s quintessentially English perspective as a songwriter for the Kinks, Davies explores his feelings—love, confusion, and fascination—for the country that both inspires and frustrates him. With captivating words and wit, he takes us on an exhilarating road trip through his storied career, revealing what music, fame, and America really mean to him. Photos, some color. 311 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6570904 RECKLESS: My Life as a Pretender. By Chrissie Hynde. With fearless candor, sharp humor, and a depth of feeling we’ve come to expect, Hynde tells exactly where she came from and what her experience was like. The Kinks. 16 pages of photos. 385 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

5956327 LOVE IN VAIN: Robert Johnson, 1911-1938. By Jean-Michel Dupont, illus. by Mezzo. Explores the stories and legend that surround his life and death, his childhood, his womanizing and drinking, and his pact with the devil at the crossroads, the authors have produced a dazzlingly creative graphic novel, and a beautiful depiction of this most extraordinary life. Fully illus. 72 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

2946874 WILDIFUL SHADOWS: The Account of Sonny James and the Southern Gentlemen. By Gary Robble with B. Day. Sonny James and the Southern Gentlemen took their brand of Country Music far beyond the typical boundaries of the day. This personal account brings to life who these men were and what their music meant to the country that both inspires and frustrates him. With captivating words and wit, he takes us on an exhilarating road trip through his storied career, revealing what music, fame, and America really mean to him. Photos, some color. 311 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6968252 UNCOMMON PEOPLE: The Rise and Fall of the Rock Stars. By David Hadfield. North American zeroes in on defining moments in the lives of forty rock stars from 1955 to 1995 such as John Lennon, Michael Jackson, David Jones and Mick Jagger, taking us on a journey to a bustu hundred years and creating a hundred more. 16 pages of photos. 306 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95
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message of hope to anyone whose life has been scarred by trauma. Over nine hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

2797783 EVERYTHING BIGGER IN TEXAS: The Life & Times of Kinky Friedman. By Mary Lou Sullivan. The best known as a Gigantor Jewish country-and-western singer turned author politician. Kinky Friedman’s life unfurls in an authorized, candid account that’s as outsized as the man himself. From the 1970s music scene in Austin with Tom Waits and the band on platforms advocating legalized marijuana, it’s all photos, some color. 332 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

2790243 RIVER OF TIME: My Descent into Depression and How I Emerged with Hope. By Naomi Judd with M. Wilkie. Read by Naomi Judd & Carolyn Cook. Naomi Judd’s life as a country music superstar has been nonstop success. But offsetting this is traumatic memoir of her poignant message of hope to anyone whose life has been scarred by trauma. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

2807230 RIVER OF TIME: My Descent into Depression and How I Emerged with Hope. By Naomi Judd with M. Wilkie. Naomi Judd’s life as a country music superstar has been nonstop success. But offsetting this is traumatic memoir of her poignant message of hope to anyone whose life has been scarred by trauma. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

284328X CRAVINGS: How I Conquered Food. By Gordon Ramsay. Alternating between chapters on his life and those on the many diets he’s encountered along the way (Atkins, Jean Nidetch of Weight Watchers, Andrew Weil), this is a work of a Collins’ genuine desire to share what he has learned so that no one else has to navigate her heartrending path to cravings and addiction recovery. Photos, some color. 249 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6910742 CHINABERRY SIDEWALKS: A Memoir. By Rodney Crowell. In a tender and uproarious memoir, the singer-songwriter reveals the good, the bad, and the ugly of a dirt-poor southeast Texas boyhood. Photos. 250 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

2859866 CHANGE OF SEASONS: A Memoir. By John Oates with C. Enting. As one member of the most successful pop duo in the world, and a member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Oates shares his highs, lows, triumphs, and failures in this engaging memoir, taking the reader on a wild ride through all the eras, personalities, and music that has shaped him into who he is. Illus. 496 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

6952372 CHANGE OF SEASONS: A Memoir. By John Oates with C. Enting. As one member of the most successful pop duo in the world, John Oates shares his highs, lows, triumphs, and failures in this revealing memoir, and he takes the reader on a wild ride through all the eras, personalities, and music that have shaped him into who he is. Photos. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

6778542 LIGHTFOOT. By Nicholas Jennings. Presents an unforgettable portrait of the legendary singer songwriter Gordon Lightfoot, whose work has been covered by everyone from Joni Mitchell and Barbra Streisand to Bob Dylan and Elvis Presley. Revealing and insightful, it’s an inspiring and exhilarating story of an iconic musician’s brilliance. 328 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

4588312 PLAY ON: Now, Then, and Fleetwood Mac. By Mick Fleetwood & A. Bozza. Fleetwood takes you inside the legendary supergroup’s raucous history and recounts the triumphs and trials that kept the band together. Here, he describes the creation of landmark albums such as Rumors and Tusk, speaks openly about the great loves of his life, and shares outrageous moments from both studio and tour. 32 pages of photos, many color. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95
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2866065 BETWEEN HEAVEN AND THE REAL WORLD. By Steven Curtis Chapman with K. Abraham. Discover the stories behind some of Chapman’s most beloved songs. Walk with him as he tells his story, the one of a bus crash that killed his five year old daughter Maria, in this gut-wrenching autobiography. Illus. 437 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

2810956 THANKS A LOT, MR. KIBBLEWHITE: My Story. By Roger Daltrey. Four years in the making, this is the first time Daltrey has told the definitive story of the Who, and of the sweeping revolution that was British rock and roll. His generation, the post war generation, redefined the rules of youth, and out of that, the modern music industry was born. 16 pages of photos, some color. 259 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

2859887 DANCE OF DEATH: The Life of John Fahey, American Guitarist. By Steve Lowenthal. The author has spent years researching Fahey’s life and music, talking with his producers, friends, peers, wives, business partners and others. He describes Fahey’s battles with stage fright, alcohol, prescription pills, and how he ended up hopeless and mentally unbalanced. Despite his troubles, he managed to find a record label that won Grammys. Photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

2877996 ROCK MONSTER: My Life with Joe Walsh. By Kristin Casey. Far from bitter or self pitying, this is an honest account of one woman’s life changing relationship with rock legend Joe Walsh. Glamorous, debauched, and distasteful, this long and winding journey from life in the fast lane to sobriety and redemption. Illus. 364 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $25.95

5583067 GOD SAVE THE KINKS: A Biography. By Rob Jovanovic. Drawing on new interviews with most band members and key collaborators, this behind the scenes biography explores a much neglected chapter of rock ’n’ roll history and lays bare the band who made the Sixties swing, survived the first blockbuster hit, Hello, Hello Ready Got Me. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Aurum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2954791 BEING JOHN LENNON: A Restless Life. By Ray Connolly. The John Lennon depicted in these pages is a much more kaleidoscopic figure than the white washed Prince of Peace that audiences imaged fame. Though there were more glamorous rock stars in rock history, even within the Beatles, it was Lennon’s attitude which caught, and then defined his era. 16 pages of photos. 448 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

5974489 BEING ELVIS: A Lonely Life. By Ray Connolly. Takes a fresh look at the career of the world’s most beloved singer, pulling him from the garish lights of Las Vegas and placing him back in his distinctly southern world of the mid-20th-century. Expanded and extensively updated in the 30th anniversary of his passing, adds a new perspective. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

2886102 PERFECT DAY: An Intimate Portrait of Lou Reed with Life Lou Room. By Bettye Kronstad. In this intimate portrait revealing the true heart of the story of her five years with the one of rock ’n’ roll’s finest sons, from their meeting in 1968 through the demise of The Velvet Underground, to the rise of his solo career. The fullest and most intimate portrayal of life with a music legend. Photos, some color. 278 pages. Jawbone. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


2961198 SEX, DRUMS, ROCK’N’ROLL! The Hardest Hitting Man in Show Business. By Kenny Aronoff, noted by Rolling Stone magazine as one of the greatest drummers of all time, Aronoff is arguably the most sought-after recording and touring beat master ever. Ignited by a Beatles TV appearance in 1964, Aronoff’s passion for drums carried him from the kit in his childhood living room to Bernstein at Tanglewood and much more. Photos. 353 pages. Backbeat. Pub. at $29.99

3296679 BLUES FOR LADY DAY: The Story of Billie Holiday. By Paolo Balsi. This biography of Billie Holiday, writer, in a novel form, traces the story of one of the greatest jazz singers of all time. Her first performances in the night clubs of prohibitionist America was where her pioneering vocal style was born, later to become a lasting influence on jazz and modern music to this day. Fully illus. 112 pages. One Peace Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2925613 VICTIOUS: The Art of Dying Young. By Mark Paytress. Offers fresh insights into the life and legend that was Sid Vicious. Through in-depth interviews with many of Sid’s contemporaries and close friends, Paytress brings a hard-hitting firsthand perspective to the story of one of rock ‘n’ roll’s most enigmatic figures. 16 pages of photos. 337 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

2916339 GEORGE JONES: The Life and Times of a Honky Tonk Legend. By Bob Allen. Preface by Ray Connolly. In this authorized biography of an American Singer. This updated edition provides a hard-hitting portrait of one of the most revered singers in the history of country music. Jones’s saga is a larger than life tale of rags to riches (and back to rags to riches) over the course of 16 pages of photos. 337 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

6864475 HIGHWAY STAR: The Autobiography of Deep Purple’s Lead Singer. By Ian Gillan. From the moment he saw Elvis Presley on screen, Gillan aspired to be a rock star. His wish came true when he joined Deep Purple and quickly became a household name. He describes the rock ’n’ roll lifestyle in disarming detail while never taking himself too seriously, making this an entertaining read for any rock fan. Photos, some color. 220 pages. Little, Goss. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

5910196 FORTUNATE SONS: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Tells in frank and soulful voice that made his music so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the hard-won survival of a solo artist, reminding us that, despite life’s pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and of course, rock ’n’ roll. 16 pages of photos, some color. 406 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00

6952437 FORTUNATE SON: My Life, My Music. By John Fogerty with J. McDonough. Tells in frank and soulful voice that made his music so powerful, the creative force behind Creedence Clearwater Revival traces the hard-won survival of a solo artist, reminding us that, despite life’s pain and regret, in the end all that matters is love—and of course, rock ’n’ roll. 32 pages of photos, some color. 406 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

2873381 EVERY NIGHT IS SATURDAY NIGHT. By Wanda Jackson with S. B. Bomar. An enduring and genre-defying legend of American music, Wanda Jackson shares her story: of being discovered by Country Music Hall of Famer Hank Thompson; of the Country Times and The Party Timers and her racially integrated band; of her relationship with Elvis; and more. 16 pages of photos, some color. 271 pages. BMG. Pub. at $24.95

2938449 LINER NOTES: On Parents & Children, Exes & Enemies, and the Myth of My Other Favori te Child. By Lou顿 Wainwright Ill. The patriarch of one of America’s great musical families details the family history his lyrics have referenced—both the troubles and the joys—through generations. Writing poignant about being a son, a parent, and a grandfather, he gives new meaning to the term father figure. Photos, some color. 303 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00

2922061 TO LIVE IS TO DIE, REVISED EDITION: The Life and Death of Metallica’s Cliff Burton. By Joel McIver. Cliff Burton’s life was short but influential; his death at the age of 24 at a bus crash was sudden and shocking. This revised and updated edition, published to mark the 30th anniversary of his passing, adds new appreciation for this musician and his phenomenal skills as a bass player. Photos, in color. 310 pages. Jawbone. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
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**5773504 GOING GYPSY: One Couple’s Adventure from Empty Nest to No Nest at All.** By David & Veronica James. Faced with an empty nest and a last-minute move out of the city, the authors decided to throw caution to the wind, quit their jobs, selling their home, putting on their vagabond shoes and hitting the road in a box truck. In Four RV Roads, they share their inspiring and transformative journey. 32 pages of color photos. 184 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**2809192 A RACE TOO FAR.** By Chris Eakin. Of the nine sailors who started the Golden Globe race only one would complete it. Alone for over 20 years he lived in the middle of oceans, often with no radio contact, the men suffered violent storms, shipwreck, and suicide. This work recreates the adventure and drama of a race that set records, but also ended in tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Ebury. $14.95 $4.95

**5770289 DANIEL BOONE: The Pioneer of Kentucky.** By John S.C. Abbott. This classic reprint of Abbott’s (1805-1877) account of the life and genius of Daniel Boone recounts the epic story of how Boone opened up the Appalachian Mountains and gave the American’s the chance to settle the Midwest. 347 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

**6926292 THE WILD TRUTH.** By Carine McCandless. In April 1992, Chris McCandless walked into the Alaska wilderness, where he survived for more than 100 days before perishing in an abandoned bus. For over 20 years his story has captivated millions, and yet only one person knew the truth behind his remarkable journey. Here, his beloved sister Carine finally tells the full story that inspired Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild. 40 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**4627296 THE WILD TRUTH.** By Carine McCandless. In April 1992, Chris McCandless walked into the Alaska wilderness, where he survived for more than 100 days before perishing in an abandoned bus. For over 20 years his story has captivated millions, and yet only one person knew the truth behind his remarkable journey. Here, his beloved sister Carine finally tells the full story that inspired Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild. 40 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**5770149 BUSHMASTER: Raymond Ditmars and the Hunt for the World’s Largest Viper.** By Dan Eatherley. Raymond Ditmars (1876-1942), the first curator of reptiles at the Bronx Zoo, brought cold-blooded animals to public attention as never before. This is the true story of this remarkable man—and his obsession with capturing one enigmatic and deadly reptile: the world’s largest bushmaster. 16 pages of photos. 140 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**2857413 LIFE AMONGST THE MODOC: Unwritten History.** By Joaquin Miller. First published in 1873, this fascinating narrative is based on Miller’s years among the mining towns and Indian camps of northern California during the middle of the 1870s. A nature writer, he was also a maverick in his portrayal of the state’s emotional landscape, dealing with themes such as loneliness and defeat, melancholy and joy, and the grandeur of the West. 433 pages. Heyday. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**2860004X THE LAST WILD MEN OF BORNEO: A True Story of Death and Treasure.** By Carl Hoffman. Drawing on exclusive interviews with Vietnamese traveler Bruno Manser’s family and colleagues, and on Manser’s letters and journal, Hoffman tells the story of Manser, who stowed away on the Roaring Twenties’ most notorious ship, the SS Dampier, and is now the focus of the feature film Into the Wild. His story is the story of an obsession, written with his trademark wit and charm. Photos. 393 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**2637773 NO PICNIC ON MOUNT KENYA: The Story of Three POW’s Escape to Madagascar.** By Felice Benuzzi. The remarkable story of how three Italian POW’s escaped from Mount Kenya, and with improvised equipment and meager rations, climbed the north face of the Mountain, and then unhinkably broke back into the camp. This edition includes Benuzzi’s watercolors, and a final chapter never before appearing in English. 256 pages. Maclehose Press. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

**2866729 THE CATALOGUE OF SHIPWRECKED BOOKS.** By Edward Wilson-Lee. This volume tells the extraordinary story of Hernando Colon, a singular visionary of the printing press age who also happened to be Christopher Columbus’ illegitimate son. This account details Colon’s quest to collect everything ever printed. 16 pages of photos, some color. 534 pages. Hesperus. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99 $5.95

**2975971 BUSH RUNNER: The Adventures of Pierre-Espirt Radisson.** By Mark Bourrie. Kidnapped by Mohawk warriors at the age of fifteen, Radisson assimilated and was adopted by a powerful family, only to escape from their forests and return to France. After being recaptured, he defected from a raiding party to the Dutch and crossed the Atlantic to Holland—thus beginning a lifetime of seized opportunities and frustrated ambitions. 314 pages. Biblioasis. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**2939339 ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG NATURALIST: The Zoo Quest Expeditions.** By David Attenborough. In 1954, Attenborough traveled the world finding rare and elusive animals for the London Zoo’s collection while filming the expedition for the BBC. This is the story of his travels, written with his trademark wit and charm. Photos. 393 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**201188X BENEATH THE HEART OF THE SEA.** By Wyman Chase. Originally published as Narrative of the Most Extraordinary Adventure of the Shipwreck of the Whale-ship Essex in 1821. Presents Chase’s autobiographical account of his survival at sea in 1820. This story inspired Moby Dick and is now the focus of the feature film In The Heart of the Sea. 89 pages. Hesperus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**2869942 THE STOWAWAY: A Young Man’s Extraordinary Adventure to Antarctica.** By Laurie Gwen Shapiro. The spectacular story of a scrappy teenager from New York’s Lower East Side who succeeded by the age of fifteen in making a remarkable feat of science and daring: an expedition to Antarctica. This true account takes you on the unforgettable and incredible voyage of the Endurance. 16 pages of photos. 230 pages. Hesperus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6602916 EYE OF A HUNDRED MIDNIGHTS: The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWII Correspondents and Their Epic Escape Across the Pacific.** By Bill Lascher. An enthralling saga of love, adventure, and rage, weakness and strength, joy and loyalty. A nature writer, he was also a maverick in his portrayal of the state’s emotional landscape, dealing with themes such as loneliness and defeat, melancholy and joy, and the grandeur of the West. 433 pages. Heyday. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**8927050 THE SUN IS A COMPASS: A 4,000-Mile Journey into the Heart of the Sea.** By Chris Eakin. Of the nine sailors who started the Golden Globe race only one would complete it. Alone for over 20 years he lived in the middle of oceans, often with no radio contact, the men suffered violent storms, shipwreck, and suicide. This work recreates the adventure and drama of a race that set records, but also ended in tragedy. 16 pages of photos. 308 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95
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6927149 BELIEVE ME: My Battle with the Invisible Disability of Lyme Disease. By Yolanda Hadid with M. Bender. In this moving, behind-the-scenes account, Yolanda Hadid suffering from late-stage Lyme disease, an illness that is an undeniable epidemic and more debilitating than anyone realizes. Hadid reveals intimate details of her journey and finds answers for herself and two of her children who also suffer from Lyme. 32 pages of color photos. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. $26.99

6825044 DAUGHTER OF THE SAVANTS: Growing Up in Polygamy. By Dorothy Alfred Solomon. Daughter of her father’s fourth plural wife and twenty and engaged for years, this author’s childhood was beset by secrecy and lies, by poverty and imprisonment and government raids. Solomon broke with the fundamentalist group over her inability to reconcile with the polygamist doctrine and tells her story in this candid memoir. 389 pages.的生活

$8.95

6997303 BETWEEN BREATHS: A Memoir of Panic and Addiction. By Elizabeth Vargas. The story of Vargas’s lifelong battle with anxiety which then led to a battle with alcoholism. Here she recreates the nightmare of enduring a hidden psychological torture and a secret and crippling addiction—her story of illness, isolation, and recollection. Photos. 243 pages. Grand Central. $27.00

$4.95

6988857 SHE MADE ME LAUGH: My Friend Nora Ephron. By Richard Cohen. Cohen writes intimately and wittily about one of America’s most beloved writers, filmmakers, and personalities. A frank and loving account of her life and times captured by her longtime and dear friend in a blunt, hilarious, raucous, poignant, and tender recollection. 299 pages. S&S. $27.00

$5.95

2868288 DOROTHY DAY: The World Will Be Saved by Beauty. By Kate Hennessy. The story of a reformer and social organizer who founded a radical Christian movement committed to working for justice, eradicating poverty, and helping the needy. This biographical collection offers a gorgeously rendered portrait of this remarkable woman who rose—and as divorce and tragic death began to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together. 372 pages. Scribner. $17.00

$4.95

6921688 LESSONS FROM THE BRYA. By Melissa Francis. Broadcast journalist Melissa Francis shares behind the scenes stories from the set of Little House on the Prairie, as well as inspirational and practical life lessons she learned from the show’s dynamic creator, Michael Landon, that have echoed throughout her adult life. Color photos. 245 pages. Weinstein. $26.00

$4.95

6859402 THE ALGERIAN CHILD. By Terey Hayden. When special education teacher Terey Hayden wrote her first book One Child, she was only thirty-five years old, her intensely moving true story of Sheila, a profoundly disturbed little girl, touched millions. Now, for all those who have never found this extraordinary child, here is the surprising continuation of Sheila’s story. 336 pages. MoreHOUSE. $26.00

$4.95

2911531 DAMAGE DONE: A Mountie’s Memoir. By Deanna Lennox. A former RCMP district attorney, who turned her back on New York society life to become one of the nation’s greatest crime-fighters during an era when women were still not allowed to vote. Photos. 440 pages. St. Martin’s. $27.99

$4.95

2814889 MRS. SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Brad Ricca. Tells the true life of Grace Huxley, and first woman district attorney, who turned her back on New York society life to become one of the nation’s greatest crime-fighters during an era when women were still not allowed to vote. Photos. 440 pages. St. Martin’s. $27.99

$5.95

2841414 MADAME CLAUDE: Her Secret World of Pleasure, Privilege & Power. By William Stadiem. The secret life of Madame Claude, the woman behind the most glamorous and successful escort service in the world. Through his own conversations with the women who sold themselves and interviews with the great men and remarkable women on whom she built her empire, the author unveils Claude’s secret, forbidden universe of pleasure and privilege. Photos. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. $27.99

$5.95

2700921 THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: A True Story. By Lily Koppel. As America’s Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, their young wives’ lives were transformed into royalty. As their celebrity rose, so as did the chief of an entrenched patriarchy set to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together. Here Koppel tells the real story of the women who stood beside some of the biggest heroes in America. 320 pages. HarperOne. $15.99

$6.95

586609X CRITICAL CARE: A New Nurse Faces Death, Life, and Everything in Between. By Theresa Brown. With great compassion and a disarming sense of humor, Brown shares the trials and triumphs of her patients and comes to realize that caring for a patient means much more than simply treating a disease. Deeply moving and sobering, her story sheds light on the issues of money and power in our lives. 304 pages. HarperOne. $15.99

$6.95

2815443 GIRL ON A WIRE: Walking the Line Between Faith and Freedom in the Westboro Baptist Church. By Libby Phelps with S. Stewart. Phelps candidly talks about her experience and what it was like to escape from a life whose values were all she’d known until she turned 25. Her unusual memoir presents a rare inside look into a notorious cult and is an astonishing story of strength, bravery, and determination. Color photos. 232 pages. HarperOne. $24.50

$9.95

2893634 A WARRIOR OF THE PEOPLE: How Susan La Flesche Overcame Racial and Gender Inequality to Become America’s First Indian Doctor. By Joe Starita. This is the story of an Indian woman who effectively became a modern black tribe, the story of a woman who crashed through thick walls of ethnic, racial, and gender prejudice, and then spent the rest of her life using a unique bicultural gift to improve the lot of her people. Photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. $25.99

$6.95
**2782219 THE WARRIOR QUEEN: The Life and Legend of Aethelflaed, Daughter of Alfred the Great.** By Joanna Arman. This remarkable story of Aethelflaed, Alfred the Great’s daughter and the only female ruler of a kingdom in Anglo-Saxon history, emerges as a remarkable political and military leader, admired in her lifetime, and a model of female leadership for all generations. Photos. 286 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2911477 BUTTERFLY.** By Yusra Mardini. From Syria to the Olympics to her current work with the United Nations Refugee Agency as a Goodwill Ambassador, Mardini tells her story in this gripping memoir. In today’s perilous climate, this story will inspire and educate readers from every background. Color photos. 284 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**2888814 HOLLYWOOD’S EVE: Eve Babitz and the Secret History of L.A.** By Lili Anolik. Eve Babitz’s equal parts biography and detective story. It is also on dangerously intimate terms with its subject: artist, writer, muse, and one woman zeitgeist. Eve Babitz. For Babitz, life was slow days and fast company until a freak fire in the ’90s turned her into a recluse. Photos. 227 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

**2938642 PRIESTDADDY: A Memoir.** By Patricia Lockwood. In her wildly original voice, Lockwood pivots from the raunchy to the sublime, from the comic from the deeply serious, exploring issues of belief, belonging and personhood. An entertaining portrait of an intensely odd religious identity with the weight of family and tradition. 336 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $27.00

**2911795 RED STAR TATTOO: My Life as a Girl Revolutionary.** By Sonja Larsen. Larsen’s childhood is one in which family members come and go and where freedom is both a gift and a burden. Escaping the tyrannical mother, she arrives in Brooklyn at sixteen and is soon drawn into an organization known publicly as the National Labor Federation and privately as the Communist Party USA Provisional Wing. This is the story of her unusual life. Photos. 263 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $14.00

**299661 THE LADY FROM THE BLACK LAGOON: Hollywood Monsters and the Lost Legacy of Milicent Patrick.** By Mallory O’Meara. This narrative uncovers the life and work of Milicent Patrick, the only woman in history to create one of Hollywood’s most beloved characters. This funny and fierce memoir chronicles Lynch’s remarkable process of self-invention. 292 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00


**208514X OUT OF LINE: A Life of Playing with Fire.** By Barbara Lynch. One of seven children raised by an overworked single mother, Lynch developed a distinct culinary style through sheer instinct and moxie, rising from waiting tables to work in the kitchens of world-renowned chefs. This funny and fearless memoir chronicles Lynch’s remarkable process of self-invention. 292 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**2944022 NJINGA OF ANGOLA: Africa’s Warrior Queen.** By Linda M. Heywood. In this landmark biography, based on nine years of research and drawing from missionary accounts, letters, and oral records, Heywood reveals how this legendary queen skillfully navigated and ultimately transcended the ruthless male-dominated power struggles of her time. Illus. 310 pages. Harvard. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**2913933 HELLO, STRANGER: My Life on the Autism Spectrum.** By Barbara Moran. As told to K. Williams. The story of a misunderstood life that serves as an eye-opening call for compassion. Bracingly honest, Moran describes the profound loneliness of being abandoned and judged while also expressing her deep yearning simply to be loved and to give love. Her story is a challenge to every reader to see the beauty and the humanity in every individual. Photos. 224 pages. KiCam Projects. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**2810670 AETHELFLAED: The Lady of the Mercians.** By Tim Clarkson. Known to history as the Lady of the Mercians, Aethelflaed earned a reputation as one of England’s leading female figures and was feared by her enemies. She helped to save England from the Vikings and is one of the most famous women of the Dark Ages. With this biography, Clarkson tells her remarkable story. Photos & maps. 209 pages. John Bradley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**2860066 THE LOST PILOTS: The Spectacular Rise and Scandalous Fall of Aviation’s Golden Couple.** By Corey Mead. Based on years of research and full of adventure, this compelling story of K. Williams and her pilot, RV, is one of the most famous women of the Dark Ages. This biography, Clarkson tells her remarkable story. Photos & maps. 209 pages. John Bradley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95


**2950015 A CHEETAH’S TALE.** By Jaycee Dugard. Read by the author. For eighteen years, Jaycee was a prisoner. This is the true story of one woman’s courage to use and abuse. For eighteen years she was not allowed to speak her own name. She became a mother and was forced to be a sister. This is Jaycee’s harrowing story. Over 7 hours on six CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $14.99

**2970023 FERBER: Edna Ferber and Her Circle.** By Julie Gilbert. This enduring biography of the popular writer begins with Ferber’s last years in New York City, exploring the setting in which she did all of her great writing. Gilbert then moves back to Edna’s youth, to her beginnings as a newspaperwoman and finally to her family; her volatile father and tyrannical mother. 445 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99


**298514X OUT OF LINE: A Life of Playing with Fire.** By Barbara Lynch. One of seven children raised by an overworked single mother, Lynch developed a distinct culinary style through sheer instinct and moxie, rising from waiting tables to work in the kitchens of world-renowned chefs. This funny and fierce memoir chronicles Lynch’s remarkable process of self-invention. 292 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**2944022 NJINGA OF ANGOLA: Africa’s Warrior Queen.** By Linda M. Heywood. In this landmark biography, based on nine years of research and drawing from missionary accounts, letters, and oral records, Heywood reveals how this legendary queen skillfully navigated and ultimately transcended the ruthless male-dominated power struggles of her time. Illus. 310 pages. Harvard. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6939579</td>
<td>THE INCEST DIARY</td>
<td>139 pages.</td>
<td>FSG. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6797903</td>
<td>MARGARET THATCHER: The Authorized Biography</td>
<td>By Lachlan Moore. 32 pages of photos. 281 pages.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6737242</td>
<td>HELENA RUBINSTEIN: Beauty Is Power. 16 pages of photos. 168 pages.</td>
<td>The Jewish Museum.</td>
<td>8¼x11¼. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6925871</td>
<td>EYE ON THE STRUGGLE.</td>
<td>By James McGrath Morris. 16 pages of photos. 466 pages.</td>
<td>Amistad. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695585X</td>
<td>CHASING PORTRAITS: A Great-Granddaughter’s Quest for Her Lost Art Legacy.</td>
<td>By Elizabeth Rynecki. 16 pages of color illus. 385 pages.</td>
<td>New American Library. Library.</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6936326</td>
<td>DOWNSTAIRS THE QUEEN IS KNITTING.</td>
<td>By Dorcas Smuck. 168 pages.</td>
<td>Paperbound.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6952154</td>
<td>YEARNING FOR THE NEW AGE: Laura Holloway-Langford and Long Beach Victorian Spirituality.</td>
<td>By Diane Sasson. 246 pages.</td>
<td>INUP. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681073X</td>
<td>ON My OWN.</td>
<td>By Diane Rehm. 162 pages.</td>
<td>Knopf. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2885570</td>
<td>THE MAID WHO DARED TO BE FREE: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History.</td>
<td>By Keith O’Brien. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages.</td>
<td>HMH. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>695634X</td>
<td>AN ABBREVIATED LIFE: A Memoir.</td>
<td>By Emily Nunn. 310 pages.</td>
<td>FSG. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6673724</td>
<td>TWILIGHT OF THE TENDERFOOT.</td>
<td>By Diane Ackerman. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Fsg. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656112X</td>
<td>THE CURRENCY OF LOVE.</td>
<td>By Diane Ackerman. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Fsg. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6972292</td>
<td>THE TRIALS OF A SCOLD: The Incredible True Story of a Woman Trusted by the US's Biggest Enemies.</td>
<td>By Diane Ackerman. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Fsg. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6843786</td>
<td>I'M JUST A PERSON.</td>
<td>By Tig Notaro. 16 pages of photos.</td>
<td>Eccop. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$26.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6673724</td>
<td>TWILIGHT OF THE TENDERFOOT.</td>
<td>By Diane Ackerman. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Fsg. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656112X</td>
<td>THE CURRENCY OF LOVE.</td>
<td>By Diane Ackerman. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Fsg. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6972292</td>
<td>THE TRIALS OF A SCOLD: The Incredible True Story of a Woman Trusted by the US's Biggest Enemies.</td>
<td>By Diane Ackerman. 208 pages.</td>
<td>Fsg. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2833902 AMEE & JAGUAR: A Love Story, Berlin 1936–1942. By Lisa Fischer. Berlin 1942. Lilly was married with four children. But then she met Feltte. She was love at first sight. Aimee (Lilly) and Jaguar (Felice) started forging plans for the future. Jaguar admitted she was Jewish, and was soon arrested and deported. At the age of eighty, Lilly told her story to Fischer who almost at first sight. Aimee (Lilly) and Jaguar (Felice) was freed from prison in 1981, quickly becoming the Joshua Abbott committed murder again. Photos. 240 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

Belly of the Beast. With support from Mailer and other writers, Abbott was freed from prison in 1981, quickly becoming the Executioner’s Song.

2847906 IKE’S MYSTERY MAN: The Secret of Robert Cutler. By Peter Shinkle. In this biography, Shinkle reveals in fascinating detail Cutler’s intimate thoughts and feelings; about U.S. efforts to account, Shinkle reveals in fascinating detail Cutler’s intimate thoughts and feelings; about U.S. efforts to counter the reality that millions of people contend with the reality that millions of people... shingles some much needed light into the darkened woman out of the footnotes of their family was freed from prison in 1981, quickly becoming the Executioner’s Song.

2896800 FORGOTTEN ROYAL WOMEN: The King and I. By Erin Lawless. This collection of bite sized biographies list thirty of these royal women out of the footnotes of their family histories details the lives and actions helped to preserved democracy from the threats of authoritarianism, from the left and right alike. Churchill and Orwell proved to be their age’s necessary men in the work they both did in the opposition to freedom, very few have written so much about famous and influential, or what T.S. Eliot called “the approaching death, or what T.S. Eliot called “the

2910632 BREAKING ROCKEFELLER: The Incredible Story of the Ambitious Rivals Who Toppled an Oil Empire. By Peter B. Doran. A riveting tale of ambition, intrigue, and betrayal. Doran traces Marcus Samuel Jr.’s rise from outsider to the heights of British aristocracy, and Henri Deterding’s conquest of America, and the eventual collapse of Rockefeller’s monopoly. The result is a richly detailed narrative on how two rivals beat the world’s richest man at his own game. Photos. 344 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.00

Churchill & Orwell: The Fight for Freedom. By Thomas E. Ricks. A dual biography of the two leaders who spearheaded the political opposition to Hitler. In the lives, motivations, achievements, and actions helped to preserved democracy from the threats of authoritarianism, from the left and right alike. Churchill and Orwell proved to be their age’s necessary men in the work they both did in the opposition to freedom, very few have written so much about famous and influential, or what T.S. Eliot called “the approaching death, or what T.S. Eliot called “the

2926638 LEADERS WHO CHANGED HISTORY. Ed. by Jeremie Dury et al. Delves into the lives, motivations, achievements, and actions helped to preserved democracy from the threats of authoritarianism, from the left and right alike. Churchill and Orwell proved to be their age’s necessary men in the work they both did in the opposition to freedom, very few have written so much about famous and influential, or what T.S. Eliot called “the approaching death, or what T.S. Eliot called “the
**6790451 SHALLOW GRAVES IN SIBERIA.** By Michael Krupa. A truly remarkable story of survival against all the odds. Krupa’s narrative illustrates with chilling clarity the brutality and terror which characterized Stalin’s reign and the extraordinary strength of the human spirit. 192 pages. Britlin. Paperback. $6.95

**2911151 COME AND TAKE IT: The Gun Printer’s Guide to Thinking Free.** By Cody Wilson. Follow a group of digital radicals as they navigate political subculture to create a technological miracle, against all odds. A compelling argument for innovation and political freedom. Written with a vivid, visual style, this book is a must-read for anyone interested in the future of technology and freedom. 312 pages. Gallery. Paperback. $16.95

**1727252 INSATIABLE: Porn—A Love Story.** By Asa Akira. In one of the most surprising books about sex in the 21st century, Akira offers a provocative memoir of her life and career as a porn star. Written with uncompromising honesty, her story is an electrifying, amusing, and sometimes disturbing look at a world still largely hidden from public view. Adults only. 246 pages. Grove. Paperback. $15.00

**2858212 THE QUIET ROOM: A Journey Out of the Torment of Madness.** By L. Schiller & A. Bittel. In this personal account, Schiller relates how against all odds she survived full-blown schizophrenia, hospitalizations, halfway houses, suicide attempts and constant withering despair. Updated, Schiller also reprints nearly 50 dramatic, original publication of her memoirs—a period involving addiction, relapse, and ultimately love and recovery. 290 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $15.99

**2912848 FIRST MAN: The Life of Neil A. Armstrong.** By James R. Hansen. This essential biography, with a new chapter written after Armstrong’s death, addresses the complex legacy of the First Man as both an astronaut and an individual. 242 pages of photos. 441 pages. S&S. Paperback. $16.00

**6904696 RAOUl WALLENBERG: The Biography.** By Ingrid Carlberg. As Sweden’s Special Envoy to Budapest in 1944, Carlberg, with remarkable bravery, created a system of protective passports, and sheltered thousands of desperate Jews in buildings he claimed were Swedish libraries and research institutes. Carlberg narrates with vigor and insight the story of a hero, and the truth about his disappearance and death. 32 pages of photos. 639 pages. Macmillan. Hardcover. $31.95

**6615481 THE SILENT WITNESS.** By Casey Watson. It’s the night before Christmas when Watson and her husband get a call to take in twelve-year-old Bella, who has witnessed the attack on her father—now in intensive care—by her mother. Refusing to speak, or unable to, the Watson’s foster Bella, and to try to coax the truth from her of what she witnessed, 280 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. $9.99

**5086103 CRYING FOR HELP.** By Casey Watson. Two weeks after saying farewell to her mother and her twin, Ashley, Logistics Support Specialist to the US Army, Sophia, a troubled 12-year-old with a sad past. Sophia’s actions are disturbing and provocative and, before long, Casey and her family find themselves in a dark and dangerous situation. 312 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. $9.99


**2874652 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six.** By Dilip Joseph with J. Lund. December 5, 2012. American medical doctor Dilip Joseph and two colleagues are kidnapped by the Talibán and are forced to endure a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and death are threatened and the threat of execution. Rogers and his deadly operation by SEAL Team Six, this is more than a story of survival and loss. It is also a tale of compassion and inspiration. Color photos. 199 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. $24.99

**2810304 BORN FREE.** By Joy Adamson. Since the first publication of this fascinating story, generations of readers have been inspired, moved and moved by its charm and the remarkable interaction between Joy Adamson and Elsa, the lion cub she adopted. This collector’s edition includes new, full-edges pageantry, ribbon bookmark. 16 pages of photos. 457 pages. Macmillan. Hardcover. $12.99

**2949091 FIGHTING BLIND: A Green Beret’s Story of Extraordinary Courage.** By L. Castro & J. DeFelice. Fighting was a practiced routine for Lieut. Col. Castro, but when a mortar round struck the rooftop of his sniper’s post in Iraq, he found himself in a battle more difficult than even he could have imagined. This frankly told account of his struggle through adversity, the highs and lows and the ways in which Castro’s will to evade death, we have become too adept at hiding from it. Sixth generation funeral director Wilde understands this relinance and fear. With stories told with equal parts humor and poignancy, Wilde offers an intimate look into the business of death and evokes a new perspective on living and dying. 193 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. $16.99

**6982042 MAKING HAY.** By Verlyn Klinkenborg. An unforgettable glimpse of everyday life on the farms of Iowa, Minnesota, and Montana. In beautiful, deceptively simple prose touched with humor and affection, Klinkenborg weaves a marvelouy story of the richness of rural life. 157 pages. Lyons. Paperback. $17.95

**5764320 THE SCARLETT LETTERS: My Secret Year of Men in an L.A. Dungeon.** By Verlyn Klinkenborg. Taking us to a place that few have seen but millions have fantasized about, Nordbak reveals how she transformed herself from a University of Southern California grad lacking confidence to an elite professional dominatrix whose own voice, power, and compassion for others. Adults only. 308 pages. Zebra. Paperback. $11.95

**2905965 GORILLA AND THE BIRD.** By Zack McDermott. The story of McDermott’s true-fall into psychosis and his desperate, poignant, often darkly comic struggle to return. At first, he could barely eat, speak, or even see himself as he rapidly unraveled and his identity, and rebuild some semblance of a stable life. A bravely honest account of a young man’s unraveling and the relationship that saves him. 278 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. $27.00

**4624564 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six.** By Dilip Joseph with J. Lund. December 5, 2012. American medical doctor Dilip Joseph and two colleagues are kidnapped by the Talibán and are forced to endure a nine-hour march into the mountains, gruesome images of torture and death are threatened and the threat of execution. Rogers and his deadly operation by SEAL Team Six, this is more than a story of survival and loss. It is also a tale of compassion and inspiration. Color photos. 199 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. $24.99
UNUSUAL, MULTIFACETED LIVES

8680877 A MIDWIFE’S STORY: Life, Love and Birth Among the Amish. By P. Armstrong & S. Feldman. When hospital-trained midwife Penny Armstrong takes on a job delivering the babies of the Amish, she encounters a way of life deeply rooted in the earth. As she learns her respect for nature, she discovers an approach to giving birth which would change her life forever. 238 pages. Fintan & Martin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2815257 BEFORE I HAD THE WORDS: On Being a Transgender Young Adult. By Skylar Kergil. Revealing entries from the author’s personal journals as well as interviews with her mother, father, and other lend remarkable depth to Skylar’s story. This is a groundbreaking chronicle of change, loss, discovery, pain, and relief, bringing new meaning to the phrase “formative years.” 257 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99 $8.95

5614421 VILLAGE VETS: One Country Town, Two Best Mates, and a Farm Load of Animals. By A. Bennett & J. Carroll. The endearing story of two best “mates” who both dreamed of working with animals from the time they were knee high. Finding themselves unlikely TV stars, their genuine affection for the people they served and the animals they had to learn to love won the hearts of Australians everywhere. 288 pages. ABC Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

2909332 SHOOTING GHOSTS: A U.S. Marine, a Combat Photographer, and Their Journey Back from War. By J.J. Brennan & F. O’Reilly. While the war never really ends for those who have lived through it, this memoir charts the path two survivors have found to calm the ghosts and reclaim a measure of peace. Fearless and honest, this narrative is a necessary evil for our violent world. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 340 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


2951924 OLD JULES. By Mari Sandoz. A portrait of Sandoz’s pioneer father tells of the fights with the cattlemen and the sheepmen, of the tragic scarcity of women and the trials of a man who had to “marry anything that got off the train,” of the droughts, the storms, the wind, and isolation. Reprinted from the original edition published in 1935. Illus. 424 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

2890127 A SECOND WIND. By Philippe Pozzo di Borgo. Born into privilege, Pozzo di Borgo was not generally someone in the habit of asking for help. Then, aMaraJ555Y, accident left him a quadriplegic. The only person who seemed unaffected by Philippe’s condition was Abdi, the unemployed, outspoken Algerian immigrant who would become his unlikely caretaker. 257 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2865750 WILLIAM MORRIS: Lifelines 3. By Richard Tames. Morris’s career placed him at the center of an age and culture he both condemned and shaped. Hallmarked by a love of nature and a deep respect for the art of making things, Morris became a weaver, dye master, calligrapher, printer, businessman, journalist and novelist. The author offers readers a fascinating insight into this multifaceted life. Illus. 64 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

2786550 UNDER THE SAME SKY: From Stapleton in Northern China to Stalin in America. By Joseph Kim with S. Talty. An unforgettable story of suffering and redemption. Alone on the streets of North Korea, Joseph learned to beg and steal until finally in desperation, he crossed the notorious border to China. Determined to arrive in America, and into a foster family, he has become a dedicated student and is thriving thanks to his faith and inner strength. 273 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00 $14.95

CD 207923X THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE. By Caityln Jenner. Read by Erin Bennett. Reveals the real Banner Jenner and her journey to becoming herself. Filled with incredibly personal and moving stories of struggle and victory, of anxiety and fear, and finally, her first and most-anticipated. Over eight hours on 8 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95


2780135 ON CALL IN THE ARCTIC: A Doctor’s Pursuit of Life, Love, and Miracles in the Alaskan Frontier. By Thomas J. Sims. An extraordinary memoir recounting the adventures of a young doctor in Alaska, confronting racism and overcoming cultural prejudices and hostility from those who would rather see him sent packing. Sims reveals the trials and the tenderness from medicine where he must pretend to be the one who’s against the odds to help those in need. 16 pages of color photos. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

2946408 SIERRA TWO: A Navy SEAL’s Odyssey in War and Peace. By Marc Lonergran-Hertel. The story about embarking on a 86-mission career longer than one enlistment, a Navy SEAL finding the value in your life and the responsibility of following your true life’s path as a protector of others, no matter what the cost. Pinnacle. 267 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2936410 THE ENSLAVED QUEEN: A Memoir About Electricity and Mind Control. By Wendy Hoffman. Written by a survivor of mind control and ritual abuse who is also a therapist, this memoir exposes the existence and practices of organized criminal groups who abuse children, helps the survivors of those abuses, and provides important information for professionals about the dissociative brain. 309 pages. Aeon. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


2951822 COMANCHE JACK STILWELL: Army Scout and Plainsman. By C.E. Chambers & P.H. Carstens. Stilwell’s story unflinching the backdrop of the Civil War, cattle drivers, the Indian Wars, the Oklahoma land rush, and the rough justice of the Wild West. The authors take a true American character out of the shadow of history. All the story of one of the defining figures of the West. Photos. 286 pages. JUMP Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

2936763 THE MAN WHO CAUGHT THE STORM: The Life of Legendary Tornado Chaser Tim Samaras. By Brantly Hargrove. The story of one of America’s greatest tornado chasers. It’s a tale of drive force of talent, obsession and ingenuity, capturing the race to understand nature’s fiercest phenomenon. Hargrove’s masterful narrative plunges readers inside the extremes of the natural world and reveals the character of a man torn between life and death in pursuit of knowledge. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

282633X PATRIOT OR TRAITOR: The Life and Death of Sir Walter Raleigh. By Anna Beer. A writer, poet, soldier, politician, courtier, spy and explorer, Sir Walter Raleigh is an enigmatic and contradictory character. This is a tale of bargaining, failure, and betrayal. Through the Elizabethan golden age and Raleigh’s famous adventures to the final act, Beer presents Raleigh’s story in all its richness. Oxford. 317 pages. OneWorld. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

Click here to see more titles at erhbc.com/689
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**69821X** **WILLIAM D. PAWLEY:** The Extraordinary Life of the Adventurer, Entrepreneur, and Diplomat Who Colofledged the Flying Tigers. By Anthony R. Carrozza. Hardcover. 223 pages. Macmillan. In 1942, while serving with the Flying Tigers as a mid-20s Air Corps captain among Indiana Jones and Donald Trump, Pawley helped organize a military division to fight against the Japanese. His book looks at the extraordinary life of a man whose work influenced the lives of many others. 2022. $35.95


**2935430X** **A CURIOUS DISCOVERY:** By John Hendricks. Going behind the scenes, Hendricks tells the fascinating stories of some of the network's most popular shows: Deadliest Catch, Mythbusters, The Crocodile Hunter, Planet Earth, Dirty Jobs, and Trading Spaces. He also draws lessons from the network's setbacks, including the unsuccessful collaboration with the network's sett--away to safety without ever looking back. He is the life and reputation would never survive one of maritime history's great tragedies, but his life and reputation would never survive. Wilson at last illuminates his full story in these pages. SHOPWORN. 328 pages. Paperbound. Publisher. At $15.99

**26527X** **SEOUL MAN:** A Memoir of Cars, Culture, Crisis, and Unexpected Hilarity inside a Korean Corporate Titan. By Frank Ahrens. In this humorous narrative, Ahrens sheds light on a culture few Westerners know, taking readers on a “fish out of water” adventure through corporate boardrooms, boozey karaoke dinners, and the world’s glitziest auto shows. Join Ahrens as he becomes the only American among thousands of Koreans at Hyundai Motor Company headquarters in Seoul, South Korea. 336 pages. HarperPerennial. Publisher. At $27.99

**28307X** **UNIVERSAL MAN:** By Richard Davenport-Hines. John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) was the twentieth century’s most influential economist. In this volume, Davenport-Hines, an acclaimed historian, offers the first biography of Keynes that reveals the man in all of his colour. 418 pages. Basic. Publisher. At $29.99

**69821X** **WILLIAM D. PAWLEY:** The Extraordinary Life of the Adventurer, Entrepreneur, and Diplomat Who Colofledged the Flying Tigers. By Anthony R. Carrozza. Hardcover. 223 pages. Random. Discover the story of the notorious owner of the RMS Titanic, who jumped ship and rowed away to safety without ever looking back. He is the life and reputation would never survive one of maritime history's great tragedies, but his life and reputation would never survive. Wilson at last illuminates his full story in these pages. SHOPWORN. 328 pages. Paperbound. Publisher. At $15.99

**26527X** **SEOUL MAN:** A Memoir of Cars, Culture, Crisis, and Unexpected Hilarity inside a Korean Corporate Titan. By Frank Ahrens. In this humorous narrative, Ahrens sheds light on a culture few Westerners know, taking readers on a “fish out of water” adventure through corporate boardrooms, boozey karaoke dinners, and the world’s glitziest auto shows. Join Ahrens as he becomes the only American among thousands of Koreans at Hyundai Motor Company headquarters in Seoul, South Korea. 336 pages. HarperPerennial. Publisher. At $27.99

**28307X** **UNIVERSAL MAN:** By Richard Davenport-Hines. John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) was the twentieth century’s most influential economist. In this volume, Davenport-Hines, an acclaimed historian, offers the first biography of Keynes that reveals the man in all of his colour. 418 pages. Basic. Publisher. At $29.99
**Businessmen & Entrepreneurs**


- **677815** STICKY FINGERS: The Life and Times of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone Magazine. By Joe Hagan. 16 pages of photos. 547 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**


- **689898** DISRUPTED: My Misadventure in the Start-Up Bubble. By Dan Lyons. 258 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


- **68955QX** YOGI: The Life & Times of an American Original. By Carlo DeVito. This authoritative biography of one of the greatest catchers in the history of the game presents Yogi Berra in all his glory, as he has always been seen by Berra himself. Sifted from more than 4,000 articles, interviews, papers, and hundreds of memoirs and biographies, it examines one of the most unique men in baseball history, pages of photos. 414 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **6894720** CLOSING THE GAP: Lombardi, the Packers Dynasty, and the Pursuit of Excellence. By Willie Davis et al. Provides a detailed glimpse of what it was like for Davis, growing up in a poor, southern town, and the intense pressure on a college athlete contemplating his future. And it offers a thrilling, behind the scenes look at one of professional sport’s most iconic teams, its talented and colorful players, and their revered coach. Photos. 394 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**


- **2831546** HANG TIME: My Life in Basketball. By Elgin Baylor with A. Eisenstock. The inspirational true story of how Elgin Baylor transformed basketball from a game played by 5,000 people in a Los Angeles high school gym into a major league sport enjoyed by millions of fans around the world. Photos. 326 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

- **2992421** CHUCK NOLL: His Life's Work. By Michael MacCambridge. Presents the first biography of the legendary Steelers coach who led the Pittsburgh Steelers to an unprecedented four Super Bowl victories and the team into one of the greatest football dynasties in history. By understanding the man himself, we can see Noll’s profound influence on the city, players, coaches and the game he loved. 16 pages of photos. 466 pages. Univ of Pittsburgh Press. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

- **2861261** LOU: Fifty Years of Kicking Dirt, Playing Hard, and Winning Big in the Sweet Spot of Baseball. By Lou Pinella with B. Madden. Pinella brings an unforgettable and feisty voice to his rollercoaster ride of a career, going inside the highs and lows of his seemingly impossible comebacks that defined every Lou Pinella team. Here he offers a bridge to a rapidly disappearing era, when baseball was a bit more fun, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an umpire was good for everyone. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 342 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **29381X** 6 BELOW: Miracle on the Mountain. By Eric LeMaure with D. Seay. In this riveting account, the former Olympian and professional hockey player tells a harrowing tale of survival--of how with only a lightweight jacket and thin wool hat, he survived eight days stranded in the frozen wilderness after a snowboarding trip gone horribly wrong. Photos. 205 pages. Goodspeed. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **690591** BILL MARTIN: Baseball's Flawed Genius. By Bill Pennington. The combative, fiery, intimidating field manager caricature is erased at last in this intimate, insightful portrait of the man who never backed down for the game he loved. Intimate, revealing, and, necessarily, colorful, it is an indelible portrait of a father than baseball figure whose accomplishments in the game have been overshadowed by his personal life. Photos. 530 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

- **2905264** BALLPLAYER. By Chipper Jones with C.R. Walton. One of the greatest switch-hitters in baseball history shares his remarkable story. With his trademark candor and astonishing recall, Chipper Jones tells the story of his rise to the MLB ranks and what it took to stay with one organization--the Atlanta Braves--in this candid biography. Photos. 369 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **6989352** SAYS: My Life and Times. By Gale Sayers with F. Mitchell. In just 68 remarkable games, Gale Sayers created an on the field record that would never be broken. He had his moment in the Pro Football Hall of Fame. Forced to retire because of injury, he went on to earn a masters degree, start his own computer company and found the Gale Sayers Center. A true sports icon in the brief 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **6987012** NOLAN RYAN: The Making of a Pitcher. By Rob Goldman. Nolan Ryan's baseball exploits only tell part of his amazing story--it's really a love story that features Ryan and his wife of nearly 50 years, Ruth, who is his closest friend and most valuable counselor. In this candid biography, Goldman traces the life and career of one of baseball's all-time greatest pitchers, executives, and ambassadors. 16 pages of photos, some color. 366 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **6995411** SWEET LOU: Lou Pinella, a Life in Baseball. By Melissa Isaacson. Brings the story of one of baseball's most intriguing managers to life, with history with the players who created it, and explores the heartbreaks, successes, and colorful cast of characters that have forged Pinella into a competitor. Stories of Billy Martin, Reggie Jackson, George Steinbrenner, Marge Schott, Alex Rodriguez, and many more. Photos. 302 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **6993269** YOU CAN'T CATCH SUNSHINE. By D. Maynard & M. Shepitkin. The inspirational true story of baseball's wide receiver Don Maynard, a laid back speedster from a dusty corner of Texas, whose unlikely friendship with a newly minted quarterback named Joe Namath, resulted in the most unlikely upset in football history. Super Bowl III. 18 pages of photos. 269 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **2892385** LOU: Fifty Years of Kicking Dirt, Playing Hard, and Winning Big in the Sweet Spot of Baseball. By Lou Pinella with B. Madden. Pinella brings an unforgettable and feisty voice to his rollercoaster ride of a career, going inside the highs and lows of his seemingly impossible comebacks that defined every Lou Pinella team. Here he offers a bridge to a rapidly disappearing era, when baseball was a bit more fun, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an umpire was good for everyone. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 342 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **2892361** LOU: Fifty Years of Kicking Dirt, Playing Hard, and Winning Big in the Sweet Spot of Baseball. By Lou Pinella with B. Madden. Pinella brings an unforgettable and feisty voice to his rollercoaster ride of a career, going inside the highs and lows of his seemingly impossible comebacks that defined every Lou Pinella team. Here he offers a bridge to a rapidly disappearing era, when baseball was a bit more fun, and when kicking a bit of dirt on an umpire was good for everyone. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 342 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
2938448 IRON AMBITION: My Life with Cus D’Amato. By Mike Tyson with L. Sloman. The heavyweight champion of the world recounts the role Cus D’Amato played in his formative years, adopting him at age sixteen after his mother died and shaping him both physically and mentally after Tyson had spent years living in fear and poverty. He also chronicles D’Amato’s courageous fight against cancer with a loving and honest look at the man and the boxing legend he has been. Photos, 410 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

2950375 STING LIKE A BEE: Muhammad Ali vs. the United States of America, 1966-1971. By Leigh Montville. A fascinating chronicle of the five fighting years in Muhammad Ali’s life, during which he became a tumultuous turning point, when he joined the Nation of Islam, changed his name, refused military service, was stripped of his boxing license, and stood at the center of an incendiary legal case that gripped the nation. Photos, 354 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00

6975542 THE LAST COWBOY: A Life of Tom Landry. By Mark Ribowsky. As the coach of football’s most storied era, Landry transformed the sport into the technical chess match it is today. Over a decade after his death, this study takes a fresh look at the man who played with his heart on his sleeve. 16 pages of photos. 356 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $16.99

6931540 TOMMY LASORDA: My Way. By Colin Gunderson. An inspiring, enlightening, heartwarming, and often hilarious look at one man who played with his heart on his sleeve. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2876575 GUNSLINGER: The Remarkable, Improbable, Iconic Life of Brett Favre. By Jeff Pearlman. A fascinating portrait of the man with the rocket arm whose life has been one of triumph, tragedy, embarrassment, and ultimately redemption. A gritty and revelatory sports biography. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

2845571 FURIOUS GEORGE: My Forty Years Surviving NBA Divas, Clueless GMs, and Poor Shot Selection. By George Karl. Even without his Bruin days, George Karl remained a硬core basketball fan, raw, hard-hitting, and brutally honest, this memoir is as in your face and entertaining as the game that has defined Karl’s life—and it’s everything you would expect from a man who was once fired for a little too forthright with the media. Photos, 228 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

2911647 INSIDE THE NFL’S FIRST FAMILY. By Bruce Matthews with J. Lund. What has allowed the Matthews family to thrive, recording more games, championships, and Super Bowl appearances than any of the NFL’s all-time greats reveals the answers and shares his remarkable story in this fascinating memoir that details the highs and lows of football life. It’s a tale of love, hope, perseverance, and prevailing faith in God. Color photos, 230 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00

2890585 DEAN SMITH: A Basketball Life. By Jeff Davis. Dean Smith’s basketball accomplishments tell only part of his remarkable story. The author calls on the remarkable biographies of Coach Smith’s closest friends and associates, former players, coaches, and rivals, and a wealth of secondary sources to render a rich and vivid portrait of this great man, one of the towering figures of twentieth century American sports. 283 pages of photos. 238 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99

4607775 MR. HOKEY: My Story. By Gordie Howe. Known as Mr. Hockey, Gordie Howe led the Detroit Red Wings to four Stanley Cups and is the only player to have competed in the league in five different decades. Yet, the man recognized as one of the sport’s greatest all-around players has never told his story in full—until now. 16 pages of photos. 242 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

6917682 SNAKE: The Legendary Life of Ken Stabler. By Mike Freeman. Presents the first in-depth biography of one of the most talented and iconoclastic players in the history of the NFL. Pro football’s first bad boy, the Oakland Raiders quarterback is revealed as a provocative mix of larger-than-life persona, 70s sports superstar, and icon of encephalopathy awareness. Photos, 251 pages. Dry. Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6604056 TY COBB: A Terrible Beauty. By Charles LeETHnm. LeETHnm sorts out truth from fiction in this revelatory biography and finds that the dark tales were spun after Cobb’s death by an unreliable collaborator and a dishonest publisher. The Matthews family to thrive, recording more games, championships, and Super Bowl appearances than any of the NFL’s all-time greats reveals the answers and shares his remarkable story in this fascinating memoir that details the highs and lows of football life. It’s a tale of love, hope, perseverance, and prevailing faith in God. Color photos, 230 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00

6945304 CASEY STENGEL: Baseball’s Greatest Character. By Marty Appel. The definitive biography of one of baseball’s most enduring and influential characters. Stengel was the only person in history to wear the uniforms of all four New York teams (Dodgers, Giants, Yankees, and Mets) and he also revolutionized the role of manager while winning a spectacular eight pennants and seven World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

6917771 BEARING THE CROSS: My Inspiring Journey from Poverty to the NFL and Sports Television. By Tony Dorsett. One of football’s most inspirational stories. Becoming the first Texan in his high school career to earn a full ride to college, Dorsett’s journey took him from the streets of Chicago to a career in the NFL and sports television. 239 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.99

3892523 UNSTOPPABLE: My Life So Far. By Maria Sharapova. Sharapova brings us inside her pivotal matches and illuminates the relationship she has shared with her best friends, and Yrie, her coach, manager, father, and most dedicated fan. A powerful memoir, resonant in its depiction of the will to win, whatever the odds. Color photos, 192 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00
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HANK GREENBERG: The Hero of Heroes. By John Rosenzen. Baseball in the 1930s was a cultural touchstone that galvanized communities and gave a struggling country its heroes amidst the woes of the Depression. Here, Rosenzen offers an intimate account of one of the greatest baseball players, and one of the most important Jews of the 20th century. Photos. 392 pages.NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

PAUL BROWN: The Man Who Invented Modern Football. By George Cantor. The first full length biography of the legendary head coach of the Cleveland Browns, who set forth a blueprint for the modern game. He was the first coach to scout opponents through game films, call plays from the sideline, and study in China to his last brave years in a Japanese work camp. Takes readers from Eric Liddell’s Olympic medal to his missionary work in China to his last brave years in a Japanese work camp. A compelling narrative of athletic heroism and a gripping story of faith in the darkest of circumstances. Photos. 251 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


The Quarterback Whisperer. By Bob Allen with Andy Dashevsky. From legend Marine Corps combat veteran Ben Roethlisberger to Andrew Luck to Carson Palmer—the two-time Coach of the Year has had a hand in developing more Pro Bowl quarterbacks than any coach in NFL history. This is essential reading for those who want to understand the key component to quarterback performance and the coaches who help get them there. 239 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95


The Catcher Was a Spy: The Mysterious Life of Moe Berg. By Nicholas Dawidoff. He played for the Chicago Cubs from 1923 through 1939 and was known as a dugout savant. During WWII he entered the world of diplomacy and espionage, helping the OSS determine German’s atomic bomb capability. 16 pages of photos, plus maps and graphics. 452 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


JIM BROWN: Last Man Standing. By Dave Zirin. This unique biography redefines an American icon, and not always in a flattering light. Zirin delivers a raw and thrilling account of Brown’s remarkable life and a must-read for sports fans and students of the modern freedom struggle. Photos. 270 pages. BluePrint. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

The Story of the First African-American Yankee. By A. Howard & R. Wimbish. No Yankee carried himself more with dignity, held greater respect for his teammates and family, or loved being a Yankee more than Elston Howard. Elston’s wife tells the story of one of baseball’s great players, featuring unforgettable personal moments and rarely seen photographs. 198 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

Brett Favre: Counting the Days While My Mind Slips Away: A Story of Perserverance and Hope. By Ben Utecht. After at least five major concussions, Utecht suffered multiple mild traumatic brain injuries that have erased important memories. Wanting his wife and daughters to understand how much he loved them and how he changed and his remarkable journey from his youth to speaking about the long term effects of concussions before Congress. A powerful reminder to each of us to treasure all our memories. Photos. 256 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

Belichick: The Making of the Greatest Football Coach of All Time. By Ian O’Connor. Bill Belichick is perhaps the most fascinating figure in the NFL, the infamously hooded, dour face head coach who for years interacted until Gehrig’s famous farewell address threated their silence. Photos. 392 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

Unscripted: The Unpredictable Moments That Make Life Extraordinary. By Ernie Johnson, Jr. In this heartfelt autobiography, Johnson offers a remarkably candid story of a life both on and off the screen. From his relationship with his sportscenter father to his own rise to the top of sports broadcasting, from battling cancer to raising six children, this is the life he has lived after the lights are turned off and the cameras rolling. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 215 pages. Baker Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

Ultimate Speed: The Fast Life and Extreme Cars of Racing Legend Craig Breedlove. By Samuel Hawley. A candid look at a life in which Breedlove made some of the most interesting figures, this work is based primarily on countless hours of interviews with Breedlove and dozens of people connected to his life. 249 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

Black Magic on Two Wheels: The Life and Times of Ernie Banks. By Doug Wilson. Explores the life of one of baseball’s most immortal figures, from his humble beginnings as a young boy living in the segregated South to his last few years and the public battles he fought in the end. Photos. 298 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

Form: My Autobiography. By Kieren Fallon with O. Holt. Crrowned Champion Jockey on six occasions, Fallon became one of racing’s biggest stars. He was brought to the attention of the American authorities and was hit with a life ban on trial accused of race fixing. The judge ruled there was no case, but the damage to his career had been done. This is an honest account of his life and the pressures to get to the top. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 312 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
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2935511 THE HILTONS: The True Story of an American Dynasty. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. A sweeping saga of the success and excess of an iconic American family. This is the story of Conrad Hilton, the enigmatic patriarch whose visionary ideas established the model for the modern luxury hotel industry. But outside the boardroom, Conrad’s personal disfunction led to failed marriages and strained relationships with his children as revealed here. Photos. 541 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

2912226 SOMETIMETH BEAUTIFUL HAPPENED: A Story of Survival and Courage in the Face of Evil. By Sarah Weddington & Corinne. A compelling, very personal memoir and an ambitious account of the untold history of the Greek Jews. Corinna’s story is a story about the power of faith, the importance of kindness, and the courage to stand up for what’s right—no matter the cost. Photos. 306 pages. Howard Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

2910010X THE LOWELLS OF MASSACHUSETTS: An American Family. By Nina Sankovitch. The Lowells realized the promise of America as the land of opportunity, by unifying the Puritan values of hard work, community service, and individual responsibility with a deep-seated optimism that became a well-known family tradition. Sankovitch tells the fascinating story of this remarkable family. 16 pages of photos. 382 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $20.00 $8.95

2910926 THE LOYAL SON: The War in Ben Franklin’s House. By Daniel Mark Epstein. The author depicts a gripping account of how the agony of the American Revolution devastated one of America’s most distinguished families, and also a story of Franklin’s complex and confounding relationship with his illegitimate son William. Illus. 438 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2911620 RFK JR.: Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and the Dark Side of the Dream. By Jerry Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer, the son of Bobby Jr., leader of the third generation of America’s royal family, under a journalistic microscope, exploring his compulsions and addictions—from his use of drugs to his obsession with playing poker. By offering a wide view of exclusive on the record interviews and public and private records, he paints a balanced and often shocking portrait of this scion of the Kennedy dynasty. Photos. 404 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

2911764 KICK: The True Story of JFK’s Son and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. Lively, charismatic, extremely clever, and blessed with graceful athleticism and a sunny disposition, Kathleen Kennedy, known as “Kick,” was a firecracker who effortlessly made friends and stole hearts. Byrne shines a spotlight on this feisty and unique Kennedy long relegated to the shadows of her legendary family’s history. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

6670117 KICK: The True Story of JFK’s Sister and the Heir to Chatsworth. By Paula Byrne. Lively, charismatic, extremely clever, and blessed with graceful athleticism and a sunny disposition, the alluring socialite, Kathleen Kennedy, known as “Kick,” was a firecracker who effortlessly made friends and stole hearts. Byrne shines a spotlight on this feisty and unique Kennedy long relegated to the shadows of her legendary family’s history. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

2838650 KICK: THE TRUE STORY OF JFK’S SISTER AND THE HEIR TO CHATS WORTH. By Paula Byrne. This is the story of America’s circus dynasty who made their mark on the world of entertainment and the American Dream. Byrne captures the essence and vitality of this family as they made their mark on the world. 16 photos. 292 pages. Riverbend. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2921537 WHAT YOU DID NOT TELL: A Russian Past and the Journey Home. By Mark Mazower. A warm, heartfelt memoir of an ordinary man who played a part in the struggles of twentieth century Europe through the lives and hopes of a single family, his own. Following his relatives’ remarkable stories, Mazower recounts the sacrifices and silences that marked a generation and an entire decadel. Illus. 379 pages. Other Press. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

6859631 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD: The Outrageous Fortune and Misfortunes of the Heirs of J. Paul Getty. By John Pearson. In this full biography of the Getty family, the author traces the creation of their phenomenal wealth and the ways in which it has touched and tainted the lives of various generations. Packed with colorful characters, bitter feuds and unexpected turns, it is a riveting insight into the lives of the super rich. 352 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6974384 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD. By John Pearson. In this full biography of the Getty family, the author traces the creation of their phenomenal wealth and the ways in which it has touched and tainted the lives of various generations. Packed with colorful characters, bitter feuds and unexpected turns, it is a riveting insight into the lives of the super rich. Photos. Many in color. 352 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6932929 THE DULL KNIVES OF PINE RIDGE: A Lakota Odyssey. By Joe Starita. The fascinating and triumphant story of when a Lakota-Northern Cheyenne family, the renowned Chief Dull Knife who fought against Crazy Horse, escaped in 1877 from the forced relocation in Indian Territory and led followers on a desperate six-hundred mile freedom flight back to their homeland. Photos. 392 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

2939983 CALAMITY JANE AND HER SIBLINGS: The Saga of Lena and Elijah Canby. By Pamela Corn. Born Martha Calamity Jane, orphaned as a child and assumed the responsibilities of caring for her siblings. After finding homes for all of them, Martha tried to reconnect with her fractured family, but her own foibles and her sibling’s choices rendered the attempt futile. This is the tumultuous story of the Canby family. Illus. 157 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

6879012 THE FAMILY MEDICI: The Hidden History of the Medici Dynasty. By Mary Hollingsworth. In this dynamic new history, Hollingsworth argues that past narratives have focused on a sanitized view of the Medici—wise rulers, enlightened patrons of the arts, and fathers of the Renaissance—but that in fact their past was reinvented in the sixteenth century, much to the Medici’s advantage, and used this as propaganda for their legacy. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6538580 THE BLACK CALHOUNS: From Civil War to Civil Rights with One African American Family. By Gail Lumet Buckley. Buckley, the daughter of actress Lena Horne, delves deep into the family history in this remarkable chronicle, detailing the experiences of an extraordinary African American family from Civil War to civil rights. Photos. 355 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

6624952 BOB AND HELEN KLEBERG OF KING RANCH. By Helen Klapper Groves. With over 200 photographs, the author’s memoir gives a personal glimpse of life on the much-storied ranch of the Kings and the Klebergs. It chronicles not only the history of the lives of the Klebergs, but also the first family of cattle ranching. 273 pages. Maverick. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

6990930 THOSE WILD WYNDHAMS: Three Sisters at the Heart of Power. By Claudia Renton. A dazzling portrait of one of England’s grandest families. Claudia Renton captures the refinement and depth their complex wrangling between head and heart, and the tragedy at the center of all their lives, as the privilege and bliss of the Victorian age gave way to the gilded Age undone by the Great War and the passing of a world of opulence. Photos. 458 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.00 $17.95

5905923 KICK KENNEDY: The Charmed Life and Tragic Death of the Favorite Kennedy Daughter. By Barbara Leaming. Paints an unportable portrait of the Kennedy family’s favorite daughter—the star of a world in the midst of tumultuous social and political change. Leaming draws on firsthand accounts and conversations with many key players to transport us to a bygone world of immense wealth and arcane rituals, glamour and danger. Illus. 16 photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95
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★ 2938853 ALL SHIPS FOLLOW ME: A Family Memoir of War Across Three Continents. By Mieke Eerens. This engrossing, epic saga of one family’s experiences on both sides of WWII moves from Indonesia to the Netherlands to the United States, and spans generations. Eerens recounts her parents’ lives during World War II after they helped their Jewish neighbors and brought them in the present to the sites of their childhood in an attempt to understand their experiences. 16 pages of photos, some color. Picador. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 6936977 JELL-O GIRLS: A Family History. By Allie Rowbottom. A gripping examination of the early days of the Jell-O Company and an endearing portrait of a moving portrait of the women who lived in the shadow of its fractured fortune. Rowbottom offers a family history, a feminist history, and a story of motherhood, love, and loss. 277 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $21.95

★ 2952149 THE WAR CRIMINAL’S SON: The Civil War Saga of William A. Winder. By Jane Singer. General John H. Winder was the commander of most prison camps in the Confederacy, including Andersonville. His son swore allegiance to President Lincoln and the Union, and was ordered to command Alcatraz, a Civil War prison where he treated his prisoners humanely. After the war, William went into politics because of his lack of voting rights. 16 pages of photos. 277 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 2812665 SCATTERED GHOSTS: One Family’s Survival Through War, Holocaust and Revolution. By Nick Barlay. It is the story of an all-but disappeared world told through the eyes of a single family, fractured by war, and occasionally brought together by cherry studded. It is a family history that explores the events, great and small, on which a family’s existence hinges. Illus. 249 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $36.95 $28.00

★ 2952114 THE TURTLE’S BEATING HEART: One Family’s Story of Lenape Survival. By Denise Low. Low brings to life deeply held secrets of Native ancestry as she recovers the life story of her Kansas grandfather, Frank Bruner (1889-1963). As Low unravels her hidden family story of her Kansas grandfather, Frank Bruner (1889-1963) she discovers the lasting impact of trauma and substance abuse, the history of the Lenape diaspora, she discovers the lasting impact of trauma and substance abuse, the deep sense of loss and the power of collective memory. Photos. 135 pages. Bison. Pub. at $17.95 $15.95

2907499 THE KINGS OF BIG SPRING: God, Oil, and One Family’s Search for the American Dream. By Bryan Mealer. 369 pages, Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95


2855158 MRS., KENNEDY AND ME. By Clint Hill with L. McCubbin. Illus.: 243 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.95 $20.95


CD 4566559 JACQUELINE BOUVIER KENNEDY ONASSIS: The Untold Story. By Barbara Learning. Macmillan Audio. 10 hours. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

★ 9919770 THEIR PROMISED LAND: In Love and War. By Ian Buruma. Photos. 305 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.00 PRICEd TO $19.95 $15.95


Royalty & Royal Families

2967774 THE QUEEN AT 90. This stunning, beautifully illustrated volume was published on the occasion of the celebration of Queen Elizabeth’s as the longest serving British monarch, and on the occasion of her ninetieth birthday. 32 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $10.11 $6.95

2977728 PRINCE OF PLEASURE: The Prince of Wales and the Making of the Regency. By Saul David. George IV, the politically ambitious son of George III, was marked throughout his life by financial ruin and domestic entanglements. Keen for this标化was to make a man of high intelligence, with a great appreciation for art and literature. In this riveting account the author paints a detailed portrait of the Regency period. 133 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $15.00 $7.95

2904098 THE ROYAL ART OF POISON: Filthy Palaces, Fatal Cosmetics, Deadly Medicine, and Murder Most Foul. By Eleanor Herman. The author combines her unique access to royal archives with cutting edge forensic discoveries to tell the true story of Europe’s glitzy palaces: one of medical bafflement, poisonous cosmetics, festering illness, and, sometimes murder. Along the way, she analyzes the suspicious deaths of some of the most famous royals in history. 16 pages of photos. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

2856492 THE PRIVATE LIVES OF THE TUDORS: Uncovering the Secrets of Britain’s Greatest Dynasty. By Tracy Borman. Delves deep behind the public face of the monarchs, showing what their lives were like beyond the stage of the court. Drawing on material from the royal archives, the author examines Tudor history in fine detail. She explores their education, upbringing, sexual lives, and looks into the kitchens, bathrooms, schoolrooms, and bedrooms of court bringing new insights into these celebrated figures. 16 pages of illus., many color. 448 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

2970080 AMERICAN PRINCESS: The Love Story of Margaret Thatcher and Prince Philip. By Leslie Carroll. Carroll provides context for Harry and Meghan’s story by leading readers through centuries of Britain’s rule-breaking royal marriages, and the love matches that were never permitted to make it to the altar. Follows by a glimpse into the Queen’s thirty-odd-year-long marriage. 232 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2920689 HOW TO RUIN A QUEEN: Marie Antoinette and the Diamond Necklace Affair. By Jonathan Beckman. In 1785, a Catholic cardinal and his brother were the most distinguished families in France. The Bernardstood accused of forging the queen’s signature to obtain the most expensive piece of jewelry in Europe: a 2,600-carat diamond necklace. The sensational trial that would follow unfoldshere. Illus. 386 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

5616455 PRINCE HARRY: Brother, Soldier, Son. By Penny Junor. Published in celebration of his thirtieth birthday, this is the story behind the tabloids. Written with the help of many of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic—and dangerous—of the Queen’s grandsons. 16 pages of color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

★ 2804020 THE HOUSE OF BEAUFORT: The Bastard Line That Captured the Crown. By Nathen Amin. This study uncovers the rise of the Beauforts from bastard stock of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, to esteemed companions of their cousin Henry V, celebrated victor of Agincourt, and tracks their charring fall with the House of Lancaster during the 1460s and 1470s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2870295 FIXER & FIGHTER: The Life of Hubert de Burgh, Earl of Kent, 1170-1243. By Brian Harwood. Hubert de Burgh rose to become one of the most powerful men in England. He loyalized himself to King John and then Henry III and played a crucial role in saving the Plantagenet dynasty when it was under threat. At last this remarkable life gets a full-length biography in these pages. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

★ 6662501 THE FINAL CURTSEY: A Royal Memoir by the Queen’s Cousin. By Margaret Rhodes. A warm and charming autobiography of one of the world’s most famous royal figures, Princess Margaret–gives us a unique glimpse into the private world of the Royal Family through her fascinating memoirs. 36 pages of color photos. 155 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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England, from the warrior kings of the Dark Ages to modern day, and visit the various royal tombs where they can be found today. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

★ 2800898 ANNE OF CLEVES: Henry VIII’s Unwanted Wife. By Sarah-Beth Watkins. She was never brought up to be a queen yet out of the many possible choices, she was the bride Henry VIII chose as his fourth wife. Yet from their first meeting the king decided he liked her not and sought an immediate divorce. This is the story of Anne's marriage to Henry. Illus. 161 pages. Chronos. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★ 2946509 QUEEN VICTORIA’S MATCHMAKING: The Royal Marriages That Shaped Europe. By Deborah Cadbury. Queen Victoria was the last of the matrons who arranged marriages into royal houses of Europe. This account is a portrait of a royal family and an examination of the conflicts caused by the marriages the Queen arranged. It travels through the palaces of Europe weeping in scandals, political machinations, and family tensions. Illus. 382 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

★ 2899388 HARRY & MEGHAN: An Invitation to the Royal Wedding. By Angela Peet. The fairytale like romance between the UK’s fifth in line to the throne and the glamorous star of television’s Suits has been followed by millions worldwide. This stunning volume celebrates the story behind their romance. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

★ 29669X MEGHAN: The Life and Story of a Modern Royal. By Caroline Jones. This volume looks into the lifestyle of Megan Markle, the Duchess of Sussex. We find out who this enigmatic new Royal is, and what propelled her to become not only a powerful fashion influencer, but a vocal supporter of humanitarian and equal rights causes. This title celebrates a woman as well known for her natural elegance as for her altruism. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $24.95

★ 2782243 THE WICKED WIT OF PRINCE PHILIP. By Sally Middleham. Philip is one of the most powerful and memorable royal figures of our time. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $17.95

★ 6867820 THE KING IS DEAD: The Last Will and Testament of Henry VIII. By Suzannah Lipscomb. Offers an eloquent analysis of Henry VIII's will and testament. The last of the Tudor king in all its glory, pomp and paranoia. Illustrated with sumptuous portraits of the key figures of Henry's court, this bold work is as beautiful as it is daring. 192 pages. Perseus. Pub. at $26.95

★ 2778149 HARRY & MEGHAN PAPER DOLLS. By Eileen Rudisill Miller. Relive the events leading up to Prince Harry and Meghan Markle's wedding with this fabulous paper doll collectable. Dress the royal couple in the outfits they wore to their engagement announcement, and more. Includes two dolls, and 14 costumes. Fully illus. in color. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 2814315 HARRY & MEGHAN: The Wedding Paper Dolls. By Eileen Rudisill Miller. Sixteen full-color plates include figures of the bride and groom, with re-creations of the fashions they wore to pre-wedding events as well as on the day of the historic occasion. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 2803200 BEFORE WALLIS: Edward VIII’s Other Women. By Rachel Trethewey. Wallis Simpson is known as the woman who stole the king’s heart and rocked the monarchy–but she was not Edward VIII’s first or only love. This study is about the women he adored before he dominated his life. By examining their impact on the heir to the throne, we question whether he ever really wanted to be king. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.95 $26.95

★ 2994996 WILLIAM III & MARY II: Partners in Revolution. By Jonathan Keates. William and Mary II came to the throne through a coup with the “Glorious Revolution”, reestablished parliament on a new footing and helped transform England into a world power. This is a vivid portrait of their dramatic rise to power, how it marked the course of the country’s history. Photos. 89 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.

★ 6955835 THE CHILDREN OF RICHARD III. By Peter Hammond. The first study to give a detailed and comprehensive account of all Richard III’s children, covering his only legitimate child, Edward of Middleham, Prince of Wales, and his illegitimate children. Hammond also explores the possibility of other children, particularly Richard Plantagenet of Eastwell. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 95 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95


★ 2800380 HARRY I: The Father of His People. By Edmund King. The youngest of William the Conqueror’s sons, Henry I came to the throne through a coup at the age of 24. He had imprisoned his brother Richard, Duke of York, survived their uncle's death, and had imprisoned his mother through a coup. King’s en grossing portrait of Henry. Illus. 144 pages. Penguin. History. Pub. at $17.95

★ 4559660 BACKSTAIRS BILLY. The Life of William Tallon the Queen Mother’s Most Devoted Servant. By Tom Quinn. Despite humble beginnings, Tallon felt destined for a life in the royal court. Entering royal service at age 15, during the next 50 years he became one of the late Queen Mother’s most trusted friends and courtiers. Tallon’s Scandalous, shocking, and entertaining glimpse of what life in the British royal family is like. 260 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $21.95

★ 2936917 THE SURVIVAL OF THE PRINCES IN THE TOWER. By Matthew Lewis. The author examines the question: what if Edward V and his brother Richard, Duke of York, survived the sad event that his own brothers bastardized? The compelling evidence to their possible survival, along side the possibility of their deaths, provides a rounded and complete assessment of the most fascinating mystery in history. Illus. 256 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95
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and a renegade monk worked. This is the riveting story of two DeRusha. Against all odds, the unlikely union of a runaway nun and a r enegade monk worked. Thi s is the riveting story of two DeRusha. Against all odds, the unlikely union of a runaway nun and a renegade monk worked. This is the riveting story of two DeRusha.

While reading the text, it appears to be a collection of book reviews and information on various topics, such as history, religion, and international relations. The text includes titles, authors, publishers, publication dates, page numbers, and prices. It also contains brief descriptions of the content of each book, mentioning themes like the Tower of London, Martin Luther, Black Elk, and the British monarchy.

For example, one entry mentions "Gandhi: An Autobiography" by Mohandas K. Gandhi, which is described as a classic autobiography. Another entry refers to "The Tower of London" by John Ashdown-Hill, discussing the mystery of the "Princes in the Tower." The text is dense with historical and religious content, aimed at readers interested in in-depth analysis of these topics.
**6867073 MY PATIENTS AND OTHER ANIMALS: A Veterinarian's Stories of Love, Loss, and Hope.** By Suzy Finnch-Grey. A beautifully written and moving story of Finchan-Grey’s selfless work and her passion for both science and the animals she cares for. She describes the satisfaction of diagnosing and treating diseases and the inevitable questions about the quality of care. It will send you running to the nearest shelter to adopt a pet. 270 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub at $27.00  **$19.95**

**6912451 BOUNTY HUNTER 4/3.** By Jason Delgado with C. Martin. A fascinating story of how Delgado’s upbringing in the school of hard knocks, South Bronx, New York, led him to the Marine Corps, some of the fiercest fighting in Iraq, and into the elite MARSOC sniper community. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $27.99  **$8.95**

**2836033 POLICE RECORDS AND RECOLLECTIONS: Or, Boston by Daylight and Gaslight for Two Hundred and Forty Years.** By Edward H. Savage. First published in 1873 and reprinted in 1971, this is the memoir of a police officer in Boston, MA, during the late 19th century. In this, he mixes his historical research on Boston with anecdotes, recollections, and even poems of his own. A fascinating look at nineteenth-century Boston. 285 pages. Boston. Pub. at $27.95  **$7.95**

**295186X MY INDIAN BOYHOOD.** By Luther Standing Bear. Although the traditional Sioux nation was in its last days when Luther Standing Bear was born in the 1860s, he was raised in the anachronistic manner to be a successful hunter and warrior and a respectful and productive member of the Sioux society. Here he recounts his formative years before attending the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania. Reprinted from the 1931 edition. 190 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00  **$15.95**

**2856301 THE WINE LOVER’S DAUGHTER: A Memoir.** By Anne Fadiman. Wine is the spine of this touching memoir; the life and character of Fadiman’s father, along with her relationship with him and her own less ardent relationship with wine are set in a world of fashion magazines and downtown nightclubs. A candid and darkly humorous memoir of prescription drug addiction, the Tyndale House. Pub. at $14.99  **$3.95**

**9290057 WE WERE RICH AND WE DIDN’T KNOW IT: A Memoir of My Irish Boyhood.** By Tom Phelan. In a series of small scenes and vignettes that read like short stories, Phelan offers a heartfelt and masterfully written memoir of growing up in Ireland in the 1940s. With tears and laughter, it speaks to the strength of the human spirit in the face of life’s adversities and gives us a glimpse of the 1940s. With tears and laughter, it speaks to the strength of the human spirit. 328 pages. Mango. Pub. at $24.99  **$16.95**

**2787678 CONTEMPT: A Memoir of the Clinton Investigation.** By Ken Starr. Starr has kept his unique perspective to himself for two full decades. In this long awaited memoir, he finally sheds light on everything he couldn’t tell us during the Clinton years, even in his carefully detailed “Star Report” of September 1998. Photos. 338 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $28.00  **$21.95**

**2855917 DRESSED UP FOR A RIOT: Misadventures in Putin’s Moscow.** By Michael Idov. Idov writes openly, sensitively, and with humor and intelligence, he offers a close-up glimpse of what a declining world can become. 275 pages. FSG. Pub at $26.00  **$6.95**

**2787369 TEARS OF THE SILENCED: An Amish True Crime Memoir of Childhood Sexual Abuse, Brutal Betrayal, and Ultimate Survival.** By Misty Griffen. The true story of an isolated and abusive childhood. Griffen recounts the details of a life of physical, emotional, and sexual abuse and her redemptive re-entry into modern society. It is a story that is ultimately about the triumph of the human spirit. 328 pages. Mango. Pub at $24.99  **$17.95**

**6948291 HOW TO MURDER YOUR LIFE: A Memoir.** By Cat Marnell. A candid and darkly humorous memoir of prescription drug addiction and promotion, set in the pignant world of fashion magazines and downtown nightclubs. Marnell shows what it is like to live in the wild, chaotic, often sinister world of a young female addict who can’t say no. 374 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00  **$11.95**

**2900957 WE WERE RICH AND WE DIDN’T KNOW IT: A Memoir of My Irish Boyhood.** By Tom Phelan. In a series of small scenes and vignettes that read like short stories, Phelan offers a heartfelt and masterfully written memoir of growing up in Ireland in the 1940s. With tears and laughter, it speaks to the strength of the human spirit in the face of life’s adversities and gives us a glimpse of the 1940s. With tears and laughter, it speaks to the strength of the human spirit. 328 pages. Mango. Pub at $24.99  **$16.95**

**2833896 WINNING BALANCE: What I’ve Learned So Far About Love, Faith, and Living Your Dreams.** By Shawna Johnson with N. French. With her own experiences and those of others, Shawna Johnson has created a big smile and even a bigger heart. It’s the full, behind the scenes story of how a young woman who won Olympic gold on the balance beam learned new lessons about balance, as well as love, faith, and what it means to be a living legend. Color photos. 256 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $16.00  **$4.95**

**10000000 CO DE 3911730 CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.** By Thomas De Quincey. Read by Gunnar Cauthery. After being prescribed the drug as pain relief for a chronic condition, Quincey found himself compelled by the opium experience. His dreams are recounted here in every hallucinatory detail. His vivid memories give an accurate account of laudanum addiction. Over three hours on 3 CDs. NAVOS AudioBooks. Pub. at $22.98  **$3.95**
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**5757096** GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. By Michelle Carey. Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in inner-city Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $18.99  $14.95

**4635345** GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. With Michelle Carey. Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in inner-city Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

**2963469** THE BLINK OF AN EYE: A Memoir of Dying—and Learning How to Live Again. By Rikke Schmidt Kjaergaard. An extraordinary tale of one woman’s fight from death back to life, and a testament to the power of the will to survive. This is the author’s gripping account of being locked inside her own body, and what it took to painstakingly relearn every basic life skill. This story is a celebration of every little thing that matters when life hangs in the balance. 256 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95  $17.95

**2969777** THE FARMER’S SON: Calving Season on a Family Farm. By John Connell. The story of a calving season, and the story of a man who emerges from depression to find hope in the place he least expected to find it. It’s the story of Connell’s life as a farmer, and of his relationship with the community of County Longford, with his faith, with the animals he tends, and above all with his father. Illus. 243 pages. HMH. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

**4763374** THE ARCHITECT OF COMMON SENSE. By Diana Cooper. This autobiography chronicles the years of Lady Diana Cooper up to the Second World War. She shares her adventures as an unconventional hostess, actress, wife and mother and explores her typically fast-paced, witty and brilliant style. Photos. 257 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $14.95

**4232617** ME WA, NOW I’M GOIN UP IN THE WORLD: A Memoir of the 1960s. By Martha Briggs. Sixteen year old Martha’s luck is finally changing. Taken in by a kind young priest, and his community of County Longford, with his faith, with the animals he tends, and above all with his father. Illus. 243 pages. HMH. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

**2639084** RECOLLECTIONS OF A NEW YORK CHIEF OF POLICE. By George W. Waring. First published in 1919 and reprinted in 1989 with the addition of Historic Supplement of the Denver Police and reprinted in 1972, this is the memoir of George Waring, retired superintendent of the New York Police Department. Included is a Kaufmann’s review from the earliest days to the present time (1890) of the Denver Police. Illus. 698 pages. Patterson Smith. $14.95

**2975599** THE MAKING OF A JUSTICE: Reflections on My First 94 Years. By John Paul Stevens. Appointed by President Ford and retiring during President Obama’s first term, Justice Stevens has been witness to, and a part of, landmark changes in American society. This warm and fascinating account of Justice Stevens’s unique memoir is a must read for anyone interested in the inner workings of America’s highest court. The Constitution. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 550 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

**2963868** WORKING: Researching, Interviewing, Writing. By Robert A. Caro. The author gives us a glimpse into his own life and work in this first book of his personal written, personal pieces. He describes what it was like to interview the mighty Robert Moses and the combination of encouragement and exhilaration he felt confronting the vast holdings of the Lyndon B. Johnson Library. 207 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

**2926555** LITTLE BOY. By Lawrence Ferlinghetti. In this autobiography, Ferlinghetti lets loose with an exhilarating rush of language to describe his significant and productive hundred years on this planet. From the very beginning the author shares his reminiscences of his life with emotion and reflection. 179 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

**2908182** THIS MUCH COUNTRY: A Memoir. By Kristen Knight Pace. After a crippling divorce, Kristen Knight Pace accepted an offer to live at a friend’s cabin in Alaska and care for his eight sled dogs. That was the beginning of a love affair with mushing, the animals, and a desire to complete the Iditarod. This is her story about a journey across an untamed landscape and finding inner peace, courage and home. 327 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.99  $18.95

**2952550** THE VALEDICTORIAN OF BEING DEAD: The True Story of Dying Ten Times to Live. By Heather B. Armstrong. The author recalls the tortuous eighteen months of suicidal depression she endured and her month long experimental treatment for depression. She tells of the terrifying inducing coma approximating brain death for a full fifteen minutes before bringing her back from a flatline. It wasn’t easy but Armstrong hasn’t experienced suicide depression since: 244 pages. Galli. Pub. at $16.95

**298279X** FACTS AND FEARS: Hard Truths from a Life in Intelligence. By Donald R. Laub. More than just a memoir, as a plastic and reconstructive surgeon, Laub’s story is a testament to how the determination of one person can bring others together to make a lasting difference in the world. 184 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $24.95  $18.95

**2975920** MR. KNOW-IT-ALL: The Tarnished Wisdom of a Filth Elder. By John Waters. No one knows more about everything, especially everything rude, clever, and repellent than Waters, and he serves it up raw in this volume: how to fail upward in Hollywood; how to develop musical taste, from Nervous Norvus to Michael Douglas; how to build a home so ugly and trendy that no one but you would dare live in it; and much more. Illus. 504 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

**2969734** FINAL FIRE. By Michael Mitchell. Nearly a half century ago, Mitchell abandoned a safe and secure academic career to become a ‘cowboy’ with a camera and a keyboard. His search for adventure took him through the Americas, across Europe, and to the Far East. This is one man’s prescription for how to live in a bizarre and never boring world. 440 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

**2946521** YOUR HEART, MY HANDS: An Immigrant’s Remarkable Journey to Become One of America’s Preeminent Cardiac Surgeons. By Arun K. Singh with J. Huang. His inspiring and heartwarming personal story is a true testament to how the determination of one person can bring others together to make a lasting difference in the world. 184 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $18.95  $15.95

**2935996** OUR FRIENDS’ SHADOW: Sinatra of the Seine, My Dad, Eddie Constantine. By Tanya Constantine. Tells the enduring determination of a single person to bring their father’s life to color. 262 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00  $19.95

**2935996** OUR FRIENDS’ SHADOW: Sinatra of the Seine, My Dad, Eddie Constantine. By Tanya Constantine. Tells the enduring determination of a single person to bring their father’s life to color. 262 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00  $19.95

**★ 2916894** MY HEART IS A DRUNKEN COMPASS: A Memoir. By Domingo Martinez. An inspirational memoir that will show readers that it is through adversity, redemption, and recovery that we truly come to understand who we are and how resilient we can be. Tragedies may seem difficult, but in the wake of the struggle, bonds are tightened, families are reunited, and true love is found. 296 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**NEW! ★ 2954427** SEA TRIAL: Sailing After My Dad. By Sarah Perry. In this beautifully written memoir, Harvey shares how after two months of voyaging with his father’s ghost, he finally finds out what happened in the OR, that crucial night and why his father, Dr. Harvey, felt compelled to lie, and the subsequent challenges. 382 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**2919419** DIRTY CHICK: Adventures of an Unlikely Farmer. By Antonia Murphy. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This is the story of how raising chickens is a peaceful, fulfilling endeavor that allows one to commune with nature and live the way humans were meant to live. Murphy soon realizes that the reality is far dirtier and way more disgusting than she ever imagined. This account will have you laughing, cringing, and rooting for this unconventional heroine. 335 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $33.95 $9.95

**5874564** DIRTY CHICK: Adventures of an Unlikely Farmer. By Antonia Murphy. Chronicles Murphy’s first year as an artisan farmer. She describes the fact that farming is a peaceful, fulfilling endeavor, Murphy soon realizes that the reality is far dirtier and way more disgusting than she ever imagined. The hard way to grow crops involves an astounding amount of urine, and roosters are a*’s* 256 pages. Golham. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

**2794495** DOG MEDICINE: How My Dog Saved Me from Myself. By Julie Barton. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Haunted by childhood memories, Barton had sunk into a suicidal depression at the age of 22. But the day she adopted a Golden Retriever puppy, she started on her road to recovery. Here she courageously shares her journey of depression, so that we might better understand the beauty of forgiveness, and the astonishing ways animals can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $9.95

**2794525** GHOST BOY: The Miraculous Escape of a Misdiagnosed Boy Trapped Inside His Own Body. By Martin Pistorius with M.L. Davies. LARGE PRINT EDITION. At the age of 12, Martin Pistorius contracted an unknown illness which rendered him mute and quadriplegic. For an unimaginable ten years, Martin would be completely conscious while trapped inside his unresponsive body, secretly aware of everything happening around him and utterly unable to communicate it. 20 pages of photos. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.95 $9.95

**5734371** GHOST BOY. By Martin Pistorius with M.L. Davies. At the age of 12, Martin Pistorius contracted an unknown illness which rendered him mute and quadriplegic. For an unimaginable ten years, Martin would be completely conscious while trapped inside his unresponsive body, secretly aware of everything happening around him and utterly unable to communicate it. Photos. 276 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**6689191** THE REMOVERS. By Andrew Meredith. 179 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95


**5940508** FROM HOLOCAUST TO HARVARD. By John G. Stoesinger. Photos, some color. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95


**5896193** JUDY & LIZA & ROBERT & FREDDIE & DAVID & SUE & ME...: A Memoir. By Stevie Stevens. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95


**6898093** WALKING WITH THE MUSES: A Memoir. By Pavelcha. 343 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


**2836238** WITHIN PRISON WALLS. By Thomas Mott Osborne. 328 pages. Paterson Smith. Pub. at $30.95 $9.95


**6989911** WHAT COMES NEXT AND HOW TO LIKE IT. By Frances Yagoda. 338 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $10.00


**PRICE CUT to $1.95**


**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**★ 7860842** THE BOY WHO TALKED TO DOGS. By Martin McKenna. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**6866387** POUR ME, A LIFE. By A.A. Gill. 268 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95
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280776 SHARON TATE: A Life. By Ed Sanders. Presents the definitive account of actress Sharon Tate's life, culminating in her untimely death at the hands of the Manson family cult. It is a joyous yet inevitably heart wrenching tour of the '60s, a riveting and lingering look at the beloved actress whose image and fate haunt us to this day. Illus. 286 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99

2949040 DOWN CITY: A Daughter's Story of Love, Memory, and Murder. By Leah Carroll. A raw, wrenching memoir of a broken family and an indelible portrait of Rhode Island, a tiny state where the ghosts of mafia kingpins live alongside the feisty, stubborn people working hard just to get by. It’s the story of a resilient young woman’s determination to discover the truth. 226 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00

6740537 THE DIVINE MADNESS OF PHILIP K. DICK. By Kyle Arnold. Probes the fascinating mystery of Dick’s heart and mind and explores how early traumas opened him to spiritual experiences while also predisposing him toward drug dependency and violence. Dick’s divine madness was a powerful spiritual experience conveyed in the images of science fiction. 234 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $19.95


2823845 RENOIR’S DANGERS: The Secret Life of Suzanne Valadon. By Catherine Hewitt. Suzanne Valadon was considered the Impressionists’ most beautiful model. But behind her captivating beauty lay a closely guarded secret. Renoir soon found that the model was herself a talented artist. The remarkable tale of a headstrong woman fighting to find a professional voice in a male dominated world. 16 pages of color photos. 470 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

2809990 INSIDE THE ARTIST'S STUDIO. By Joe Fig. In this fascinating and thought provoking collection, twenty-four painters, video and mixed-media artists, sculptors, and photographers reveal their highly idiosyncratic techniques and philosophies, as well as their daily habits and strategies for getting work done. Fully illus in color. 256 pages. Princeton Architectural. 7x9½. Pub. at $35.00

281045X BACK FROM THE DEAD. By Bill Walton. John Wooden once said that no greatness ever came without sacrifice. Nothing better illustrates this notion than Walton’s life. In Walton’s own words, he shares this dramatic story, including his basketball and broadcasting careers, his many setbacks and rebounds, and his ultimate triumph as the toughest of champions. 24 pages of photos, most in color. 327 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00

2923161 BEING NIXON: A Man Divided. By Evan Thomas. Brings new life to one of American history’s most infamous, paradoxical, and enigmatic politicians. Drawing on a wide range of historical accounts, Thomas reveals the contradictions of a leader whose vision and foresight were forever tainted by his underhanded political tactics. 619 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

To allow the lowest prices, we do not billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.